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The purpose of this test is to substantiate the high crossrange delta
 
wing orbiter configuration that has evolved during the Phase B Shuttle Develop­
ment program, by providing experimental verification of the estimated aerodynamic
 
stability and control characteristics. The test article is a 4% scale model
 
of the orbiter as specified on drawing 255BJ00050 Revision B. The test was
 
performed in the MCAIR Low Speed Wind Tunnel between 5 and 11 February 1971.
 
Test variables included configuration buildup, rudder deflections, elevon/
 
aileron deflections, cruise and landing configuration, with and without simu­
lated engine pods. Nominal test conditions are Mach no. 0.26, dynamic pressure
 





1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 






Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and 
moment coefficients, angle of attack, and sideslip angle 
SADSAC NOMENCLATURE
 
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME 




Total Axial Force 
Base Axial Force 








Total Drag Force 
Base Drag Force 







CL Lift Force CL CL 











Cm Pitching Moment CLM CLM CPM 
Cn Yawing Moment CYN CLN CLN 
L/D Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio L/D CL/CD 
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio L/DF CL/CDF 
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A 
N/A Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio CN/CAF 
SUMMARY OF SADSAC NOMENCLATURE - AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND MOMENT COEFFICENTS
 
The MCAIR Low Speed Wind Tnnel (tSWT) is a closed circuit, single 
return, continuous flow, atmospheric tunnel. The test section is 8.5 x 
12 x 18 feet. This test uses the LBWT external pyramidal balance with a 
dual strut model mount. 
TEST CONDITIONS
 
Table I lists the conditions that prevailed during the test and gives
 
some estimate of the data accuracy.
 
The model was strut mounted in the tunnel utilizing a two point con­
nection to an external pyramidal type balance. Tests were conducted with
 
the model both upright and inverted. Figures 2 and 3 show these installations.
 
An image support system shown in the figures was installed only during tare
 
and interference runs which data are not included in this report. Model base
 
pressure was measured at (15) locations on the body base as shown in Figure 12.
 
Several runs were made with tufts applied to the model to aid in visualiz­
ing the flow. Many poloriod pictures were taken to record the phenomena. Only
 
a few representative ones are shown in Figure 20 through 24. Force data were
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Six components of force and moment are measured with the external gal­
ance and reduced to coefficients for both body axes and stability axes sys­
tems. Base pressure is measured at 15 placed on the base and reduced to
 
pressure coefficients. The data reduction constants (model scale) are:
 
Ref Ares = S = 8.869 sq. ft, WII 
Ref Length = c 29.57 inches, W11 
Ref Length = b 51.6 inches, W11
 
Base Area = .725 sq. ft. 
Reference Moment Center at F.S. 59.32 and W.L. 11.60
 
.The data are corrected for tunnel walls, and strut tare and interference.
 
No base drag corrections are applied; however, base pressure coefficients are
 
averaged and corrected by the ratio of base area to reference area to produce
 
a pseudo-base drag coefficient. This drag is not a precise value since no
 
area weighting or integration procedure is used with the irregular base shape. 
It is included only as an indicator of the effects of test variables on base
 
drag. These base drag values are presented whereas the individual pressure
 
coefficient data are unavailable.
 
All data calculations and axis system conversion data presented are made
 
using measured uncorrected drag coefficient (CD).
 
Examples: 
(1) 	 L/D is calculated using CD 
(2) 	 ON and CA were obtained through axis system conversion 
















Model Dwg. No. 
B5 Fuselage STS-03304 
Wll Wing STS-03305, 7, 8, 9, 14 
V6 Vertical Tail STS-03306 
P Simulated Engine Pods STS-03310 
G Landing Gear (G3 Nose, G4 Main) STS-03311 
SB2 Speed Brake STS-03312 
FB2 Body Flap STS-03313 
(General Assy. STS-03315) 
NOTE: SB2 speed brake can be located at three vertical positions on the 
fuselage side as shown on the sketch and identified as follows: 
Position Description 
1 Upper Location 
3 Mid Location 
4 Lower Location 
2 Mid Location with 0.5 inch gap 
(model scale) between speed brake 








MODEL CONTROL SETTING TESTED* REFERENCE CALLOUT 
LEFT WING ELEVON RIGHT WING ELEVON ELEVATOR AILERON 
(ELEVTR) (AILR0N) 
0 0 0 0 
-5 -5 -5 0 
-10 -10 -10 0 
-15 -15 -15 0 
10 -10 0 10 
0 -20 -10 10 
10 -30 -10 20 
* See Figure For Control Deflection Sign Convention. 







TEST MDAC-LSWT-248 DATA SET COLLATION SHEET 
0 PRETEST 
0 POSTTEST 
DATA SET scHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES MACH NUIMERS OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE)
 
IDENTIFIER CONFIGURATION T S 1 - 1 
RCPO 06 B5WII V6 A 0 -5 0 0 0 0 
07 A -3 -5 0 0 0 0 
12 A 0 -10 0 0 0 0 
13 A -3 -10 0 0 0 0 
17 A 0 -10 0 15 0 0 
18 A -3 -10 0 15 0 0 
19 A 3 10 0 15 0 0 
20 A 0 -010 0 30 0 0 
03 A 0 10 10 0 0 0 
21 A 0 0 10 0 0 0 
04 A -3 10 10 0 0 0 
05 A 3 i0i10 0 0 0 
22 A 0 G 0 20 0 0 0 
23 A -3 i0 20 0 0 0 
8 A 0 15 0 0 0 0 
9 A -3 -15 0 0 0 0 
14 4 B 10 0 0 0 0 
15 8 B 10 0 0 0 0 
16 12lB 10 0 0 0 0 
RCPO 58 B5W-1 P A 0 10 0 0 0 
1
rl 7 -.A. , ., .. 13, C , 19 25C.. ..C,. 31 . LN.C. . 37 L 43 
49 55iC.).B. .., . .. 61 , ., ... 67 7576 . . ..I, I 
COEFFICIENTS: -IIDPVAR(1)I IDPVAR(2)INDV 
° 7 I ° a or A) -4,0 a8/s2 4 ,9f? /

SCHEDULES B) 5- -v. 10 * A I oNASA-MSC-MA F
 









MACH NUMBE(O R ALTET E IND ENDENT VARIABLE 
RCP0 28 .B5 A 0 - 0 0 -
29 A3 - - 0 0-. 
25 BSWll A. 0 0 - 0 0 -
26 A 0 0 - 0 0 -
49 A 0-10 0 - 0 
-
48 A -10 0 - 0 30-
44 B5W11SB2 A 0 -10 0 - 30 0 
41 A 0-10 0 - 30 16 2 
0 A 0-10 0 - 30 15 3 
39 A -n-fot - 30 15 3 
42 A -10 0 - 30 15 3 
50 !j 0 0Q - 30 15 3 
45 Ai0 -10 0 - 60 0 3 
46 A -10 0 - 6030 3 
52 BSWIIG A 0 0 0 - 0 0 -
53 0 -A0 0 - 0 0 -
































43X QB 49 .'. . 55 .'.. . 61 . . 67 l. . 7576 
COEFFICIENTS: -IIDFVAR(1)IIDPVAR(2)INDV 





A IC NASA-MSFC-MAF 





SCHD.Ta PARAMETERS/VALUES s6 
MACH NUMBERS (OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDET VARIABLE) 
RCPO 56 B5WIl PG A 0 -10 0 0 0 
1 7 13 19 25 31 37 43 49 55 61 67 7576 
82, . IC.L 
COEFFICIENTS: 























I&ICOOIlVNCLL AIRCRAFT CoIMPA.4r 
NOTES: 	 All dimensions are model scale in inches
 





Image System - ) Ii IIII 
Forward 	Windshield e SystemIrerA 
fAftW:nsieA 
W.L. 7. 75 __ 
F.F.S 	 79i0o 
, , W.L. 5.63 










FIGURE 2. - MODEL fISTALLATION (URIGHT) 
13 
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CRP"ORA TI ON 
NOTES: 
A l D lhensions are model scale in inches. 
Reference: McDonnell DWG No. STS-03315 




F.S. 56 00 --

Flow WA. 17.75 
Forard "T" Bayonet Af-,. Lad ,e'e 
(P199-03003) (P. t)03) 
Forward
 




FIGURE 3. - MODEL LISTAI-TIC:: (l2S REZD) 
14 
tYvCOrN NELL. DOUGLaAS CO0N fO RATION 
4% SCALS OLUTA V'Jfl-G OOQ2WTEQ.. 
N.LL ViIAEs.S~otNS NIZE MODEL SCM-.S. 








NOTE: All dimensions are model scale 
in inches.
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REF. DESIGN DWG. 255BJ00050 REV. B 
MODEL LINES DWG. 255BT00052 REV. A 
PRAYING NUMBER MODEL FUSELAGE ASSEMBLY STS-03304 
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE 
LENGTH 156.4000 
MAX. KIDTH 27.1000 
MAX. DEPTH 30.3000 
FINENESS RATIO 
ARFA 













NOTE--ALL UNITS ARE FT OR SQAT 
THIS PATA INCLUDES ROTH SIDES OF THE VEHICLE 
17 
MdR~~U lLOttubROuIO: 
OOPY 4 t/,t604F~~v EF11T & 
// ~f li/I 6./J 
TABLE V 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY FLAP FB2
 
ALL DATA GIVEN FOR TWO SURFACES
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 

MODEL LINES 00G. 255BT00052 REV. A
 
DRAWING NUMBER:- BODY FLAP DRAWING STS43313
 







Span (equivalent) 23.808 .9523
 
Inb'd equivalent chord 5.333 .2133
 
Outb'd equivalent chord 12.8000 .5120
 




At Inb'd equiv. chord
 
At Outb'd equiv. chord
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 0.0 0.0
 





Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)
 
NOTE: 	 ALL UNITS ARE FT, SQ. FT, OR DEGREES
 





-D r 4 IojaRLC 'DELTA &w~~£Qm 
Bo'! rLNP 
sELAI-tpc.A 
rsGM . 20~ 
74 1' 
Arr ~~ ~ ~~F~R c- .u6 e~c9 8.1&Eot~-.-~ lLL 
a ~ ~ b~fl\21­
I 
TABLE VI 
MODEL COMPONENT WING W1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION SAME AS W1 0 WITH SPAN INCREASED 10 FT. 
MODEL LINES DWG. 255BT00052 REV. A
 
DRAWING NUMBER MODEL WING ASSEMBLY STS-03305
 




PLAN FORM 5543.1000 8.86900 
WETTED 
SPAN (EQUIVALENT) 107.5000 4.3000 
ASPECT RATIO 2.0400 2.04000 
RATE OF TAPER 
TAPER RATIO 0.1580 0.15800 
DIHEDRAL ANGLE, DEGREES 10.0000 10.00000
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE, DEGREES 2.0000 2.00000
 
AERODYNAMIC TWIST,DEGREES 0.0 0.0
 
TOE-IN ANGLE DEGREES 0.0 0.0
 
CANT ANGLE DEGREES 0.0 0.0
 
SWEEP BACK ANGLES, DEGREES
 
LEADING EDGE 55.0000 55.00000
 





ROOT (WING STATION 0.0) 90.4300 3.61720 
TIP (EQUIVALENT) 14.2900 0.57200 
MAC 	 61.6000 2.46000
 
B.L. OF .25 MAC 	 20.2000 0.80800
 
FUS. STA. OF .25 MAC 134.2000 5.36800 
W.P. OF .25 MAC
 
AIRFOIL 	SECTION NACA 
ROOT BL 162 0010-64 0010-64 
TIP BL 540 0012-64 00 12-64 
EXPOSED DATA 
AREA 3360.4000 5.37700 
SPAN (EQUIVALENT) 80.5000 3.22000 
ASPECT RATIO 1.8700 1.81000 








B.L. OF .25 MAC 28.7000 1.14800 
FUSE STA. OF .25 MAC 143.2000 5.72800 
W.P. OF .25 MAC
 







Section A-A " Section 3-3 
Note: All dimensions are model scale in inches. 
Reference: cDonnell Dwg. ,.os. STS-03305 and STS-c3j08 
FIGURE 9.- WING (MII),E£2VGNJ (Sc6 ), AND BODt F.P (F5 2 2 
23 







MODEL COMPONENT ELEVON (WING W11) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION ALL DATA GIVEN FOR TWO SURFACES
 
REF. DESIGN DWG. 255BJ00050 REV. B
 
DRAWING NUMBER MODEL WING ASSEMBLY STS-03305 





SPAN (EQUIVALENT) 83.6900 3.34760 
0.51200INBD EOUIVALENT CHORD 12.8000 
OUTBO EQUIVALENT CHORD - 12.8000 0.51200 
PATIO MOVABLE SURFACE CHORD/
 
TOTAL SURFACE CHORD VARIABLE
 
AT INBD EQUIV. CHORD 
AT OUTBD EOUIV. CHORD
 











AREA MOMENT (NORMAL TO H.L.)
 
NOTE--ALL UNITS ARE FTSQ.FTOR DEGREES
 

















All dimensions are :odel scale ir inches,
 
Reference: McDonnell DWG No. STS -03300
 
FIGURE 10.- VERTICAL TAIL (V6 ) 
25 
,CDONNFL DOliaLAS CORPORATION 
------------------------------------------------------------------
TABTE vII 
MODEL COMPONENT VERTICAL TAIL V 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION REF. DESIGN DWG. 255BJ00050 REV. B 
MODEL LINES DWG. 255BT00052 REV. A
 
DRAWING NUMBER MODEL VERTICAL ASSEMBLY STS-03306
 












SPAN (EQUIVALENT) 27.5000 1.10000
 




TAPER PATIO 0.6380 0.63800
 
DIHEDRAL ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 0.0
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 0.0
 
AERODYNAMIC TWIST,DEGREES 0.0 0.0
 
TOE-IN ANGLE DEGREES 0.0 0.0
 
CANT ANGLE DEGREES 0.0 0.0
 
SWEEP BACK ANGLES, DEGREES
 
LEADING EDGE 30.0000 30.00000
 






ROOT (WING STATION 0.0) 25.7500 1.03000
 




,.L. OF .25 MAC
 
FUS. STA. OF .25 MAC
 




























B.L. OF .25 MAC
 
FUS. STA. OF .25 MAC
 
W.P. OF .25 MAC
 





MODEL COMPONENT RUDDER (VERTICAL V6) 
GENFRAL DESCRIPTION 
REF. DESIGN DWG. 255BJ00050 REV. B 
MODEL LINES DWG. 255BT00052 REV. A 
DRAWING NUMBER MODEL VPRTICAL ASSEMBLY STS-03306 




INBO EQUIVALENT CHORD 
DUTB EQUIVALENT CHORD 
PATIO MOVABLE SURFACE CHORD/ 
TOTAL SURFACE CHORD 
AT INPD EQUIV. CHORD 
AT OUTBD EQUIV. CH3RD 























NOTE--ALL UNITS ARE FTSQ.FTOR DEGREES 
THIS DATA APPLIES TO ONLY ONE SIDE 
27 
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FIGURE 12. - BASE PPhESSURE ORIFIZE LCCSZICXSS 
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LSWT TEST 248 - Tuft study showing wing upper surface vortex path at 
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SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
Ab base area; m 2ft, in 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b2/S 
b REFB wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
wing chord; m, f, in 
o wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, It, in (see Iref or refl) 
c. g. center of gravity 
C.P. center of pressure 
CA CA axial force coefficient, FA/qSref 
CAB See pg. 50. Symbols used in MDAC-I.SWTwhich do not appear in the standardSADSAC Nomenclature 
240 
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient in the wind axis 







SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
C, CD 	 drag force coefficient in the stability axis 
system, FD/q ref 
CL CL 	 lift force coefficient (stability or wind axis) 
FL/q Sref 
C CBL 	 rolling moment coefficient m body axis I 	 system, Mx/q Sref b 
C1 s CSL rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, Mx, s/q Sref b 
CO,w CWL rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M w/q Sref b 
C CLM pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
m system, M/q Sref I ref 
C CLM 	 pitching moment coefficient in the stability
m,saxis 	 system, C =C 
ansy, m~s m 
C CPM pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis 
m,w system, M w/q Sre f Iref 
CN normal force coefficient in the body axisCN 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
Cn CYN yawing moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, Mz/q Sref b
 
C CLN yawing moment coefficient in the stability

n,s axis system, C = C 
C CLN yawing moment coefficient in the wind axisnlw system, Mz, q Sre f b 
o CP pressure coefficient, (p-po,) /qP
 
C CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis
 
y system), Fy/q Sref
 
C CC side force coefficient (wind axis system),

e F/q Sref 
FA axial force; N, lb
 
D drag force in wind axis system; N, lb
 
FD drag force in the stability axis system; N, b 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis system) ; N, lb 























side force; N, lb 
normal to axial force ratio 
reference length; m, it, in (see c) 








abbreviation for moment reference point
 












rolling moment in the body axis system;
N-m, ft-lb 

















pitching moment in the body (or stability) 
axis system; N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the wind axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
yawing moment in the body axis system;N-m, ft-lb 












static pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
total pressure; N/rn2 ; psi 
dynamic pressure; N/m 2 , psi, psf 
Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
wing area; m2 , ft2 
reference area; m2 , 6 2 
T 
V 
temperature; OK, OC, OR, OF 
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 






iT tail incidence positive when trailing edge 
down, deg 
Vvelocity of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
ly ratio of specific heats 







control surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are: 
aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
elevator - trailing edge down 
rudder - trailing edge to the left 
flap - trailing edge down 
tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
8 pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; deg 
PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 























elevator or elevon 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 







SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINATION 
CA CAB base pressure coefficient, 
[ (Pb - p ) / q] (A 1SRE) 
BFLAP body flap, deg., positive 
deflection trailing edge 
down 
SPBRK speed brake, deg. 
SLOPE a parameter name used to 
indicate that different angle 
of attack ranges were utilized 






A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is 
made up in two sections: 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	 the full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. John Axelson 
NASA LaRC Mr. David Stone 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson 
NASA MSFC Mr. Jim Weaver 
MDAC (East) Mr. John Hrenak 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is: 
W. R. 	 Morgan 
Department 2780
 
Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 
New Orleans, La. 70129
 
(504) 	 255-2304 
51
 
__ __ ___ 
- -
------ A T-A -PI.L - -I-uD oaX-
DATA RERAtA844rLITY __ 
iFPFtJr)F NT VAR I A' R VJIF IN IEPF .pIr T VA 
--DOAr-A-5&ET---g ThT_,-_ ....... .... 
CCPuO02 CCPuIO 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT 
VARIAIILF VARIARI R F 



































































RFGINNIN I ENI Wr 
DATA PLOT I~nFX
 
COMPONENT 81111M-"1P BASIC CONFIGUIRATION 




DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLF VARTARI F* FGTNNINC j VNni 
CLM ALPHA 12 12 
CL ALPHA 13 13 
C ALPHA !j 14 
COB ALPHA is 15 
I/D AlPHA IA 
CY ALPHA 17 17
 
CYN AL PHA IA IA
 






-- RE N- FFPENNT !NDEPENDE,T PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CLN ALPHA 20 2U
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLF RrGINNING / FfnT(;
 
CN ALPH 22 22 
CA ALPHA 23 23 
... -DATASETS PLOTTED: 
CCP028 CCP02S CCPOO2 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE REGINNING / FNhING
 
C' rLH 2!j 1t 
CL CD 25 25
 
CD CLgOR 7A 26 
DATASETS PLOTTED! 
BCPO28 BCP025 BCP002 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 




DATA Pl )T INDEX 
-COMONENT BUILD-"P BASIC CONFIGURATION 





DEPENDENT I14DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARTABLF RFGINNIN( / FNnING 
CYRFTA ALPH A 28 
UCYNDB ALPHA 29 29' 
I)CR I R ALPHA in 30 
DATASET5 PLfTTED. 
ECPO29 ECPO26 ECPOII 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARTAMLF VARTARL RFGTNTN( / FNnDT1r 
nrLfn1 ALPH 31 31 
DCSLDB ALPHA 32 32 
DATASETS PLOTTED:
 
RcPOlg HCPOIS BCPnl6 
_DPFN[,VNT 
 I mDEPENO'LuT Pi OT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CY BETA 33 33
 
CYN BETA 34 14 






DEPENDENT IIJDFpFNI)FNT P1 nT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CLN BETA 36 36
 
CS_ _ BFTA 37 37 
DATA9ETS PLOTTED:
 
CCPOOz CCPOO6 CCPOj2 CCPOU8
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM AlPHA % 3A
 
CL ALPHA 39 39
 





_-LORGITUDINAL rONTROp" POWFR RASIC CONFIURATION
 




CCPO02 CCPOO6 CCPO12 CCPOO8
 
DEPENDENT INDCPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
.DR A, PHA '41 1. 
L/D ALPHA q2 q2 
rY AI PHA q4-A3 
CYN ALPHA q14 4'i 
CaL AtPHA S 4& 
rATAgETS P1 OTTI)!
 
RCPO02 RCP006 RCPOi2 RCPUOB
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLN AtPHA ?46 4A
 




BCPO02 BCPOO6 BCPOI2 BCPO08
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN ALPHA &48 /i8
 
CA ALPHA 49 149
 
DFPENOENT VARIARLF VS fPrNirNT VIARTARIF 
DATA5FTS Pi OTTED;
 
CCP002 CCPOO6 CCPO12 CCPOO8
 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNIN / ENDING
 
CL rIM 50 50 
CL CD 51 Si 
CD 6LsQR 52 52 
DATACVTS PInTTFD!
 
BCPOO2 BCPO6 BCPoi2 BCPOUB
 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 




- Lat'ITA IDTNAI CnNTROI POWFR RASIC rnNFHIHRATIfN 
DFPFNnVNT VARIARLF V' PARAMETRIC AkIARI P 
.. r)ATA 	ET' Pi OTTFi!
 
NCPOO2 NCPOot NCPOIZ NCPOOB
 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDING
 
CD 	 FLEVTR r 66 
DEPENDENT VARIABLF VS INDEPENDENT VARIARLE 
nATA 9 ETS P, UTTE)! 
xCP006 XCPUI2 XCP008
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
,CM ' ALPH 67 67 
DCL/DE ALPHA 68 68 
DCD/DE AlPHA 69 
fATA5 VTS PIr TTfn 
CCPOII CCP07 CCPOI3 CCPO09
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARTABLE BEGINNING I ENDIWG
 
71) 70
CLM A, PHA 

cL ALPHA 71 71
 
CD ALPHA 72 72
 
COB ALPHA 73 73
 
L/D ALPHA 74 79
 
C- ALPHA 75 7b
 
CYN ALPHA 76 76
 




RCPOII RCPO07 RCPO3 RCPOO9
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLN ALPHA 78 78
 
CSL ALPHA 79 79
 
56 
DATA P. AT INDEX
 
-. LpNGITUOTNAL rONTRAL POWER BASIC CONFT(IIRATIOlN 
DATAtETS PLOTTED:
 
BCPOII BCPO7 BCPOI3 BCP0O9
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDLNT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN Al PHA af
 
CA ALPHA al 81
 




CCPOII CCPO07 CCPOj3 CCPO9
 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL rLM A2 A 
CL CD 83 83 
CD CLSQR 814 al 
_. DATAqETS PLOTTEn:
 
BCPOII BCPO07 BCPOI3 BCPO09
 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDING 
CN CLm AS 8s
 




NCPOII NCP007 NCPOI3 NCPOO9
 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE
 






-ATA P- UT INDEX
 
LONIUTUDLLNAL CONTRni POWFR RAIC rnNrTGR.ATQ.M 



























nATA 5 FTS PI (TTFfl*
 





























































































LONJGITUI~NIAL COwT0O!- POWER' BASIC CONFirURATION 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLF SFG[INNTNG FNn/Nr
 
-- -CA ALPHA 113 113 
DFPFNFNT VARIpr V" AEJ NATM! VARTARLE 
- -T-AETS PLOTTED: 
CCPO21 CCPO03
 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARTASLF RFGIMNING / rNpjNc 
r1iLH r IM 1 1q
CL CD g|as1







DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIARLF VARIAAIF 6EC.TNNTMG /4 ENDING 
CN CLM 117 117 
fFPF~nFNT VAT!BLI E 5 ThIEprENT V\RIAkLE. 
- . ATA5(TS DPENDENT INOEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
XCPE03 DCLMDE ALPHA Its 118 
XCPF3 DCL/E ALPHA 119 119
 






LaNGIT'nrmIJaN CnNTROL PWFRP A"1IIIG GEAR EXTENDED 
f)lPFiflVrNT Va~ta! p vqlg TIEPrNPE;T IARTPALE 
........ . -A A.LTs- PLOTTED: 
CCPO52 CCPOSJ 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE RFFGINNtNG / FNI)Jp
 
CLM ALPHA 171 121 
CL ALPHA 122 124 
co AiPHA 123 123 
COB ALPHA 124 129 





DEPENDLNT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARTASLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
-ZJ_1-- ALPHA 126 126 
CA ALPHA 127 127 
...-PEtnENT VAR rARL F Vq hVP7NI)rINT VARI ARI F 





DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / FNFIfN
 
Cl cI H 128 12w 
CL CD 129 129 





DEPENDLNT OEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE iFGINNIN.G / ENDING 
131





LoNGITDINAl CONTROL POWER I ANnING tE.AV EXTENDED 
DEPENDENT VARIARIF Vc tNDfEPFNDEMT UADIAaRI 
DATASETS DFPFNDENT TINFP!ENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
XCP0S3 DCLMDE ALPHA 132 132 
XCPOS3 DCL/DE ALPHA lV4 1 
XCPOB3 DC.D/DE ALPHA 134 134 




DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAbE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE REGINNING z FNnING
 
CLM ALPHA Iit 135 
CL ALPHA 136 136 
CD ALPHA 117 1A7 
COB ALPHA 138 138 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN ALPHA I1gtqn 

CA ALPHA 14 1141
 




DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARTARLF RFrIMNTN( 4 FNDING
 
CL C'M 142 I42 
CL CD 143 I3 











 PLOT PAGE 
VARIA E..f. AL F" REGINNING i ENDINC, 
rN riM 	 jut. 
.13P , NOFT41fP 1 A TA rIIEPt FpFzIhiULE T5 nAr- Nr 1	 
_______ARIA_ 
DPATTET "DP"NDLNT 1'WE PENvENT PLOT PAGCE-
PLOTTED VARIAdLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
XCP39 CLIIWE ALPHA Pq6 li1 
XCPOa39 DCL/E A[ PHA 1 147 1 4;7 
XCP039 DCO/DE ALPHA 148 is
 
EFFECj ,_-LAu.nLj rEAR I 	 gTATING ON ATFRAI-nTRF-CTOluAI TY 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / LNDING 
CY ALPHA 149 IOU 
CYN ALPHA 15O 15U 





DEPENDENT INDEPEMDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLIJ Al PfA 	 1 ,2 19;2 




DATA P1 nT INnX 
--EFFECT OF I ANnING GFAR ON I ATFRaI..rRECTrnNA l STAMh ITY 
DEFPFNnFNT VARTAHI F VS INDEPENDENT vAUIAFLW 
- TAj T _ IfFPFninF MT j WnFpENDENT PLOT PA4fE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
OCPO54 CYBETA ALPHA 154 Ib
 
DCPO5 DCYNDB ALPHA 15 15h
 
DCPo4 DCBLDB ALPHA 156 156
 
ECPOD4q DCLNDB ALPHA 17 167
 
ECPO5 DCSLDB ALPHA 158 1B8
 
LATEIRAL CONTRnl POwFR BASIC CONFIGIRATION
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
A
CLM AL2 A59 1PR 

cL ALPHA 160 160
 
CD A|PHA 161 161
 
COB ALPHA 162 162
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY Ai PHA IA 16i
 
CYN ALPHA 165 165
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLN ALPHA 167 161
 
CSL ALPHA 168 168
 
63 
-ATA PLOT ItunFX 




. = BCPoIZ ,BCPOU3 BCPOZ2
 
DEPEN)ENT 1_.INDEpENPEHT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNINQ / ENDING
 
CN ALPHA 169 169
 
CA ALPHA 170 17U
 





DEPENDENT DEPENDLNT PLOT PAGE 
VARIAULE VARIABLE BEGINNING I LNDING 
CL CLm 171 17 
CL CD 172 172 




DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE tEGINNINki / ENU1NG
 
CN CLr4 174 174 
-. EPENnENf VARIABLF VS PA,AMFTRIC VARIARIF 
.DAAETS; PA OTTF1j! 
NCPOI2 NCPOQ3 NCP022
 
DEPENDENT PARAMETRIC PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE bEGINNING I ENDING 





-LATtR.L. CDNTRnt POwFR RASI rOcNFIctiAT iN 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS !NDEPENDENT VARIABI F
 




DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
rLM Ai PHA IRA 1S
 
CL ALPHA 189 189
 
---- - CD Ai PHA 190 19U
 
COB ALPHA 191 191
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDLINT PLOT PAbL 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / LND114G 
CY Ai PHA I93 19
 
CYN ALPHA 194$ 19q
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDliNg
 
CLN AlPHA 196 19h
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDLNT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN ALPHA 198 198
 




___________AIA FLflT INtDF 
LATERALtC0 Rn PUI"R R AS T C (0 W" I (,IUVR AT I nN 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE
 
. -..... - I, A 2 &E i J.T T_i .Ou 
CCPO02 CCPO2I
 
DEPENDLNT DEPENDE NT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNI(, / ENDING
 
CL CIN 2flf 2nn 
CL CD 201 201
 
C D 
 CLS4QR 202 2n2 
fATASFTq P1 f)TTFr[ 
BCPO02 BCP021 
DEPENDENr DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNINt, / ENDINE 
CN Cl m 2nf 7n3j 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS rNflFPENDFNl VARIARIF 
IAIA& EITS DEPENDENT - IIDEPFNDEtT P1T PAt,r 
VARIABLE VARIABLL BEGINNING / ENDINGPLOTTED 

204 2Uq
XCPOZI DCY/DA ALPHA 

XCPO 1 DCYNDA ALPHA 2DB 2U6 
XCPO2l DCBLDA ALPHA 206 2U6 
DEPLNDENT VARIABLE VS IbNDflPENDFIJT VARIARI F 
. .. DATAsFT -- 2 ULTTF[D' 
XCPOO3 XCPO22 









2rl9 2f?Al PhAOCBLDA 
66 
I A14 PLOT INDFX 
-.LA4ERkL._ONTRA- Pnwp-R RASTr CnNFTIC.&AT~noJ 
nATAsFTq Pl fTTFP -
CCP013 CCPOOq CCP023
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PA(jE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDING
 
CLI ALPHA 7n1f 21, 
CL ALPHA 211 211 
CO ALPHA 212 212 
COB ALPHA 213 213 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY AlPHA 215 2I|, 
CYN ALPHA 216 216 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLN ALPHA 21h 2I$ 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGF
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN ALPHA 220 220
 
.... )FPFNDFNT VAR API F VS INUr1PNnErNT VARlI E 
DATA 5 FT5 PI1TT.D! 
BCP0I3 BCPOO4 BCPO23
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARrABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
rA ALPHA 221 22, 
67 
LATERAL.MCfICn&OtPD4R_ 4A'tr rnbif-,URaT071N 
I)EPENOFNT VARIAFRIF VS OlFpFNruT VARILRIF 
CCP0I3 cCPOO4 CCPOZ3 
DEPENDENT uEPENDO-NT PLOT PAGE 
VARIAJL.E VARTA [F RFGINNINC, / ENDIr, r. 
CI CL M 222 222
 
CL CD 223 223
 
. . . r( Rk 224 9 4 
ftlTAcP_ TS P1 OTTI- ; 
BCPU13 BCPOO4 BCP023
 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
.. ..A I . F I _F GJ NNN IN r, / f NPIj I h -f 
( N CL . 9C. 225 
)FPENUF NT VART ABI F V5 INDEPFENDENT VARIARI F 
...... . ASFT S P1 (TTED 
xCPO0l XCP023 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
)C"Y /! AL PHA 2Th 22t 
DCYNDA ALPHA 227 227 
___ftJX . Al PHA 7A 2 7 
nfATArTC Pt Y'fTFDn 
cCPOOq CCPO03 CCPOO 
DEPEi4DENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
. . ...... LLLVAR ABLE RF GINNING fNDING 
rl 14 ApwA 229 229 
cL ALPHA 230 23E 
_CD Al PHA 231_,_ 
COB ALPHA 232 232 
L/D Aild,1PHA 2 3 
68 
DATA P1 flT INDEX 
LATERAL CONTRl POWFR hAStC rnNFTGURAT1ON 
AATASFTg PI fTTFOr 
CCPoOq CCPO0j CCPOns 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
- Yr ALPHA 234 23'i 
CYN ALPHA 235 235 
CBL AlPHA 236 236 
_ATA 5 FTq PLflTTFnI 
RCPOO9 RCPO03 RCPOOS
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGL
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL N ALPHA7 737 






- FPFNhEl I NOPEND'ThT PLOT PAE-
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN ALPHA 239 239 
CA ALPHA 71fl 241 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPFNOFMT VARIARIF 
.... .. -A ,ASJETqPI OTTFI) ­
cPOoq CCP03 CCPOOS 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL rIM zg' l 
--
CL CD 22 242 





DEPENDLNT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 





.... ..-- .D TA-LOT__LA aEX 
LATERAL. 9Qt!RL P OWER - ASICCON8FAQjALJLTLO___ 
....... DPENDECN T VARIABLE VS INHFPENf)FNT VAIkfApIrF
 
GCPOO GCPOUS 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIAbLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CYRVTA ALPHt a4 2M b 
DCYNUB ALPHA 246 246 
DCBLuB _ ALPHA 247 247 
. ATAcRT; P1l TTFn' 
HCPOO HCP0U5
 
DEPENDLNT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAbE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
OCLNDB Ai PHA 249 24A 
OCSLDB ALPHA 249 249
 
DATASETS PLUTTEDI 
CCPOI2 CCPOI8 CCPO2U 
DEPENDENT I NDEPENDF NT P1 nT PAcr: 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
LY ALPHA 2b0 ZSU
 
CYN ALPHA 251 2si
 
CBL ALPHA 252 2S
 
L/O ALPIA 253 2b3 






DEPENDLNT I NDEPEN1)FNT P1 OT PAGE 
VARIAbLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
DCY/DR ALPHA 255 25$
 
OCYNDR ALPHA 25& 
 256
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGF
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING y ENDING
 




DATA PL OT INDEX 
.IRFCT!ONAL CNTRnL PBWER ASIC CONFIGURATION
 
IlFPFNnFNT VAPIARIF V I NPF NT VARPIA8;E
S 

-DT -- TUETPLO TrD 
CCPO18 CCPOI7 CCPOj9
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARTABLE BEGINNING / ENING
 
(YN ALPHA 259 2s9
 
CBL ALPHA 260 260
 
I /D ALPHA 26' 261
 




. .. .. X P-- XrPnl19
 
---DNOTD- IlNDEP NDENT PLOT rPAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
DCY/DR ALPHA 263 263 
DCYNOR AL PHA 264 7 





-DEPENDENT I lOEpENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CYBETA ALPHA 266 26b
 
DCYNDB ALPHA 7A7 2a7
 






DFPFNDFNT ;WOr FprNIMT PI AT PAE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
DCLNDB ALPHA 269 269
 




CCP0I2 CCPOS3 CcPosB CCPO6
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / INDING
 




---- - - D ATA _P L LT_Jsi l EX 
ENGINE POLL-AD-L-ANINC FEAR £EF.TNL GITinTNAI (OANAITPW1 TlCS 
UPENDENT VARIABLE V TNIFPEifFNT VARIARIF 
-UAJASEIS PLfiI.TDL---.-

CCPoI2 CCPO53 CCPI]58 CCPUS6
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGL
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE aEGINNINQ / ENDING
 
7
-27' 2 27I A 
CD ALPHA 273 273
 
COB ALPHA 27 274
 
L/D ALPHA 275 27b
 
DATASETS PLuTTED: 
...... BCPOS BCPOSS BCPO5ACPO12 __ 

...... .  FEtDNX1) _LI J lFP flEMT Pi nT PhA E 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN ALPHA 276 27t 
__ A Ai PHA 277 21 - -_ 
_W PENDENT VAKIAB[ F Vs DEPFNOFNT tAPI AIF 
cCPO12 CCPb153 CCP056 CCPO6 
PLOT PAGE 













_.__D __ __,,..Cs -R 
nATASFTq P1 nTTFD 




VARIABLE VARAB-L .... BGINNING / ENDIN..
 
CN Cl M 9R1 2flf
 
72 
nATA PlnT TNnFY 
EEFFECXE 'PEFn BRAKF VFRTTCA POCTTInN AND T IT IDETAf)SIMDll TMI nT 









DEPENDENI INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CLM ALPHA 282 2A2 
cL ALPHA 283 283 
CD --ALPHA 2A4 2 
COB ALPHA 285 285 
I /D AL PHA ?AA 286 
I A1bAFT; PI OTTFD-
BCP039 BCPSOi BCPOq 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
cN Al PHA 2R7 2A7 
CA ALPHA 288 288 




DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 




CL CD 290 29U
 






DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 






- - -- -flkI~DAT± LOT _ 1Na F_ ______----------
SPEEDBRAKL ZFFZ-.TEctE.VS_._-_.. _,,pOLCTj ION- Q DFGREES (BETA-U 
DLPFNUFNT V ARIARIF VR INIFPFNnFJT vAPTAIF 





DEPENDENT INDEPENUENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNIN / ENDING
 
. . __. . - 29 -- y3 
CL ALPHA 29q 294 
.P A ?q 79-
COB ALPHA 296 296
 
L / Ai PH 297 




DEPENDENT INDEPEN.0ENT PLOT PA6L
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING Z ENDING
 
N- R-9----- 298 2Al9h 
CA ALPHA 299 299 
QLPENIENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDFNT VARIARIF 
. ).A_-s"E TS_ PL T T E 1 -1 
CCPI12 CCPOtq CCPO45
 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAG'E
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
C ___ __ CLM rtl" ,O(I 
CL CD 301 301 
CD n302 3 2 
-ATAbFT; PA fTTFrr 
BCPUI2 BCP0qq BLPOS
 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
... ... fVARIAL- . - .J.R&Lk.E FlFINJTNC / FNDLNA _____--
CN 'lm n-i 
74
 
--_ DATA PLOT IMNFX
 
SpEDZAKF FFFKrTjuFNrql BnY Fl AP OFFIECTInN, Ir DfREES (BETA-U) 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INOFPENDFNT VARIARIF 
---- ATA5;FTc; PLOTTn5 
ccPOq9 CCP039
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL- ALPHA 304 3q4
 
CL ALPHA 3B 305 
CD AL PHA nmn 
COB ALPHA 307 307 
L/D Al PHA 4nA 1frl 
DATA5FTS Pi OTTFA) 
BCP049 BCP039 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
_(N Al PHA An9 IDF 
CA ALPHA 310 31U 
DEPENDENT VARtARIF VS DEPENDENT VARIARIF 
....... DATA 5 FT% Pf fTTFri* 
cCPclqi CCP039
 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / FNDINCG
 
(I rIM 311 311 
CL CD 312 312 





DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDING
 
CN rIM 4 11j 
75
 
......... . DAtA PLOT INIF XE..........
 
SPEEDSRAKE-- EFgFcX-1 4'N,'vSS-- BGOY- FLAw-DE 4.. .T-IOUa3O DEGREES -(ETA-n)-...... 
. FPENF)FNT VARI ARI F VS TdrFPF 1 .nFiT VAR TAR' F 
CCPO'48 CCP046
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
. .......... .-C- --- ---.---. -A ----- - 3IQ 31b 
CL ALPHA 316 316 
_------AL-P-A 17 31 7 
COB ALPHA 318 318 
L/D AlPHA 319 319 
___iSASLTc P l(ITTFr _ 
BCP0q8 BCPOq6 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGL 
VARIABLE VARIAbL BEGINNING / ENDING 
r - i 9iALPHA ;2 

CA ALPHA 321 321
 
_IFPINpaNT VARTASI F VS r)FPFENErPJT vAL1ABiF 






VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDIhG 
____LI _32_ C322CJ. 




DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PfGE 
-- LA~ftL- .... VAfr ..... BEGINNING /tENDING~h­





LONLTUn.NAL CONTRnL POWER SPEED RRAgFS EXTENnF
 
........ DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
 




DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLO'T PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY Ai PHA 'A ? 
CYN ALPHA 327 327
 
-BL AiPHA 2A 'R
 
L/D ALPHA 329 329
 
CDB ALPHA 330 AlU
 
__EPENDENT VARIARIF V; YN[iFPEqnFNT VARTARIV. (FrAIFA) 
_ IASFT5 DEPENDErNT INEnPENDT POT PAE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDING
 
DCPOq2 CYBETA ALPHA 331 331 
OCPo42 OCYNDB ALPHA 332 332 
DCP042 DCBLDB ALPHA 333 333 
ECPOq2 DCLNDB- ALPHA 11 1i 




















REFS 516uc I 
I 
-12 -10 -O8 6 -4 . 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
GAlA SCT $?M8C4; cv.4r1&uRArlaioScRwPTrc+ SETA ELEVIR AILRON 
(CCP0023 C boLS.ra24 JEAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR OR B B5WIIVG oooo 0.000 0l.000 (CC2010) 0 LOUT 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR ORB B5WliVE 0.000 0 000 0.000 
HAH 020SCALE 
16 18 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
F 8.0000 $0.FT 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFO st.odoo IN 
(NRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 













( ~ LI 0.3 
LU 0. 
0.0 
-10 a.1Z-O -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1 20 22 24 26 








LSWT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR 















REFS 8 $690 SQ.FT 
RCrLo 29.5700 IN. 
REFB 51.6000 IN. 
XNRP 59 3200 IN 
YIRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP if 6000 IN. 




.45 !1II I I I I I 1 1 1 I I II 1 1 1 1 11 1 t111 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ 1 i













.01 o- at 4 -t a 2 4 6 a to 12 14 16 18 S0 ze Z4 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCWFIOURATICN CESCRIPTION BE TA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
LS1T 2!8 sswiIVS 0.11 U.000 0.000 REFS 8. I690
I 1 11 4.P C1tOZ114CR ORB 1OAC SO.FT 





YNRP c 0000 IN
 
ZIRP i 16000 IN
 
MACH 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 PERCHT
 
PAGE 3 
INDe3d O000": 31vC 
NI O9I JHNZ 
NI OD0O c JUNA 
NI Daze 69 ANHX 
'N1 0009.16 S43N 
NI OOZ'6Z 1,31 
.14-C 06990 SA3N 
NOIivsOlf0NI 3N31383H 
9? Vz a? ola U; 9; 
os2S FOYX 
G000 0000 0O 9ATU S8 0?G0 IJDH 20 2d 0 DYGH 09 IASI COTO.ID3)
000.0 000-0 0000 SArlO 9AT )H 0 94 0-1 Va" Olz .I 0 €200M1' 
NO)4IY H1A313 Y.3L9 OIdIwS3fo 1YivmA0I40 1,09HS 12 YJYO 
S338930 'YHdlV 'MJV11V JO 31NV 




1I.1fi II So-I 
I 
I I II 
I I 
, 1 1 11 





























-- lZ~~~~~~~~~ ---- --- - --- -- - 0 1 6 1 4 
-4 
12 -10 86 -8 -4A 2 1) 2 4 6 a In 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CATA GET SYMBOL CC.FIGURATICN DESCRIPTICON BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
I CCF0Z) C LSWT 28 NDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSWIIV6 0.000 0.000 a 000 
'CCP010) Z LSWT 248 H4AC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BswIIV6 0.000 0.000 0.000 
MACH 0.250 
16 is 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
REFS 8.8690 So.FT 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51 6000 IN 
XHRP 59 3200 IN 
YHRP a.0O0 IN 
ZNRP 11.G000 IN. 






-- ---- - -­
uL 0.4 ' 
Z o.o -I .A , 
ilJill 
I I I O FFi 
0.2 J il IIICH 
i iii 
i 1 1 
I-I 
-G-'---1 -- B - -4 - 2 a 4 a 10 1-2 14 LG is 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO1NFIGURATION DESCRIFTIOCN BE TA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFOR14ATICN 
(BCP O21 Q LSWIT Z-5 AA 4.0 PC CZ HCH BS S9k/llV6 0.000 0.000 BUoO REFS 8.869U SO FT. 
(OCE'VIO) ,C LSW.T 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB0 BwllV6 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51 .6000} IN. 
XMRP
YoRP 
59:32000 0.4D ININ 





















- ­ - -
o- iti - - -­ - - ­
-­ 0112 -10 -0 -G - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 I8 20 2Z 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 







240 NDAC 4.0 PC 
























X$RE 59.3200 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP ±1.6000 IN 



















E ­ 1- - -. -
0..0 
.250 .15 .10 .05 .00 .. 05 -.1.0 -. 15 -. 20 -.25 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CL 
CATA SET SYMBL CaFIGURATICIN ESCRIFTICtJ BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFOPNATION 
iCCPD02i Q LSWT 240 NDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR CRB 85WIV6 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 8.8690 SQ*FT. 
(CcEPvIO L LSW 248 MVAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR CRU SSWIIVo 9.000 0 000 0 0O REFL 29.5700 IN 
REFS 51.6000 IN 
XNRP 59.3200 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRF I 6000 IN. 


















' --L-- __ -- ------ ­
_- - - --­
"0".00 .05 .1.,5 .20 .;25 .30 
DRAG COEFFICIENT0 C1
 
04TA SET ,Sy"INL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICI SETA ELEVTR AILRON (CCP,,,Z) 0 LSW/T 240 HDAC 4.0 PC OZ NCR ORB 651411 V6 0.000 0.0000.000D 

(CCPOa[ay - LSWT 246 HDAC 4.0 PC 07 NCR QRS o5wIIV6 0.000 D.000 oao{] 





.35 .40 .45 
REFRENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9.8690 SQ FT. 
REFL 29.57DO IN. 
REFS 51 6can IN.
.MRP 593100 IN
 
YHRP 0 ovaO IN 
ZMRP 11:6000 IN.





.45 - - - - - - - - - ­
.40 - - - - - - - - - ­
22 








-01 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSOR 




LS'W'T2 S HD c 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 












REPS 4.0690 SQ.PT 
REFL 29.5700 IN 
REP0 51.6000 IN 
XMRF 59.3200 IN. 
YMRF 0.0010 IN. 






















- - 15 20 -.0 .05 . 0 0 6 .0 -. -. 25 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
CATA ,ST SYMBOL Ca4FIGURATIFO DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORNATION 
CSCP ozJ C LSeT Zd$ I4AC 4.0 PC 0 CR ORB 85wiv6 0.000 0.0001 0.000 REFS 8.8690 SQ FT.CCPal0) E2 LSI4T Z48 $DAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BsWIIv6 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 






ZNRP 11 6000 IN.
 




COMPONENT BUILD-UP BASIC CONFIGURATION 
l 11111~ll f i III l l l l t llIl1I l ~ t1 11 11 11 
I I l l l I~ 1 111 f I I lll lll ll lll lll lllf l I~ l l il  






z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~_I I I I I I II I I I~ 'l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l~III
-li 
u i a 6li l i i i i l i i l iiD...14 i i 2 2 2 
-. 101 





























-0412 -20 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 a B 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CATA SKI SYMBL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OETA ELEVTR AILRON 
(CCPOZo1 C LSW? ZAS MDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB as 0.0-0 
(CCPD0S 0 LSWT Z40 MOAC 4.0 PC OZ 8CR ORB 65W! 0.000 0.000 0.000 
CCCPOOZJ 0 LSWT 240 HAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR 090 oSWXIV6 0.00 0.000 0.000 
0.250 
Is 10 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.6000 SO.FT. 
fEEL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XHRP 59.3200 IN. 
YMRP 0.000 IN. 
ZMRP 11,60000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 PCRCNT 
PAGE 13 











- S12 -in 





6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 ID 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATIaJ DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
LS$JT 240 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR CR8 S5 0.000 
LSWT 248 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR CRa SswiI 0.000 0.000 O-000 
L$WT 248 HDAC 4.0 PC 2 HCCROB BSWIIVG 0.000 0.000 0.000 
V.?5V 
16 1 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT 
REFL 29.6700 IN. 
REFB 51 6000 IN 
XNRF 59.3200 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN. 





















-*C -s - - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 a a 10 It 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONJ BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
(CCp#z0) C LSWT 248 MCAC 4.0 PC OZ NCR me a5 0.000 
(CCFPOS) C LSWT A8 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 051411 a 000 0.O00 a.000 
CCCP0OZ) 0 LSWT Z48 MCAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR OR8 B51wIV6 0.000 0,000 0.000 
MACH 0.250 
16 ±s 20 22 24 Be 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.0690 SQ.FT 
REFL 29 5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0 000 IN. 
ZHRP 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 15 
COMPONENT BUILD-UP10 BASIC CONFIGURATION 






I I w 
5t 
* 2 
- - - - - - -
! 10 -0 -O6 -4 -2 a 2 4 e a IV 12 14 16 18 20 Be Z4 28 
ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONl BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
I CCP02$) 0 LSW'T 24$ IICAC 4.0 PC 02 11CR ORB es 0.000(CCF025) 0 LSI4 243 MDAC 4.0 PC 0? NCR ORB 65W1I 0.000 0.000 0.000 
(CCP002' 0 LSUT 248 I4OAC 4.0 PC 02 11CR ORB B51411V6 0.000 0 On0 0.000 
MACH 0.250 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.8690 $QJ'T. 
REFL 29 5V00 IN. 
REFB 51.6000 IN. 
XMRP 59.3200 IN 
YMP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 11.6000 IN 
SCALE 4.1000 FRN 
PAGE 1S 
















-. 1S12 710 - - 6 -- 4 a-2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. ODfGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONBETA ELEVTR A ILRON04AT SE SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION'¢DESCRIPTION I 1CPvz8$I LSWT 24$ NDAC A.a C 02 NCR OR 0 85 0.0ac REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT. 
CC~POZ5) Z: LSt4T Z48 AOAC 4.0 PC CZ HCR ORDa 30 00 0 000 0.D*Duo RErL 29-6700 IN 
CCCF09z) 0 LSWT Z48 MOAC 4.0 PC OZ MCI ORB o w|il6 .O o0 .000 REFS 5 .6000 INo 
XHRF 59.3200, IN: 
YMRP a. O0D IN. 







- - - - - - - - - - -



















-. 0-0 - ­
--035 -­
-a -$0 -8 -O -4 - z 0 2 4 6 8 101 12 4 16 i8 20 22 24 26
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTIaj BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'CCPO2B) C LS4T 28 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 05 0.001 REFS 8.8690 SQ FT. 
(CCFP025) LSWT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 0511 0.000 0.000 0.0Oo REFL 29.5700 IN. 
(CCPOOZ) 0 LS1T4 240 MAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB Swizvs 0.000 0.000 0 0o REFS 51.6000 IN 
X(RF 59 3200 IN. 
YMRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 11.6000 IN. 



























-10 - - -4 -2 2 * 6 S tO 12 ±4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
8VH60L c0,ArxcUnAT1 tOE$CRIPT a4 BETA ELEVTR AXLRON 
C LSWT 240 MDAC 4.0 pC 02 NCR CR8 85 0.1420 
fl LSWTl 24$ MOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR CR8 85W51 0.000 0 000 0.000 
C LSUT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 NC CR8 85141IV6 0.000 0.000 0.000 
RAN a s 
16 18 20 22 4 26 
REFER!NCC INFORMATION 
REFS 8 8690 SO FT 
REFL 29.5700 IN 
REFB S1.60 IN 
XNRP 59.3200 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 INZlRP 11600 IN. 
CALE 4 0000 PCRCMT 
PAGE 19 
.020 









- - - - -
12~~~~~~~ -- -2 0 2 4 6 I± lil3 1 2 ± 5-0 H+4 
ZHIII0 
2 4 2 
















I I ' ' ' ' 
.09 : : : ; 
U) .0 

















. . . 
I 
. 
-. 0L,9 -10 -8 -0 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 lz 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA T SYMB i CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
'RCF0261 0 LSWT 218 MDAC AX PC 02 HCR ORS 5 O.ava IRCF025 I CI LSVT 24a MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HERR 8 aBwil 0.000 0.000 0.000 
{RCFPoO) 0 LSWT 240 MDAC 4.0 PC M HCR M8 sswilvs 0.000 0.00D 0.000 
MAC" 0.250 
16 is 20 29 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT. 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XHRP 59.3900 IN.
YRP D.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 FERCHT 
PAGE 21 















-12 -10 8 - 4 - e 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 15 T0 22 4 0
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYXOOL Ca FzGtRATIcn OESCRIFTIa4 BETA ELCVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(8C'028J C LSWT 248 ItOAC 4.0 PC 02 1CR I3 05 O.002 REFS 8.8690 SO Ft.
 
(OCPOZS) C LSWT 248 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 851411 0.000 0.000 0.000 RSFL 9 5700 IN.
 































-04-1- -IV -8 -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CATA SET 5YMBOL CCRFIGURATICN OESCRXPTICN BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
(BCPOZBJ 0 L.5T 248 DAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR OR8 B5 0.009 
(BCP025 0 LS5WT 248 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 851411 0.000 0.000 0.000 
act'002, 0 L$1.1T 240 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR CQ0 05WI1V6 0.000 0.000 0.000 
MACH 0.2,' 
1 i8 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.s690 SO FT. 
RErL 29.5700 IN. 
REFo 51 6000 IN. 
XHRP 59.3200 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMIP 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 23 










j 0.1 4 




PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 





1.514 4 HDAC 
1.$14 240 )4AC 
4.0 PC 02 













CCCPOO2I 0 1.51. 243 NDAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR OB 85Il1V6 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFE 5x.6000 IN. 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
yMRp 0.0000 IN. 
AH 0 0 
ZMRPSCALE 11.60004.0000 INPERCNT 
PAGE 24 













0.0 .05 .10 .15 




DATA SET SYMBOL COF16URATtON DESCRIPTION 	 BETA AILRON INFORMATIONCLEVTR REFERENCE 
I CCPOZGI 0 LSWT ZAS MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 65 0.009 REFS 8.8690 SQ FT.ICCFDZ$) C! LSWT 240 NAC 4.0PC 00 HCR ORB 5W il 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN.
 (CCPOOZ) 0 LSWT Z48 HPAC 4.0 FC 02 MCR ORB s$ I1v6 0.000 0.000 0.000 	 REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XMRP 59.3200 IN.









COMPONENT BUILD-UP BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.45 
.40 I HII -JJI I II 







L - IL I I _ 
HIM
 
0.l 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR 







LSWT Z48 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR OR 
LSIT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 




















XMRP 59.3200 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11 6000 1 
MACN 0.20 SCALE 4.0000 - RCNT 
PAGE 26 




1.4 - 1-- ­
1.0z 







CA. SE SYBO CNUAI O DECITO EA EEVR ALO EEEC INOMT N 
LI.O.OIO I
 
-J----------------------------------------------------------7 -- -- -- --
0.------------------------------------------------------------R.--- -- ­
rAE I930 XMP 2IIN.000




MACH BastN CLM SCAIE 

oAGE 27 
COMPONENT BUILD-UP BASIC CONFIGURATION 
.020 















0:i l l l l l l l l l ~ ~ ~ ll l l l l l l ~ l l I I I 
Cl l l ll l IU-.l .0 
15-
l l l l l l l l l ll l l l l l l l l l .l II l l l ~ l l I I I ; 
II I I 
I I I I I I I I II I I i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 i 1 1 1 lI l I
 
(fl-. ll0ll1l5~ll
,oCO2 I ll LlWTl l JZ46 HDC40PI l l 2NRO ll llooa 000RF 950 I.
P 28 
l l l l i l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
I-l l l ll.0l. 
-
l l l ll2 l ~0 1
 l ' II Il Il
 
-z<il0 2 6l 2l 18 22
e-.o 2 l 4l l24lll8ll ll10 1 20 24 26 
.. 000 YM- I 
IIII I24 MOACII4.0IIPC I0IIIICRIII 0011III E5 000 I.s~ ! II '' XMRPil' "9.20 I 
l ll ll ll ll ll lll llNII I I 0I I N0I 

lll lll ll















.001 - - - -










-soI II-&--a-I - a 2 4 6 a so I 1 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL. CONFIGURATIc*4 DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILRON 
lccPOSl lLSW l4l lAC4.0 PC 0z MON ORDl U 
LSWT 248 I4DAC 4:0 PC 02 NOR ORB 05W11 0.000 0.000 
loc0 LSIl 48 JlAC 4.0 PCDOlCA ORB SSWIIVl 0.000 0.000 
MACH 0.260 
16 I S 20I2 Z4 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3.6690 $Q.FT 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REF 51.6000 IN. 
XMRP 59.5200 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN: 
ZMRP 11 .6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 29 














-Ji NC O 
> -0063 2 ; . . 
I­
. . 0 IN 
- -to -
uMR 
-e 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 ±4 16 ±8 20 50.5200IN22 24 26 
ANGLE ATTACK. ALPHA. QEGREES SF 







L.SWT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 
LSI4,T 240 MIDAC4.0 PC 























XNRP 50.5200 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 12.6000 IN. 




COMPONENT BUILD-UP BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
Wf .004 11111I11 1111I1I1 111111111 1 1 1 11 111 II+ -HI I+~ l l l j l l l l iLu 
00 
.0024+ 





H- o I I I l l l l I I ~ l l l l l l l l l l l l I ! l l l t l
-J 
H-t 
" II T2 8 H CO I8ll l II.IIIII.I0II
IIII .IIIII C 5lill l llsl 

mIl i l l l l l l ll t l l l ll lI





-42 * s ~-2 0 10 12 14 ,16T 






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CC**IGURATlad OESCRIPTXO ELEVTR AILRON 
LSVT 24 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 HER O f 85 
tSwr 24$ MDAC 4.0 PC 02 tIER 0R 85t11 0.000 0.000 









REFS1 51.i 0 I
 




I±8 0III 24I2 
REFERENCE ZtJFORNATtON
 
REPS 6.8690 SO. FT.
 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XHRP 59.l20 IN. 
Y$RP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 11.6000 IN 




- - - -
COMPONENT BUILD-UP BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.005 IT I III I III IIIIIII i 11 1 
 111111 1
 




11 IIIII1fillllIn 0 1 1 ll l 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 I----I 
u-s 











I Il l lI llI I. I I lI llF(IlI siv I I I .00I I 000RFI I l l lI lllI I II.1 1 60 II 
Q ~~~~~~ ~ Ii11111111111II1111!11~ ZR 11I II 
)IIST28MAI I I l l lI C 2HRO1ll I II I I I J~lI lI ll I I I I t I 

I I I II.0I04I I I I I I I] . I I I I I I I I I I I I t l I I I I 1
~ I: 
I .000 C LWT 
IIIIIT 
4 OC40 C0 C R 5i .00 000RF 





*MR 1 a 000 
(EPQ1I0IS II28IIOAIII.IICIIIIII RBI GIIVS 0lll00ll 0.000ll Rlll 5I.600I IiNI 
II I 
IIIIIII 26 I/ tl SCAEIII .i JOI PEICNT 




YAW LINEARITY TEST 
.16 
BASIC CONFIGURATION 
H I I 
.14 - - -
w. .08:: 
z~~ IDI I:: f 
I II f i ll If 
LLIiii 
.0I 





A L : 
I]-T 
-11 c-FE9 0 
-. 48: ! 
tATA SET SYMBOL CNFIGURATION4 OESCRIPTI0J 
OCP014) C) LSIJT Z40 ROAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR OR0 SSwuSVO 8 a05LSi4T 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 0? 14CRORB B5WIIVG 




8.000 ­ 10.00C 







REFS 8.8090 sQ.Ft. 
REFI 29.5700 IN 
REFS 51.6000 IN 
XNRP 59.3200 IN 
YHP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11.6006 IN. 
4.000L 
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-°121 -11 .. i0 -9 - 8 -7 -G 5 -4 - 3 -2 - 1 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOl. CCHFl0URATICN OESCRIUTI t ALPHA ELEVYR AILRON 
C0CPOI4} C L.514 248 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 85 i4ZV6 4.0900- :0.000 0.000 (QCPOXS) P 1.I4 248 NDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 851411V6 8.000- 10.000 0.000 
COCPOIS) 0 LSW4T248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR OfiS B5WhIVS 12.000- ±0.000 0.000 
HAH 0 0SCALE 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REPS 8.8090 SQ FT. 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFB 51.6000 IN. 
XNRP 59 3200 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHR L 11.6000 IN. 
4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 34 







m fillIII II 
I I II f i l l
 
-J 








-SZ 1-- '11 -10 -9 -0 -7 -6 S 4 3 2 1 a I P 3 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 6Y40OL CONWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(OCPD141 0 LSW'Zlo MDAC 4.0 PC co HCR ORB 05WI 1V6 4 .000 - .0.000 S,000 REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT. 
(OCPOI$) 13 LSWT Z48 MDAC 4.0 PC OZ HCR ORB DSWIIV6 S.000 - 10.000 0.000 REFL Z9.5700 IN. 
(VC a1G) 0 LSWT 246 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 05WLIV6 12.000- 10.000 0.000 REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XMRP 59 3200 IN. 
YMRP O,:000 IN: 
ZMAP 11.6000 IN. 
















- - - - - - - -
U­ - ----- ----- --- - -- - - -
o -.010 H-019 10 I IY 
-I! *.1 -g _ -$16 -61 -I - il 13-1 1 0 1 
ZNRif 11 .00 N 
- 0 0.000'N 
XNRP 59 300 IN. 
:ACN 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
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------------- -------- --------------- 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER 
BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
l I1 .1 11 1 I f IIIII11 .  
 I II  111 11 1t 11
 
-- -- -- II I -I=i1- - - 1T11 1 11 1 1 1 IIIIIfill IIIII 1I I1
 











 1  14 11 11 11 'I I-rI IfII I I1
1 1 1 Ii 1t1l I1 1III.l  II-I I
 
III ~ l ll ll ll lI II Illl~ lk'lll lll l l~ l ll ll l ll k l II I I I II 
-. Ilf ti Ii iiiiii i
-------- I II H II III-I-I I---II
- --- OF ATTAC,,LPHA, DEGREES
zG IIIi 1%1 1 1 1 1 H IIi 
z1111111111----------ll m II IIII Tll'lII ' I I I I ,L I I t Jl l 
z~ ~ULUZ~ 'l'li'll'li'll~ ~~ ~~~- J=-l~ J-L. i'" i ,~l' ll i-I 
S I II I I I I I I4 I I I I I IIzT I a II10I 1I II I Il II I I2 4-I 2 aI46 I 1 2 6 0 2 




I I,II I t l I IIII I IIL t lI I IYMII II II I.I I000II I N
II II II I I II I I II I I I I III 
I I II ~ ll,.ll lZl lRP I III 0I IN. 
--. IICNI II I2 I50II I II I I II ISCA II r ll l l L E 4.00IIPRCN
 
lll ll lll 38
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ccclisl 40 HACi.i47l OB, li02lCR lv i0- 0 i00  i XHF I.0. 1.  5PAGE 
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-B11 -o -G -4 -2 2 6 10a 4 8 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES

VATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIFTION 
 BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CCPOO? LSWI 248 SCAC 4.0 PC OZ NCR ORB 
 B5WIIVS 
 0.000 01000 0.000 F8.690 S&.FT.
ICCPOO) C LSWT 248 J4DAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORE 85w1v6 
 0.000- 5.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 INCCPoIZ) 0 46W Z48 J4CAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR ORB 85wI1v6 
 0.000- 10.000 0.000 REFS 51.6000 IN.ccpooo,3 A LSWT 248 MOAC 4.0Y PC 02 N1CR ORB B5WI1VG 0.000 - 15.000 0.000 XMRP 59.3200 IN. 





 SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT
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LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
"'.ii '""" """f"" ill' '""i' 
i JHI, IM l ~ i l i l l i f~lit  il l l I I:I l l l ~ i 
.40 
if'II~
I i 1 11
~~~~ ! 1 1 1 I--I11 1----1~~~ 1 4II I ---IA II 1 I I 
I f l 




-a io- 6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 1s 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CQAFIOtJRATIa4 DESCRIPTION 	 BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( CCPOO21 0 LOW 2*: I4DAC 4.0 PC CZ NCR ORD Bst4IlVG 0.000 0.0130 0,000 	 REF $.869a lST. (CCPO06 , C LOW 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 85141V6 11.001)- 5.000 0.000 	 REFL '9.5700 IN. 
10.000 0.000 REFS 51.8000 IN.










LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
I 1 1 it 1 1 1 l i l I l l r l if I1 	 1 1 l l l r l l l l 1It 
I l lIl i 
.04 






-- =s o- -111 - -i a z 4 6 a IV 12 14 16 1 	 20 z 4 tO 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONJ DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AfLRON REFERENCE INFORMAT[ON 
(CCF0OOZ) 0 LSIWT Z48 IIOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORS 8514l1V6 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 8.0690 OS.T. 
0.000 REFL Z9.5700 IN.NCR ORB E5141tV6 0.000 - 5.000ICCCP00O) 0 LSWT 240 iNOAC A.0 PC 02(CCFOIZ) 0 L514T 240 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 951411V6 0.000 - ±0.000 0.000 	 REFS 51.6000 in 
(CCpoDO) A LSWf 248 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORE 65U411V6 0.000 - 15.000 0.000 	 XNRP 59.3200 [N. 
YMRP 0.0000 [N. 
ZNRP 11.5000 IN 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
$ACH 0.250 
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LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
S 










-12 -10 -a -I ..4 2 0 2 4 6 8 in to 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONIURATION OSCRIPTICN BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
ICCFOoz) C LSWT Z46 NDAC 4.0 PC OZ nCR ORB S5wztv6 01000 3.00 OO0 
(CCPO06y 0 LSwT 240 HOAC-4.0 PC 0 HCR ORB 85WIIV6 0.000- 5.000 0.000 
(CCFOLa 0 LSWT 248 IDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR CIB BSWIIV6 0.000 - 10.000 0.000 
(CCF'Ba f LSWT 240 NDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 85W1V6 01000 - 15.000 0.000 
MAC" 0.250 
16 Is 20 22 24 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0.8690 S.ET. 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XMgP 59.3200 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4 0000 PERCNT 
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LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
1"1°1 11 1 1 11 1 11 1 1 1 11 i l I i 1 1 1 t1 i1 '1 
I I I III IT I I I I I I 	 . 
: 1 1 f i l l 















I I-. 2]I I LL I I-11-I 	 IL 
- 4	 . .... .. 
I l III IIII: 
.42 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 6 10 12 14 16 1 20 2 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 BETA ELEVTR AILRON EFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCF0023 0 LSWT 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB oswIIVs 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS a690 SO.FT, 
(CCPO06) f LSWn 248 OAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 05WIIV6 0.000- 5.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
(CcPOI2) 0 LSi 248 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 6sWLIV6 0.000- io.o00 0.000 REFS 51.6000 IN. 






A.0000 PSRCNTHAH 090SCALE 4MACN 0.PA 
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,jI~ -. 010 
LA­
Z-.025 
> -. 030 
-1-0 - -G - -2 0 2 4 6 8 IV 12 14 16 1s ED 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA S SYMBOL DESCRIPTIO BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATIONIT CONFIGURATION 
(CCFOOZI 0 LSIJT 24$ MDAt 4.0 Pt 02 NCR ORB8 BSWIIVG 0.000 0.000 0 000 REFS 8.8690 SQ FT. 
0.000 - 5 .000 0.000 RErL E9.5700 IN.0 LSWT 240 MDAC 4,0 PC OZ NCR OR8 B5WI$V81CCPaO6)CCCFOIZ, 0 LSWt 240 $OAC 4,0 PC 02 8CR ORS 854IIV6 0.000- 10.000 0.000 REFS 51.6000 IN
 
ICCPOOOS A LSW 248 hjOAC 4,0 PC 02 NCR ORB 85W±1V$ 0.000 - 15.000 0.000 XMRP 59.3200 IN
 
YNRF 0 0000 IN.
 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
MACH 0.230 
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LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
II I I IIlflllI l l l l l l l l ll t l i l l l i 1[~~ I t 1 





.o8 I~ I~~~~I I I I t 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III1 1i ill ll I t I !




lllltllllll Ll I ~
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ l I IIIlll~ I 
12 LIL IIt-1l0~lta so 1 4 l l1 lt lS l 0 I4 4 IZaI46 
IFI­
U-r10 
CCFOZ *ill 4 OC40P 2 C R 5416000- 000 000RF 16n INl 
zAA Y FGRT DORPI [A T IR E¢ NOHTO 
YMRF 0 I DOD INZMR 1160 IN:I
 







'C~S~.0 0CCL$TNR20RB IOC BSISIS .00- 0.00 0.00RF 51.6000 IN. 
HAH 020SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
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-* 12 -.10 -s8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 & 0 10 ±2 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
GATA .5.7SYMBOL CORFIGURATI.aJ DESCRIFTIOR BETA EI.EVTR AILRQH 
EACP02) C LS " WT 240 MOAC 4.0 PC 0'2 ICR OftO OSWItV6 0.000 0.000 0.000 
CRCPOO6) C LSWT 240 NOAC 4.0 PCE02 NR ORB BSWHVE 0.000 - 5.000 0 000 
(RCPOIZ) 0 LSW.T 245 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR ORB 651412V6 0.000- 10.000 0.00C 
(RcP00BJ LSWY 245 NOAC 4.0 PCO02 NR ORB 85W8SV6 0.000 - 15.000 0.000 
HAH 0SCALE 
16 ±5 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
REFO 5.5650 S0.rT. 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFO 51.6000 IN 
XNRF * 59.3200 IN. 
YHRP I.0000 IN. 
Z1RI 11.6000 IN 
4 0000 PERCH? 
PAGE 46 


























-12~l -10 -8 -6 - 4 -? 0 2 4 6 S 10 12 14 16 18 	 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYSgO'. CONFIGUqATICU DESCRIPTION 	 BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFLRENCE INFORMATION 
IRCFr002 ) LSWT Z4 fDAC 4.0 PC OZ KCR ORB 55WIIV6 O.00 0.000 U.000 REFS 8.d690 so.FT 
CACpOO6) LSJT 248 ADAC 4.0 PC OZ NCR ORB BSWIlVG 0.000- 5.000 0,000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 











LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
l r l ll l l l l ll1111H i 1 lt fl i 1i11 rlll l l l l 11Ji l11I ir l l i iI 
1.4
 





II 1 1 ll il Ttl l lt l l l I ll I l , J-l II 

LileI I 1 11 Ill 11I l 1 1 1 I I0 IN I 
2 ~ L0l u~' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r,,,,,,,,, 1 1 1 1 1.'1" 1 !F 1 , 1 LI I I I I 1" ' ' I I" 
0.0.0 MrrE02 ~ l la i l'] -Fl l l l l ll PAGEl t I 48 
-0.I I I I I I I II I!22 - 1 -f ll J l l 4 l l l l I I I I I I I 
(-IT 1 1 1 1 11 R1
DAA o.E Y1111 CONIOUIIIII IIESCIRIPTO 11 ETtU 1 1 1 1IT 1 FERENC1E INFRAIOI 
IIII012LS T20I iMA1 1 1 1 1C0 1 1R 1 S II 1 1111. 1 1110-0.001 R t1111 110IN.0 . C 4 0.0
-0.4II I 
-U*I lil I6l I6,4 2 22 4,,
-, -0 O ? 0 2 4 16 18 ,,6,,0 
ICII llJC.r BETAI]IIIfIIIII REFERENCEI 
IIIII)0LST 4 Hlllf 4l.,PCl02 N lRlOR II I II IIWI IIIVS00111100.0 I EFIIIII 6000 I N I 
I I I I I I II I III I II ii 11 11 1 1 I II.II I I 0 I 

VIA o O L IIIIIIIotl llL  RIIN INFRAION 
II I I III I I ., I. 
MACI 11 11.50 1 1 11 11 1 I II I 11 1 SCAEIIII 14II000 PERENI 

l"llll11 IlllII~ llt l I III IIII III IIII III I II I PAGII 418 I
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-12 -- -8 6 -­- -- 4 --2 
 - 2 4 6 8 10 18 14 2016 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
GATA .SeITSMB0I COIFXGURATI0I DESCRXPTIrYI BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION (OCPOOZ) C LSWT 248 UDAC 4,0 PC 02 NCR ORB BSWIIVS 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 8.8690 SQ.FTWBCP006) 0 1.510 248 flAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB B5WIXVG 0.000- 5.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN.16CP012) 0 L5$WT248 £IDAC 4,0 PC 0211CR ORB BSWIIVS 0.000- 10.000 0.000 REFB 51.6000 IN.(8CP005) A L.SWT £40 IIOAC 4.0 Pc 02 11CRORB BSWIIVE 0.b00- 15.000 0.000 XMRP 59.3200 IN.Y.RP -.--- 0 IN. 
ZMRP ±1.6000 IN.NACN 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
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u-~4I - , 
-2­
'P.5 






PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
tsgr 240 MOAC 4.0 PC C2 HER ORS SSWu±V6 O.0l 0.000 0.00a 
1.314 240 NOAC 4.0 PC CZ NCR ORS0 BSWIIVS 0.000- 5.000 0.000 
LSW4246 $OAC 4.0 PC &2? NCR OR8 9514h1V6 0.000- 10.000 0.000 
LSIJT 240 $OAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR OR B B5IuIVO 0.000- L5.000 01.000 
0.250 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.0690 S0.rr 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFV 51 6000 IN. 
XMRP 59 3200 IN. 
Y"RP a.0000 IN. 
Z-RP 11.6000 IN 
SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
PAGE 50 














-.. 00 .11S .10 .15 .90 .25 .30 .5 .40 .45 
ORAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
DATA S4Cr SYMOO(. CCWFlPGURATYOV DESCfRPrTIO BETA ELEVIR AILRQN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ICCPOO2) C I.SWT 248 $OAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORS B5W11VS 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 8.0690 SQ.FTcCaO00o) C LSWT 248 NOAC 4.0 PC OP HCR ORB 851411V6 0.000- 5.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN.(CCPOI2) 0 LSWT 248 ROAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB E±5W11V6 0.000 - 10.000 0.000 REFS 51.6000 IN.ICCPOOO) A LS IBT2 MDAC 4.0 PC OZ 11CRCO 851111V6 0.000 - 15.000 0.c00 XMRF 59.3200 IN. 
YIIRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZXRP ±1.6000 IN. 
MACH O.250 SCALE 4 0000 FERCNT 
PAGE 51 
.40 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.45• 





* 01 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 .1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSOR 









LSIJT Z48 NOAC 4.0 PC OZ N4CR CPS 
LSW 243 MOAC 4.0 PC 0? 14CR CPS 
LSWT 240 MDAC 4.0 PC 0z N4CR ORS 





























YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN 
.20 MAH 020SCALE.5C2 P 
4.0000 PERCNT 






A 1 1 
Li I y i 
; -
c . 





ZM P 1:60 IN 
Lii O~s A T28MA . C0 CROB 9WI6ODn-1.00 000X 930 N --
YmR 0 OO I 
YNR 0.00 , 
A0C .1 0 
02 
-1-4-. SCL 4 . 0000ZM I 116
,AUCL 4.00 IN IPERCN 
-PAGE 53 I 
00PG 3. 
- --
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.45 1 1 
I~~~i 	 II IIIIIif 
.40
 
l i l I I 	 III I I 
I, it , i 




(-3 ut If i 
m ' If It III I 1 1 1 
LC­
1 18	 H (Ii 
SYBO LH AAERCVLE I DT ORERFRNEINFRA 	 IN 
I- 1.J M --	 -
XMz 59 320 I:
 
. ,. I 
IN.I




ZHP 1.00 I N 
DATA::.T.Ci MEVli	 l 
DAA IT.CCEH EVAO DEFLCTIO ANLE ELVR DEGREESC
 
SC248 MO=AC . PCARAHR ORBUE B DATAVOUCECPOR)6FB RENPAE 5ORATO
 
-S-28MAIL 4 0.C02 SRK ORB 0 85CP0V2 0.0 NCPOOS) 26 F.0 EFL71 .PA00 54
 

















AIRN 000 SOK O O C0Z C01 C0G - 500 RF 9Su I
 
S-.A 0.0 UDR 000 NFO 500 B 5:10 44--1.00 
.15
 
°-18 -15 fl4 -13 -12 --11 -±0 - 9 -s8 - T - -s .. -. - 3 - 2 -1I 0 1 2
 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
-S11401,.ASI4A PARAMETRIC VALUE DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
C - 4.000 M l... 0.260 LETA 04100 OATASET ZLEV h DATASET ELEVTR REPS 8 8690 $Q.Fr
 
AZLR A 0.000 Sr0RK 0.000 ucro0a 0.000 NEpOOG - 5.0 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
SFLAP 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 NCPOIE - 10.000 NCPO - 15.000 REPS 51.6000 IN. 
XHRP 59.3200 IN. 
ZHRF 11.0000 IN. 
DAA IT.CDE H PERENT
V#ISCALE 4.0000 

_.SWT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 65W11V6 CNCPOO2) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 55
 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.45 
----- i I ll ll l l lf I I I l l lI Hl lIfIl lI f 11 1 r1111I 
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DI i I 
III III II III II~ll lll ll lll lll ll lll ll lll ll lll lRFll ll l .6000 1 I Ill 

r28fIA I'
.. . 2HROBBWIV NPOJ 2 E 71...PAGE ii 5118II
 
S40( A48 A C . PAR02METR VALUE DATAIVSUCCE 2 RFEBR1EPCE 56ORATO 











.016 -15 -4 -13 -1 -11 -1 - 8 7 -6 -5 -4 -3 2 -1 0 1 2 
ELEVATOR OEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. OEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 


























Y.RP 0.0000 tN. 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
CATA2IS4 . C0 H O52V*EF 
_SWT 248 MEJAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 25W11V8 CNCPOQ2) 28 FEB 71 PAGE 57 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION 
.45 
illlill~~~llIIt t , ll l l l ll tll l ll I Ill illl IJIIl l lI , I 
.40 
I i~l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l t i l l l l l l l l l l l l l l1lll III1 l 
1. 11 1IfI llIIl l ll l l i l~ l l ll l lilt l l i t ll l l l l I l l 
III111111 11111IftI1I1i1 l11 1 1111 
"It II I l l l l t l il l l l ll I I~ I tll l lIl l ll l t l ll l l l l i 

Ltil 
II ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I 1~~iJIIllillllltlllil11 ll 
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CELEVATOR-DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREIS
 
"15 0F 9 -ll.a s I -li lll3 -l12 l l-1 lllll ll l8 lll6l l 5ll llll llll -ll  I 1 I 2 
.5 . IN:
 
OA~hMIS. CVE l*E*EISCAE 4000 FE1CN 
.SWT248MDAHR OB 4. PC02BWIIE CCPOO) 2 FE 71 PAG 58I 
00F A 00 N 
DAEEVTO DEFLCTIO ANGLE ELEVTR. DEGRES 00 FRN 
-W 24 OAP 4 .0C02 HRDRB 0.000V 000 Cl~~NC008 - 2600 E 71O IRlII11 .PAGE 6000 IN. I N. 











°-16 15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 - 9 -8 - 7 -s6 - 5 -4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECT ION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SYMHc4 ALFIA PARANZTRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4.000 HAIL. 0.260D ETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVTR QATASET ELEVTR REVS 0.8690 SQ FT. 
AILRc* 0.000 spsglC 0.000 NECOD 0.000 NOOD - 5.000 REEL 29 5700 IN. 
OFLAR 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 NCGI - 10.000 NCPOIB - 15.000 REED 51.6000 IN. 
XNRP 59.320 M IN. 
YNRF 0.0I00 IN 
ZNRP ±I.GOfl IN. 
SCALE 4,0000 PERONT
D1TA 1i1. 1E 1 MEV*EI 
LSW7 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB B5WIIV (NCPOQ2) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 5
 













10 46 7 -5 4 -
ELEVATOR OEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. OEGREES
 
SMsct ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 MACH 0.260 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT. 
AILRON 0.000 SPaRK OXUS0 NCFDO 0.000 NCfPOD6 - 5.000 REEL 29.5700 IN. 
BFLAF 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 NCP01 - 10.000 NCPD0 - 15.000 REFBXNRF 51.600D59 3200 ININ. 
YTRP .00o0 IN. 
ZMRP 11.6000 IN. 
TATA MIS. CCCE M CVNE2 SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
LSWT 248 MUAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB S5WIIVG (NCPOO2) 26 FEB 71 PAGE so 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
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 ZM P 11 6 0 

C 00 NCl 0.0 2 00 	 II248 0lll.0SPR ORB 	 NCFOIIG FE ll PLE N
 _SW 	 DTI COE M E E VAO ION00ANLPEETRCER SCALEE 
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 2
 
ELEVATOR DEFLECT ION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SY8Ct ALfl4A PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
3 *.000 flACH.. 0.260 aETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR REFS 
 8.8690 SQ.FT.
 
AILRaM 0.000 SPORC 0.000 NCFO 0.000 NCPOS - s DuO REFL ?9.5700 IN. 
OFLAF 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 NCP02Z - 10.000 NCFOOS - 15.000 REFB 51 .6000 IN.X-RP 59 3200 IN 
Y-RP i 0 0 0 IN . 
ZMRP 11.6001 IN. 
DATA *41ST. COGE N4EV*EI SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
248 IfT'IDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB B5WIIVS CNCPOO2) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 62
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ELEATO DEFLCTIO ANGLE ELETR.DEGEE
 
_S728MAIL . 0.C02 SPSRKORB00 . 0.000V CNPOO 2600F E;L71 .PA0E I6. 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION 
.45 
I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::::IftII-IIfflfilI11111IIlil 
.40 I~:11 111 1 1 111 1 fi l-11 1 :: : : 
I f i l lI I I I I I I I 
.35 
J- 4 f -:T. II!!11 	 : : : .. . II.-I	 f ill i l . . .. .
 
] f i l l I:II 	 : : : I I I I I I I I 
< .10 	 : : ; ; I. .
 





-1 15 -14 -13 12 I -110 - 9 - 8 - 7 - 6 -3 -4 -3 -2 .1 0 1 2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECT ION ANGLE. ELEVTR. OEGREES
 
SYM4BOL. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
fl 14.000 MACH. 0.260 BETA 0.000 CATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR REFS 8.8690 SO FT. 
ATLRC*4 0.060 SFRRK 0.00a NCPOO2 0.000 NCpOgG - 5:0 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
OLP 0.000, RUDDER 0.000 NCFO12 ­ 10.000 	 NCPO0S _ 1 0 REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XNRP 59 3 200 IN 
YNRP O.00t10 IN. 
ZHRP 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4 0000 FERCNCDATA M15T. CODE M*EV4EI 
.31C 248 MOAS_ 4.0 PC 	02 HCR ORB B5W1IV6 (NCPOO2) 2S FEB 71 PAGE S4 








Li fi ll II I I-




I I i I I I 
.0 
<LL -. Izl - I I 
-±6I -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -s -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SyN. A.SHA eARACTRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE RZFERENCE INFORMATION 



























DATA 0Et. CODE 8*EV*EI SCALE 
4.0000 PERCNT 
-SW- 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSWIIVG CNCPO02J 26 FEB 71 PAGE 65 















6 -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 - 9 -68 -7 - 6 - -4 - 3 - 9 -1 a 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
symBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 16.000 MACH 0.260 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVTR DATA$ET ELEVTR REFS 8.3690 SO FT 
AILRm 0.000 SF9RK 0.000 NCPODZ D.ABS NCFUOG - 15:000 REFL 29:5700 IN. 
OFLAP 0.000 RUBBER 0.000 NCPOIZ - 10.000 NCFOGS - 15.000 REFS 51.G000 IN: 
XMRPyRp 59.32000.5000 ININ. 
ZMRF 11.6000 IN. 
MIAT. EATAMANVGEL DFCI SCALE 4 0000 PERCNT 
_ w 0248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR OR 0 . 5W0IVG NCP02 26 FEV 71 PAGE GG 
1 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
i l l l l IIlJI
~ i l l ll l l l lll l l l JI I I
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
i l l l l l l l l l lIl~ lil l l l l l l l LILl l --I 111a:	 w~
Ga 	 ""''""''" HillJ""""'" 





uTr	 t l l l i l l l l l t t l l l t t l i 
-Cl t l l! 	 P 67 
It 1 1 I1II1II11 1 1 1 1 111.1 1 11 1 1 1 1 11 1101 11 1
0 11 1 11  
! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 
~ l . . IH I I I I I I I I I I I
II I I I 












- -. o0l5 
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1 8 2 0 22 4 2612 -10 - o < s- - 4 - 2 0 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SLOPE BETA AaLRON REFERENCE INFORMATIONOATA SO SYMBOL Cc*4ICURATIa.OESCRIPTIc* 

[Czpoo6j C LSWT 248 NDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCP OR BS'WIIV6 :.d00 0.000 0.00( REFS 8.8690 S0.FT
 29.5700 INCXCPOJE) 2 LSWT 248 I4CAC 4.0 PC 0? NCR ORS SSWIVG 2.000 0.000 0.000 	 REPL iNtxcFdOo, 0 LSW7 845 ROAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR OR SSWIIVS 3.000 0.000 0.000 	 REED 51.6000 
XMRF 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP ii 6000 IN 





























12 -10 - a - 6 -4 -z a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATIN DESCRIPTION SLOPE BETA AILRON 
0 LSWT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR CR8 05WIV6 1.000 0.000 0.000 
C LSWT 248 IIAC 4.0 PC CO HCR ORB BS IIv6 Z.oDu 0.000 0.000 
0 LSWT 248 DAC 4.0 PC OZHCR ORB BSWilVG 3.00 0.000 0.000 
is is D0 22 24 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.8690 So.FT 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XMRP 59 3200 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 11.6000 IN 
SCALL 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE G8 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.01 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I11 1 1 1 1
 
~~~-L E[]=lT 1111H 1 11 l i Il l l l l i











> 00l-41l -. al ll i G l 2 4l6l8l10 12 4l6Il0 18 ll 22 24 

-. 004 
0 ltl4OACl40 lPCl02XCO J lS lll24 N lllRBl5l±lVl3 l000 l0l00 0.000 llll ol l .00 0 I N 
LIL 
ZMPI 600 1 
0.26ll0 ll SCAll 0IMA l l ll N l~ J ., l ll l l El 4.0li PE CN 
Illllllllllll lll lllt Klli lll l E









LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
,20 
l  llllli I fll I Il fill r l~ l lr l illllIII II

.15 fi l l I I I II 
I if rI 
ur I r 
I II II I II I I 
LI lM 1 1 Il J . I I I I I I I N I I  I I I [I I II 
I III III IIT t4I F II;.-I III ' M EN I ]-III IIN III I 
zI III I l iI i:f "4 l ll I i lll- ldM IIlI ll I rI llll I 






z I I I I 
~~~~~II I l l i l l ll l l d. I~~ IIf J l J r l l l lb l~ll I I 
II I I I I I I I I II m 7-II-III F--I II- I L IJ-1- L -1 -- III... -I II 
_ ~~ ll~~ ~l l i l l l l 1l~ l i i l l l l l:hJ~llllll: ll-l-I- -I--I 1L L I I 
Ii ll l ll lI I 1 1lTlVl l1-lFlllll IIF MIIII 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII 2III2IIIII 12l1! llllis l/ I022 24 2 
IIIIIIITIIIIIIIIIIIGRTO E C BE A I I"LIIII EtlI  EIRA REN IIIFR I ON
 
(CCF1II III IIIIIait111111I 11 11021111OR11 1111111 111 1100011 1111 11111 111 11O1 51.600 I I
 
1CcPOIv) A LS T 240 H AC 4.0 PC 02 HER ORS BsswIV6 - 5.000- 1.000 0.000 RF 5°920 IN:FT 
YMRF 0.O000 IN 
ZHRP 11.6000 IN 
MACH 0 Z50 SCALE 4 0000 FERCOT
 
PAGE 70 
















.- -- 4 0 2 4 6 8 1- 12 14 16 1 20 22 24 6 
ANGLE DR ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA ItT SYHOB CC*FICURATIQA OESCRIPTXIn SETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(CCP0 I C LS.T 248 HCAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR C B 85W11V6 - 3.000 0.000 0.000 REPS 8.0690 SQ FT

'CCPO0?) C LStJT 24$ $DAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 651411V6 - 3.000- 5.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN.
(CCPOI3J 0 LSIJ 248 MOAt 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB SSWIIVG - 3.000- 10.000 0.000 REPS 51.6000 IN.
(CCPOOS) t LSgT 243 MOAt 4.0 PC 02 NCP 0gB BIWlIVG - 5. 000- 15.000 0.000 XMRF 
 5 .3Z00 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN.
ZNRP 11.6000 IN. 
CCCN 
 0.250 SCALE 4.890 S FERCNT 
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LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 




.25 I I IT j 
.25 




i f IJ I 
A I 
M t I ll Il 
IF -I0 -a 6 4 -2 0 a 4 6 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SCT 5YM4801 Cc*FIGURATIH DESCRIPT[C BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
'CCFoiS 0 LSWT 2A0 MDAC 4.0 PC M NCR WO S5wiIVo - 3.00" 0.000 D.000 
flCCF0?)C LSW 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCF CIB 8sW1V6 - 3.000- 5.000 0.000 
"cro01,, 0 LSWT 248 40AC 4.0 PC 02 NCR 098 8SW1V6 - 3.00- 10.000 0.000 
fCCPOO9) t LSWT 248 HAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR 000 QSWiIVG - 3.000- 15.000 0.000 
.AC1 0.250 
16 18 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS .8690 SO.FT. 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFB 51.6000 IN. 
XMRP 59.3200 IN 
YNRP 3.0000 IN. 
ZMRF 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 0000 PFRCNT 
PAGE 72 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
I I I [ I- i t l I I I I I I I l l t I 1 t' I 1 
.Os 
I~~~~~~~~~I I I I I I I II i ~~~~ 1 III 
I I I I I I I I I I I III II I i 









l i l.01 II 
-a-u2 i1-1411 11 1 2 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 11411 11 1 1 11) 141 to 20I I II42 
< -0 
4Co ~) I L I 240 II IllA I4III.IIR 8 8IIVG .00II I l IIcoo I XI 59.3III I ICIIIII I l 

- . 0 2 0.00-0'"
 
1C1111C111t!1111I - 110.0 11.0 
ICCPOII3It1111T1240111111141011C111tCR1O1B11111V1-30 0 :.0 0 0I I0 II$RI59.3 0 I NI I 
I~ l l l ll l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l.ll t00l I I .I 
0IISWTICPIhI24$1N1111O 8 3 100- 0 111111 51 III0IIN 
l l l ~ l l lYll 
.02I I II I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I IZMIRPI I I I6000I IIN. 
IAC I 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 l t 11 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1SCA EI.0 00IICN 
O I IS II III II4I I tVG II I.01 0I I0 0 I7I9PFCCNCR IRB I - .00IIIEI AGE SQFT 
MANGL OF~ATTACK ALHA OEGREESRCN
 







-t 4 ­4 -------	
11i 












~~~cCP007,LSW~ ~ '-44 v -. -C -C- -. -E . 0 2 . 7 0  ~ ~ 02 R1Al -4-4A - .0- 0 L I 
-4 
111 -$0 - a -- a 4 a 	 16 1 22a- - 4 2 a 6 to 	 isIE 20 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCFOII 0 LSW 2AS MDAC 4.0 PC OZ HCR ORB S5WlV6 - 3.00" 0.000 a Do REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT(CCF007 IZ LSWT 248 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 35wlIV6 - 3.000 - 5.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN 
(CCFI5) 0 LSWT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 85WIIV6 - 3.000- 10.000 a o0 REFS 51.6000 IN.fCCP fls t LSWT Z48 -DAC 4.0 PC C2 4rR OR BSI4IIVG - 3.000 - 15.000 0.000 	 XNRP 59 3200 IN. 
YRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRF 11.6000 IN 























1181 L Y.02 0.10 
YIR I I TLL I 
IHRI6O itl 
11.6I0 1
ZMRP - I 1 
0 -1 -0 -s - -4 -.2 p a 4 6 8 10 12 14 ±8 ±8 20 22 24 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
0SCRIPTIr-q EL AILRON rERCNCECATS SET SYMBOL Cc.NFIURATIWOE BE TA VTR R ZNFOflNATXON 
(CCPOII) C t SUT 248 .4DAC 4.0 PC 028HCR CR8 B5Wl:VG - 3.000 0.000 0.000 REPS 8.8690 SQ.FT 
(CCCp~OOI C LSWT 248 HICAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR O B 85W11V6 - 3.000- 5.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
(CCPOI3) 0 L$Wr 240 $DAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORG 65WIIVG - 3.000 -10.000 0.000 REPS St.G000 IN. 
(CCP0093 A LS'4T 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 028HCR ORB BSIJIIV6 - 3.000 - ±5.000 0.000 XMRP 59.3200 IN. 
.06CALE 4.00 PERCNT 
PAGE 75 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.o5 I I I I I I f I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I II I ! I I I FI It I1 1 I I11 fItI IfI I 
IIII ~ ~~~~~~~~~ II~ i l l l t l l l l l l l l I~ l l l l 4 J l Il li ll 
-. 005 
-. 0105i 
uI I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I III II I I I I I I IIt 
-. 015 









I I I I I I I I 





I I I I 
I I I I I0IIN. 
I I I 





I I I I I I I l 
I I I I I I I I I 
S 
- .0 0-. 02 
I I I I 
III I II 
I I I I I I I 
II I 
I I I I 
I III 
I I I 
1 
I I I I I I -I - - -
I 
II2 I I I I I I 
_~ -.030, HACH l il II 
ll ll'l 
,, , ,, ,,, ,, ,,, , ,, ,,, , ,, 
l L 4.' 
PAGE, ,,, , , , 
ilFO9 L
-'"" I.IT I4IIII4 IIPC 0 ll llNCR ORIII I6II I I I.000 5l0l II II00 X III 59I u" IN 








24 IIII4.0 IIICIIIIIIIR11RIIIIIIii111.011 
IIIIIIIIII4. PC0 NROB B5Iv I28MA3.I - 5I000 
I.0it111111 IEPSII 86I 




(C,03 C l Si '48 ilill4. llll? illlO illl iiVllli 3i0llilil.l'0 0.00iRES 516II II. 
ICCIFOI0IIIILII 2I 40 I IOC I I2IRI I I5I 1VS II I 5I000II ±III00II 0.00 I R 5 20II 
II 11 ZNII11 1 11 600 IN 
MACH 0.250 SCALEI 000 liR 
fll l IIII IIIIIIIII I II I I ~ ili lii lll ill ill IIPA GEil 7I 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
< .07 
II l l II I I I I I 
.05 I III i llI III I I l l I l 
,11 I II I li Il l l l lt l lt I II I I I I i II I I1 I I 

I I Il l lII l 

I2z0 a 6 ii 4 6 atlllll I I24 
z o IIII 1III ANGLE OFI AI II CIII AIII 1IItI tIII IIIII II I 
DATAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII DIU I t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 REFERENCE II 
U.. I 











-U 11:"""" TN. 
M I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
PAGE 77 
.01 
I-.I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II1- -
I iiiii II IISI 0III 
-1 IIIIII II 8 I I.A I -I I I 0 II I2 I I I I I I III IIII 14 16 III 2I 2III2 
.PC I2III III I II IIOR 8I I II V OIIa !II600II0IIIREF I N: I
 
llllllll ll AGLElll ATTACK.ll PHA.lll lllDEGREESll l I 
-AT .E? SYBl IGI I cIIIII FT1IIll i iEIITIAI I I ELEVT AIO IENICE INFOMIOII11EIEI I

"'"' "
,,L,,,,,4 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,R,,,,,,S$I ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,' "'. R"" 0.,6, " "?




CCCPOI)illltlill24 4OlC .0lPCi2lNCRiRB 85i11i6l i. ll0.0  RFlili .lil I. ii
00,I

_ccP009 1 ,,,,,,eB,,,,,,,,,,C,,2NC,,O,,,,,,:V,,,,. ,,,-,,,,0,,0.0,, X,,,,,.,  

,C .9 IZ0.4 . CO C R Bw~6 -300 50u 000XR I N Iil l l l ll ll llll l ll l l l l l l l l l l l l ll l l l l l000l0l 

I II I III I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I N.SCLE4I00IERNI
 
~tI I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II0
 
0 III III llIII ll l lll lll ll ll ll l l ll ll l ll ll lll l PAGEl I7 I
 
-- 
- - - - -
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.OI-I_ 
_ II I Iil I JI l Il i I I I I l1 l1 i 1l1I ~l I j I " L 
- -l-i-l--i-i--i-i l l l 












I i tI l fl i l l li li ii P ~ tll l lI i lil f lI I I 
LLJt tL llrJ 
z .005 
l~~ ~ ~ ~ ITF~ IIi-l--l- Jl tlI Illll 
.i! O I I il i i I I I I II .1 i Ii i fi
f i 

-- I I~~llll I ll~ li lil ll l i ll ll l l l i l l l l l i21 IIII0I2I I I I1 i l 1l lfill ll l l l IIIIIiII 
-II -. 01 IN
-. 015 
< l l l i l t l l ll l l l i IlilfI~ I I II I I t I 
I I I I I i 1
I I I I I I I I 1I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I !1 1 1 1 1 1 1 110I I I I I I I I 

-2 1 
(-I I I1 11 11 1  1 1 1111,I I 1 I I I I I I I I I0 
- ANGL OFl 1 ALHA 7"
ATTCK DERE
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I IICt 1 1 1 1 1 1I
il IGi IIIATIIDEC TOi IIIIIIii025l i II BETA i l lIl .L- I NFORATIO 
.ooo110 LS 248 H A 4. PCII0IIIR OR I 5IIIIIII IIIIII I I.01III .-0-00'P- - I 1F II 
_1T SYBO CN ICa-. i l ION I l t ~ l IEVA 1 l i i li RIEFERENCEI ,i.8690l
I I I I I I I l l I II0l l l l l l l l l l I I l t l2 l I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ! 
-030 1 I I I l I I I I l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

IILl2481 4.0 PC0ICll ow~ l ll .0 ""C1 9 3cp lA l l l R8llWl l sl - 50 0_1t l l l 70cXR 11 IPA IN 
-. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I I
 




-PCPIS)0 LSI IDA 14CRORII 
- II3IIIII I0.00& III REFl 1I24l II0 IP I 2 WIIIV I I 0 I 5I.I6000 IN 
II II II I I II I I I I II I I I I I I I it 1 1Z11MRPI I 1.0I I 1 




LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
i ; lj
I tI Ilil t I il ii l l i ii l i i ll i li i i 
.lllIII
 









l ll fllIIII II 

I III II II ll l l 

-If I I I I I I I I I~ lI[ IlII I l 
l l l III I I I I ~ l II I ~ l I I~l iI ~ ll I II I I Ifi I 
z 
iii ll i I I i l i I I II
l iii iil li li il I I -~l l I I i l 
I I IIII4 Ill 0Il I0 - 3.00q I.l II I EF I II I• ~~ ~ I~l ~ ~ f l I I I  I  Il i l l I I l I I I I~ I I I I I IiI 

DAASE y-O GURTI BETAlII RIIlRN ONICNFI ONllCIPTlION l lFll LlI REFERENCI NFRI 
C 4.0 lMCillIOlRBlBI5WIIVSI-3.0 REF 1.6








ANGLEAL LHAOF00 DGRE  




LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
~ll l i i~ ~ 1J~ il~lI 1 l l lll~.4~ ~ ~ ~ ii~ l l l1 f l f~i ll 1111111I 
1 .4 
lI Il I lII  Ii l l ~ i l I lI I l lI l l l l I i I l ~ ~ II i 
1.2 
I-u 
u " l { i ~ l l I ~ l~ l l il J I '2irl A l lliII i I IIII 
l~~~iF il Jl' l { lI ~ I'Ai, pl I~ 
o~ ~~~~~~il I li~ l J lf i ~~~14ii orIiI l li i iJli i iLv I iII II 
IL 0.6 
r I 
2 II III IIII M I ,I---
I I I III IaI I 

0.4 Il.,-,,,,,,, _-, -L,, T ,,,, 

< -0.2 L-
-10 -a - -4 -2 0 2 4 a a to 12 I 16 i 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 







tI IT 4 1 1 tAC4.0 PC 02 8CR CR I 
LSWT 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR ORB 
15141 340 IWAC A.0 FC 02 8CR C418 












3.000 - 5.000 









REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN, 
XHRP 59.3200 IN, 
YHRP 0.0000 IN, 
ZMRP 11 6000 IN: 
SCALE 4.0000 ERCN 
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,04o .03 f 
IIt
 
i t I 
-. 03 






-- 12~ 6 $ B I 2 1 1 g 20 2 2
 
-12 10 - 6 4 -a a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL, CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tSC$0lz) LSW 248 NOAC 4.0 PC 0 HCR ORB BWIlV6 - 3.000 0.000 0.200 REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT.(SCSP00?7 LSW 246 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR Oft S5WIIV6 - 3.000- 5.0D0 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN.tSCpFl3i 0 LSWT U8 IOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR OR0 5WIIV6 - 3.00o- 1 000 0.000 REFS 51.6000 IN.(0CF009) & LSWT 248 IOAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR ORB BSWZIVS - 3.000- 15.000 0.000 XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRF 11 6000 IN. 





















PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
COFICURATI OE SCRiPTION BETA ELCVTR A ILRON 
L5W 248 NCAC4.0 PC02 HCR OR SIIV6 - 3.010 01000 0.000 
L$WT Z48MDAC 4.0PC 02 CR ORS BSwlIV6 - 3.000 ­ 5,000 0.000 
LSWT 248 MCAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR OR BSwlIV6 - 3.000 - 10,000 0 000 
LSWT Z46 GAC ..V PC OZ MCR QRS S5WIIV6 - 3 000 - 15.uva UDuu 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.0690 SG.FT 
REEL 29 5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6DD0 IN 
XMRP 59.S200 IN. 
YHRP aOROS IN. 
ZMRP 11.6000 IN. SCALE 4.0.00 pERCNT 
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C ICCP (3 30 O09)(€CF 
ONO DESCRIPTIONFIGURATIMB C 
4 .0PC HCR 2 T 4 MDACLS CR
H
PC4MOACZ4f 4.0 PC 02 HCRZ:LS 4 MOAC 2 MCR
LSWT 2 























EVTRAILR 8.f FT669S BETA REFS IN.EL 





0.0 REFL 4.0000 IN
 
S 05 .0000 R EFB ZOIN3 .00- 5 Do000 SCALE 59 3 lV s - 00 - i v.000 XHRPBEwi -3. .000









LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.2-- l ll I-I-----l~ l l l VIIt l l l l t l l Il lI l lI 
.00 
T TLIFT E-F---CIENT SQURI. CST 
CATA SET SYMBOL CIOFIGlURATDY4 DESCRIPTION4 BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCPOII) 0 LSWT Z48 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORD B5W11V6 -3.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 8.8090 SO.FT 
(CCPO07JC LSWT 2116 NAC 4.0 PC OZ-NCR OR 85IW1V6 - 3.00t,- 5.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN 
ICCP0I3) LSM7 US 'IOAC 4.0 PC OZ NCR ORO 05W1iY6 -5.000- 10.000 0.000 REFS 51 6000 IN 
ACp, LSWT Z48 I4VAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB S S~WI1VO 3.000- is 0009 0.000 XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YMRF 0.0000o IN. 
ZNRF 11.6000 IN 
HACH 0.230 SCALE A.0000 PZSCNT
 
PAGE 84 












ITE - ­ --r FT 
.20 ISo10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
CmTA,SET SYMBOL COCI.'-GURATION DESCRIPTI'ON BETA ELEVTR AILqONI REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SC(FOII) 0 LSWT 249 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB s~twllv6 - 3.0030 0.000 D.Uo REFS 85.869U SQ.FT 
{BCFPor) C LSWI" 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 MCR ORB S~wiIV6 - 3.000- 5.00I3 U.000 REFL 29 57003 IN 
tac"135} 0 LSI,,T 2408 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR OR 8 8swllV6 - 3.000 - 10.000 0.000 REFS S1.6000 IN. 
taCpa119) L LSWT Z48 M4DAC 4.0 PC OZ HCR OR B aswitlVs - 3.000 - 15.000 0.00}0 XHRP 59.3200 IN, 
YMHRP a0000I IN 
ZMRP 11.6000 IN. 
MAC" 0.*250 SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 85 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.45 11 H 
.40 l11lLl I I I 
u 
LI .30. 
lll llll llll llll f il l b l l t l llll I II I IIII I II 
I III I I I I I I I I I I I I IIIIII I II II II I I IIIIIIillI I III  
.4o~ ~I I I IIIiI III  I III I I I I I IIIIII II I III I I I I 
ll l ll l l llIl l l l llIl l llflil l llll I I I I III  I II f "Ill ii' ''''''' ''I III I 
.mll l ll l l ll l ll l l ll l ll llJl lil lll II I IIIIII I  I 
III 






I I i l lII  I I II I I I I I I II  I I I I IIII 
; II I I I II I I I I I II I I I III II I I I IIIII  
I I I I III 







I IIII II I II  III II II 
L .ICI 
-- It 
I fI I I II I I I I
II  II 
I II I I I
II I I II II 
IIII III 
I IIII II 
--- I 
16-15 -14 -13 '-12 -11 -.10 -9' -3 - -;6 -5 -4 -3 -- 2 -1 0 1 2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SYMBO0L ALFlL& FARANETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C-6.000 MACH. 0.260 BETA -3.000 DATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR REFS 8.8600 $Q.FT. 
AILRCJ 0.000 SPERK 0.000 NCPO11 0.000 NCF007 - 5.0 REFL 29.5700 IN 
i LAP I 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 NCII - 10.000 NCFOll - l RF 59.6000i5 c l IN. 
YNRP 0.00 IND 
ZMRF 11.6000 IN. 
DATA MIST. CODE $*EV4EISCL 4.00 FRN 
S- 248 m0AI5WIIIIVG (NCPOII) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 8I
4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 

LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.45 
II Il lll ll lll l I~l fll t ll tl l IIi i
ll ll llll  	 ll 

I I Iii l 
Hil 
.,,,III I I ,L 
t ~lllttfl~ ~ ~ i11i ~~~~ 	 ~ ililiIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Ii
 
Lo 	 il i l l l l i ll l l l l' l ll l l i i l l l~ i i l l l l Hllill ll 1 
lLo 
H I 	 II III
 
Cif I I i l Il 	 + H 11 111 
.00 
26 15 14 -13 -1? -11 -to 9 a 7 -6 -5 -4 - 2 -1 a ± 2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
REVERENCE INFORMATION 
0- 4.000 MACHL. 0.260 BETA - 3.000 DATASET CLEVTR DATASET ELEVTR REFS a.8690 5Q FT 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 DATA SOURCE 
I.
ALRO 0.000 SPORK 0.000 NCFOII 0.000 	 MaCU? -. oo REFL 29 5700 
NCPOO9 - 5.000 REFS 51.6000 IN.
.000 0.0000FA RUDDER NCPOII - 10.000 XNRP 59.5±00 IN.
 
-YNRFP 0.0000 IN.
 ZMRP 1 .6000 IN. 
SCALE 4 .0000 PEACNTDATA MIST. 0CD M*EV*EI 















--­16 15 14 - -13 -2 -11 -10 -9 - a - -6 -5 -4 -­3 -2 - 0 i 2 
SYMBOL-S- ALPHA zooo -. 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES 


































.SWT 248 MOAC 4.0O PC 02 HCR ORB B5WIIVS CNCPO1I) 2SSEB 71 PAGE 88
 



















-16 -15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -o - - -7 - 6 - 5 -4 -3 2 -i 0 1 2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
5ybS.yg ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 0.000 tL.. 0.260 BETA - 5.D90 DATASET ELCVTR DATASET CLEVTR REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT. 
.ILROJ 0.000 SPSRK 0.000 NCPOIU 0.000 NCFOO7 - 5.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 







DATA NST. COE HCR5V*CI7 
.Sw- 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB B5WIIVG CNCPOII) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 89
 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
"35 - Tl I t l l I 
.450 
- - - - - - - - --
i--i-i-,-l- - - - - -
, 
i i- - - - -i-­
i 
.4o ~HII -13 -Ifll l-9l l t l l l l l ! ll l l l l l l l l l-1l llll- 1 ---fIl t 1 2l l l l T-l10ll T -7 l-6 l5 -4 l- l- 0 
I IIII I II I I II I II I II I I II I II I II I I II I II l II IIIIIII II I 
I II II I I 1I I ll l ll l ll l l ll ll l ll l t l l l l Itl l ll l l l l IM 
II l l l l l l IlIl lllll ll'I II ilII1 11 di~l ll I lH I l r l l l 
U-­
tllIll Il l lI l 	ll ll lHl ll
IIIllI Il llll l ll lll ll l lll ll I l l l 	 l I I II --­
.35 
. H j I H 11 	 I II-II '-lI 'I- 1 1 11 1 -II---IIIlil" ' '1111I1 I II I I'II111i t1I I1I1 	 I- I1 1 
EEAO DELCTO 	AL EEV. DEGREE
 
II11 II IIII 11
 
0 2.00B~gL... .20 ELTEVAT.0R DEFLET IN AN TALE TELEVTR DERES 0.90 SFT
 
AILRlll 0.000 SPBRIr 0.000 NCF011 0.000 
 NCF007 - .000 REFl 29.5700 IN. 
6FLAP- 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 NCF0I3 - 10.000 NCFOOS _ 1 0 REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XMRP 59 3200 IN 
YII a 0000 IN 
ZNRP v11 .6000 IN: 
DATA MIST. CODE N4EV*cI SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
_SWC 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB B5WIIVS (NCPQII) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 90
 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.45 
.,o ~ ~ 	 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 lllllllllll IIIII-­i mll llllllllllll
ill"'~~~~~~ III fill""""" til"'' '" "" 	 I" " 

ill ~~~~ 	 ~H 111111 11 t11111.1111  1111111111 11 l 11 	 II 
Lfi 






-"RI -15 -14 -13 -12 -- 11 -10 -9 -O .3- -5 -4 3 .2 -1 0 1 2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECT ION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
SV,4004. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
t) .000 	 MACH.. 0.260 BETA - 3.000 OATASET CLEVT DATASET ELEVTR REFS 0.8690 SO FT. 
AILRON 0.000 SPORK 0.000 NCFOI1 0.000 NCP007 - 5000U REFL ED.5700 IN. 
o.ooo NCF0lS - 20.000 NCF009 - 15.000 RPO 59.5200 in.SFLAF 0.000 RUDDER 
YKRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4 .0000 PERCNTDATA MIST. CODE NOEV*EI 




















.0..$-15 -14 -13 -12 -t -10 -9 - 00- 8 -7 -; - 3 -2 -




0.260 BETA - 3.000 DATASET 
DATA SOURCE 
ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 

























YNRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZJRP I1.6000 IN 
DATA REST. CXE M*EVOEE SCALE r 4.0000 PERCNT 
.SWT248 -1AC 4.0 Pc 02 HCR ORB B5WI-Vi CNCFO]I) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 
 2 


















0 -15 - I- -I -1II -10 -9 -i -7 -16 -5 14 3 - 2 - 1 11 2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTP. DEGREES
 
SYIt. ALPHA PARA ETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORATION
 
0 	 8.000 ?IQ. 0.260 BETA - 3.000 DATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR REPS 8.0690 $0.FT. 
A1LRO¢4I.000UOO1R 0.000 SPURIC 0.000 NCPOhI - 0.000 NCP0D7F 09 -- 15 .000 REWLP 29.5700 IN.P011 1 	 5160 TN.
 
YNRP 0.0000 IN.ZRP 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 AERNT 
DAtAALPST, COP E IFMVIEI 
SW" 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSWIIVS NCPO015) PAGE 93
0 	 26 FEB 71 
10
 








.35 H il II 
H, 111 1-1 1 
Lii
 





L1. 1 . j-I I --- i r - I I I 




1 15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -io -s -' - 7 	 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 - 0 1 2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECT ION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 10.000 MACH 0.260 BETA - 3.000 DATASET CLEVTR DATASET ELEVTR REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT. 
AILRON 0.000 SPBRK 0.00 NCPOI1 D.000 NCP007 - 5.0 REFL ZS 57.0 IN 






YHRF 0.0000 In. 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
.S- 248 MDA2 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSWIIVB CNCPOIIJ 26 FEB 71 PAGE 94 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER 'BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.45 















-20 -1 -14 -13 -1i -11 -21 -9 -a -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 2 - 1 2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVIR. DEGREES
 
SMSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1z.000 "A(:" 0.260 BETA - 3.090 DATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR REFS 0.8690 Q FT 
AILRc 0.010 SPBRK o.000 NCP0Oi 0.0o0 NCP0p7 - 5.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 





YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN. 
DATA MZST. CODE H*EV*EX SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
_Sw- 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB B5W1IVG CNCPOI) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 95 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL 	POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.45 
.40 - - - - 1 1 1 1 1 H l 	 J I II~ ll t lll lll l Il ~ f i~ l l l I ~ ~ I l l l ! I I~ll I I JlII 
HHHHHHHiEI fi lIilII 
ill ll JJ I H illfl
+H11IH 	 111 I if fil FHHHIMHIHH4HIHI 
]illll ~ I~~~ 	 ~II ]filll flllill  filll~ l l l l~ i~ l l l l i i~ JIII 
I f i l l I 
l l l l l l l l ll 	 l l l ll
IIIIII~ l l l l l l ll H ill ll l l i ll M illl l l I 
a~ll IIII I li ll l l ff ll l lr l ll llVl l l l l l lll i i l l l i l 
IfII I 	 ~ II l I Li-Ii 	 I ~ l l l l l ll i l l l i III l l ill~ l l l l l ~ 
Illl{I IIIII!1-11 lill ~~1-1-I~ l l illll lllllllllll l TII l l l ll I
 
lilll- r r - i I I 
II ~I III-I I l l l l l l l l lI l~ l l l l il IIl l l l l l l l l l l t l' l l l 
I II IIIfI I ~ l li l l ~ l ll l~ l ll l I III i I III Ii l l l l l l l ' l 
II~L .1 1 1 
5 -15 -14 -13 -1- -10 9' - 7 -6 5 - 4 -3 -2 1 D 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
SyMPJlOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1-00O0 WC 0,260 BETA - 3.000 DATASET ELEVTR VATASET ELEVTR REFS 8690 SQ.FT. 
AILRON 0.000 SPORK .000 NCPai1 0.000 NCF007 - .0,0 REFL 29 5700 10. 
EFLAF 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 NCF013 - 10.000 NCP00S - 1 5 DOD REFS 51 6 0O IN 
XMRF 59:320 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 ° 
ZMRP 11 6000 . 
DATA HisT'. CODE H*EV*El SCALE 4 0000 FgRCNT 
_SjjT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB B5W11VG CNCPOII] 26 FEB 71 PAGE 
 96 















.0,G 5 1 1 11 :0 - - -1-5 
LI-

ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES
 
Sv.BOc ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 

























ZARJ 11.000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE N*EV4Ez SCALE 4.0000 PERCNr 
_SW7 248 vOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 95WIlVG CNCPOII) 2G FEB 71 PAGE 97 












-15 -14 -13 -2 -11 -10 - 9 -8 -7 -6 -5 - 4 - -2 -i 0 1 2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES
 
ST,16O4I. ALPhA FARAH TR1C VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORNATION 
C 18.000 0.260 BETA - 3.000 DATASET ELEY'Th 0ATASET ELEVTR REFS 8.8690 50 FT. 
AXLRa 0.000 SFBRK 0.000 NCFOI1 0.000 NCPOD7 - 5.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
OFUAP 0.000 RUDODER 0.000 flCPOIS - 10.000 NCP009 - 15.000 REFSXHRF 51 .600059.3200 INfN. 
YNRFZHR 0 000011.6000 IN.IN. 
CATA MIST. CCCC M¢EV4EZ SCALE * 4.0000 PERCNT 
-SW~ 248 140A0 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSW!IVS (NCPOIIJ 26 FEB 71 PAGE 98 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
Tlilill II l i l i l I, 1111 l ll l lllI Ji ll l i ll l 

LiaIl.0±5 li l 
iJ. i
 
w~ ~ ~ ~ I 1 IIHl l l l l l l l l l l l l t l lI l~ l l l l i111 
ti i l tl i ll l l ll l ll l l ll i l l i lli-i1l
I~~ III II I ' 






>O .005.  5 1 1 iLLi TM
-1 iillll 1J1Jil il""" "w"""''"'""'*
12 0l l ll l llll lllJ14l1l-  6i 4iai0lil4i6ial1 l1li20llllI]Il l l l l lI IIa Ji  l l ll i1i i  I 24IZ6 
a: 







--. 12 -.10 -0 -6 -*4 -t ci a 4 6 S 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 36 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA StY SYMBOL c FI&URATIC4 OESCRIFTIOS SLOPE BETA A!LRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(XCP007l C I.St4 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSWIIV6 1.000- 3.000 0.000 REFS 8.8590 3Q.PT 
CXCP0I3) C LSWT 245 IOAC 4.0 PC 02 1HCRORB BSWIIVG 2.00t- 3.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
(XCF0093 0 LSWT 248 )IOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 65W11V6 3.000- 3 000 0.000 REPS 51 6000 IN 
XMRP 50.3200 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 11.6000 IN. 





LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION 
-- -- -- -I II I I I i li ,- I ~ ~ l I I ~ i l l i t ~11 11 1 





l l [111 11 
l l l l ll I 
.040 - - ­ - ­ -- -- -­
o X3.035 
--
I I I Il 
7 












... ... ... 
00 
.010- 0 




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 







LSWT 248 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR B 
LSWT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORS 






















XHRP 59.3200 IN 




11 . 8.. 
4:-000 IN . TPECN 
PAGE 100 
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LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION













o .000< t111111 111 II I I I I I I I l I II I I I I~ l Ir" fl I 1 11 
°"
a -1111L - Lr; -Doea 
II I1 1 II!111 
We-

-. 210 a- - 6 - A -z 0 2 4 6 a 111 12 14 1;6 16 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CA TA S4ET SYMBOL CONFIGUJRATION DESCRIPTION ~ SLOPE BETA AaLRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Ce007) C) .SWT 240 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 14CRORB swilv 1 .000 - 3.000 0 000 REFS 0.86913 SG.FT. 
tXCPOIS) 0 LOUT 248 MCAC 4.0 PC OZ N4CRORB BSWSZVG 2.000 - 3.000 0.000 REFL 29 5700 1N 
iXCFP09o1 0 "W"T 248 MCAC 4.0 PC OZ NCROR0 B 85%1V6 3.000 - 3.000 0.000 REFB S1 6000 IN4 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRF 1 6O00 IN. 
4.0000 PCACNTnAN .20SCALE 
PAGE 101 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
III~~IIII lll 	 ifi i ll i ll l l ll 
.015 
CD 
Ld il i l i l l l' I i ll I l i l i , "] l l i i l l ilIT II I 
AG OF AH
m l l l lll llI ' I I illl l i ll l l ilI l li i l IIII 
Uiii PAGEC l l l i l l ll l l I ~ i l l l l l i l l l l l l l l l i l 
-.00I II5I I I I I II I I I I I I II I I I I I II I I I
 
J ILll Ill l il l l l l I l i l ll I l 









- sz- -to -o8 6 -- 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 2?2 -4 J26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
OA h ST 5Y1400t Cc*FI&URATXON OESLRIPTI* ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORNATION
 
(caP0,s) C us$a 248 NDAC 4.0 FC? N2CR ORB 651411V6 0.000 0.000 REFS 8.8690 S0.FT
 
CVCPOOT) C LS a 248 MOAC 4.0 Pc oz NCR ORB 85W11V6 - 5.00' 0.000 	 REFL 29 8700 IN 




ZNRP ii 6000 IN.
 






















1 :Io - -I6 -A V Ia 2 4 6 a to 12 I4 sl l al 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILRO4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
t 0 LSITICI01I248 4.0 02 ORBIDAC BWIIVIICR 0.000 0.000 REFS S I.FT.IC 8.8690 

( CP0?7) 0 LSI 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB BSWhlv6 ­ 5.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN.
 
I0CP0$3) 0 LSWT 248 I4DAC 4.0 PC CZ NCR ORB BSWIIVS - 10.000 0.000 REFB 51.6000 IN.
 
CDCP009) A L$WT 248 NOAC 4.0 PC OZ NCR ORSBSSWIIVG - 15.000 0.000 XNRF 59 3200 IN.
 
YNP 0.0000 IN 
ZXRP 11.6000 IN. 
MACHi o.260 SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
PAGE 103 







Ill II I I ll l l l l l l l l l l l l l i J I lt o il l li I i 
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Iuj II I lI I II III I ~
 
I I I II-t 1 1 1 1 11.0t 1 1 1 110 I I3'I I I I I i
 
-. 004 IlII --- i 
II II11III IIII III it 111 11 11P1 11 11ill ill l l II II IIII I II II.i I Ir
0.IlI t R I li
o4 . , , , ,I

U.(0o0 7 L7I L INVll 5.0 lllllll I II. 
LS I l PCl II Il t I 1 I I2I ll I0I IMIIP Ill II IV I. 
I I IIIITII4I8 ll4l.0lPlClll2lllCllOlRBlD.0 9 5 0
III I I I  I  I  I I I0I 11II I N:

,C03 lit I i. Z48iliT l 4.ltI IiI llDAi - l0 0liC0t 0 0 0R 1 6 0I I l l l

-. 00I MACHI I II I l I IIALEI4II I IIC II III I 





PC 0IIH11 ORll I II.00I II I I IN 

I 
.- l -0 - 4 - 0 1 4 1 8 2 22 24 2 
IIIII IIII II~t,, IIANG~l ATTACK.I!IALPHA. UEIIGIREESII IIOFI 
OAT -E.RXPIzYSt CrGRT~ ELVT A #/II REFERENCE,II i llt JlI IFRAIONIi 
< CF II' 0 l Slr l.0 RBl6lljlllll00 I.092llllOlC llCl02 llCR 0.ll0lRIr 5QIIT 
III I MOC40 I IXN11RFI I 9 IN I~ III0)ST 2$ ICRI IIIP III1VI 1 5.0 .00 I!1I 3I 0 
YMR 0.00 IN.I 
ZHRP 100 IN.I 
MAH .60SCL 4.00 PERCNJ 
iPAG 104II 




















003 NIt.II 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 ±6 18 20 22 24 26-012 -t -o - - -
ANGLE OR ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES 
CAIASE SIr)4804. CCfl.FI6URATXQJDESCRIPTIOn ELCVTR AILROJ REFERENCE INFORMATIOH 
CCCPOII) C LSWT 248 $DAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB B5WIIVS 0.000 0.000 B 8.8690 50 fT. 
(ECPOOT) 0 LSWTf 248 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB B5WIIVS - 5.00' 0.000 REEL 29 5700 IN. 
(CFaOiS) 0 L.SWI 248 I4DAC 4.0 PC 02 ncR ORB BSWUIVG - 10.000 0.000 REFE 51.6000 IN. 






PAGE 1 05 
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-- 12 --- -10 -8 -- - - --
 0 2 4 0 8 10
2 2 14 18 20 22 24 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBCI. C0NFIGURATION.CESCRIFTI(3N 
 ELEVTR AILRON 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(ECP011) 0 LSIJT248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 85W11V6 0.000 0.000
CECP007) 0 LSWtT 240 MDAC 4.0 PC REFS 8.8690 SQ FT.02 NCR ORB
'ECP0±3 0 LSWT 248 OAC 4.0 PC 02 85iWljv6 - 5.000 0.000- CR ORB
-V- B--
- 10.000 0.000 REFL 29.5?O0 IN.ccpooo, -LS-T 248 DAC 4.0 PC 02 REF 51.0000 IN
- CR-WIV6ORB 

- 15.000 .000 




MACH 0.260 ZMRP 11.6000 IN.
 
SCALE 4 0000 PERCNt
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LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
-3 .5 
JI I IIII I I I I I I I I 11 1 1 1 1 1 1I I l 
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..°It~ l lll llli,I iillIIll l ---
A,~ lll I ­
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-.-1720 _+ -'""I1 
I IITr1 1 1 t 1 II 
CI ~ l l l ] i-,!l l l l l l l l l l l l l l i l lh l i l l l l l I I I
.M2 11 6 IN.

-Ss I I I I I ! I I FL I I I I I I l l~ l I I ~ l I t~ . I I I I I I 1 I I IMACH 5 S 4i
PAGE 107 
I I I I I I I IIcIi',L l I I t I I I ' I II I ~ ' I I II I I I
TF ITI 
121 1 1I I I I I l ll l "~ ~ f l l l l l ll l l l l l lI I I 
LIiL 
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Li : 
NCII - II0IIIIIIVI1!IIPIII3IIISWITIUSI MDIII4I.0FI I OI 0.,0 II 1 .0 .O ERFL9 57 0 in 




II2lIII IIIII-III-4I-ItI0II II4 I6 I III 10" 2III 4IIIIIII 20 2 I 24 26
 
Ii i~ i ~ ii - IN.I~ ii~~iXiNRiP I030 
11 11 II 0. 0III II II11 1! I1'11 11II YNR.P'I INI 
III II III IIII IIIII  II III II I~ l ll ll lll ll~ NRlF 11 00 I.I Z-

,,,A,, , ,,,,,, ,, ,,,,, ,,0,, ,, ,,,CA,, , LE 4000 PE C, 
II1, 1111 1 11 11111 111111 1,1111 11! 111 111 1PAGE I107
 



















12 -10 -3 - -4 -2 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE O. ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA S rIOI. Cc FIGURAT1C4 OESCRJPTIa4 BETA ELEVTR AILRO 
tCCP022) 0 L-SWT 240 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB BbWIlV 0.000 0.000 10.009
'CCP03) C i-SW? 240 HC 4.0 PC 02 NCR'OB OSNIIVO 0.000- 10.000 1000 
7XHRP 
ta CH 0 .25 
16 18 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REPS 0.8690 SQ FT. 
REEL 20 5700 ZN. 
REPS 51 6000 IN. 
59.3200 114YLRP .0000 IN. 
ZMRP O T.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4 0000 FERCNT 
PAGE 08 

















-B ..6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 1n 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CaWFI&URATIa4 DESCRIPTIONJ SETA ELEVTR AILRON 
LSYT 243 NOAC 40 PC 02 NCR CRS SSNIIVS 0.001 DI00 ±0.000 
LSIJT 248 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BS8WIIVS 0.000 - 10.000 10.000 
O.250 
16 is 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3.8690 SO.FT. 
R8FL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XNRP 59 3200 IN. 
YHRP a.DODO IN. 
ZNRP 1.6000 IN 
SCALE 4.0000 FERCN1 
PAGE 109 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.I 
 I I I-l II I Il 1I1 11 Il1 1 11 II l 1 1 II1 It I I : F I1 II1 :IFFF 

I I I I I IlIII II I I I I I I I I I I I I II I 	 I  









.02is o -1 -a -4 2 a 2 4 0 a 10 IS 14 18 is 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATT'C. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
A -CATT SYMBOL CctIFXGURATIa.I DESCRIPTION 	 BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
£CCPQlI) 0 LSWT 240 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORS 85W4I:V6 0.0CC' 0.000 10.000l REFS 0.8690 SOJFT
 
ICCPOO3)LSWT 248 MCAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORD 5WV6 0.000 - 10.000 29 IN.
Z 10.000 	 REFL 5700 
REFS 51.8000 IN. 
XMRF 59.3200 IN. 
YMRF 0.GOOD IN 
ZRF 11E000 IN 
SCALE 4 0000 FERCNTHACH 0.250 
PAGE 10 












LATA StT SYnBO. 
(CCPOZI) C 
ICCP003) 2 
- - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 * 0 0 10 12 ±4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OE[GREES 
Cc..FJ0URATIC' OfSCRIFTIctI BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
LOUT 240 NCAC 4,0 ec oi HCd ORB USUIIV6 0.000 0.000 10.000 
LOUT 240 MCAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSWIIVG 0.000- 10.000 10 00 
16 14 20 22 24 
R ECRCNCC INPCRHATION 
REPS 0.8690 S0.FT. 
REEL 29 5700 IN 
REFB 51.6000 tN 
XNRP 80 .3200 IN. 
YNRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZI4RP 11.6000 INSCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE III 





II~ ~ 1ll ll l lIl~ I J J l l J l II lllll lllll~ ll  , 1 I Il 
1.0 1iI I I I I I1 1 1 1 
*°~ X I~l
 
< I I I I II II I' l l l ll Ir l lII AlF l l l l I' ~ I I I l l 
U .04 
0.0l ""9-'-. I ""
 
A C i£3sl SCALE 4 00 PERCNT
l ~ l l," ~ l l t l 11ll l l l IIT lUl l ! [ l 
ilCl l ~ l l l~ ~ l ll li l I ~ l i I I l l 
lCll-) ll t-4 1 , II I I F l ~ l l i l I I l 
I P- 12
'i-'Al l l l 'l l ll l l i I[ l l l 
~~ ~ ~~J11I l~ ItllIll l l lt H l l l l l lI Ill ~LI L1l i l l ll l I l l  l l l l ll l l l I0.4I l I"'""'"""C" '"
 
II IIU-~' l l l l l I I I II I I I I I I I
 
-IJl l l l l l I I lI I I II I II I < 1
B-T YMOII CI GUAIONDERPI lBlllA IEll l~d l l lL lll REERNC INFRAIONION AL Ol
0I l l ll2l l d l l lI II i I I I ! 1 1 1 1
 
IIIIIIIII~~rlitllllllllR J ] I I II I II I11 1 1.600 I N11
 
-te12 -10 -o -e - 4 - t 0 2 4 6 8 10 iS 14 18 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA OCT SYSBOL Cc*FIOURATIC# OESCRIFTJON BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
LPCeO2I3 LSIJT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC OS 5CR ORB 851411V6 0.00( 02005 10 000 REFS 08B690 SO FT
 
(6CPO00) C LOUT 248 NOAC 4.0 PC 0254CR OR 85W11V6 0.000 - 10 000 10.000 REFL 29 5700 IN.
 
REFB 51.6000 IN 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRF 0.0000 TN. 
2HRP 11.6000 IN 
MACN 0.250 SCALE 4 0000 FERENT 
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.42 -10 -B -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 6 12 14 16 18 20 22 10 24 16 
ANGLE OR ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATh STS SyMBOL cCtNrI&URAT;ctNDESCRIPTIcYI EETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERCNCE INFORMATION 
ICCPOZI) C LSJT 2*6. NOAC 4.0 PC 02 H1CRORB 85W11V6 0.000 0.000 10.000 REFS 0690 $Q.FT. 
(BCP003) LSIJT 2*6 HOac 4.0 PC 0211CR ORB B5WIIVS 0.000 - 10.000 W0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN.REFS 51.6I0I IN. 
ICRP 59I3200 IN. 
YNRP I.0000 [N. 
Z<RP 11.6000 IN 
.SCAL 4.0000 PERCNT 
PACE 113
 













-. 2-0D .15 .10 .05 .00 -o05 -. 10 -. 15 -.20-.2 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 







HCAC 4.0 PC 02 SCR ORB 















REFS 51 6000 IN. 
XmRP 59.3200 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN. 
MACH 0.50 SCALE 4 0000 PERCNT 
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CATA SET SYMB,0 CCINFI0URATICN CESCRIPTICI BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORHATION 


























RES 1 600 I
 















LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
l lI I lFl 
.................................................. 





1 ::,2 .-- - .1- .5-- - - - - .05- - .10- - .15- - .20- -I .25I 
-- - - - - I, - I - - oMOMENT COEFFICIENT,]--- I I I I 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------­
1 I ] I 1 1/ 1 
. 
AII I I :-

LiiJ 1, , 
o *E*0°5*D-D .0-2 .D-2 
PICIGCN CEFCET L 
. . -0F . . . SlV . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Q*FCCo 0.4S --. . 2 . HA . . C . . . 
-I*D 008RF 950 N

-V PO3 L 4 BC4DP 2HR 5W16OO 
0.2----------------------------------------------------------------I s-




: : : 

o----------------------------------------------------------­
z~ H OZ O SAE .08 FRN SCL 4.00 PERCN
MACH 0.5 

PAGE III, I 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
~~ IIIIIlllIlll l l l l l fItiltl 111 L 
I I I I I I 
u9 
1l f i l lI I0 l 




i I l l lIllI I I IIH I I I I I I l l 
01 
I l ITlITll l l l I-l-lI TlI I~ l l I I ll I I l Il II
-r 2/8 / II I I
LiI I II I I I I I I 
Il0l l ~ ! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l I II I I 
~-0 l I I I I-I I I I L II I L L I I I I I I I I I II I l I 
o I I I I I I I II-tICI I~ T I I M -. I I I I I II I I I
>RF .00000 IN
 
o IZI III% IIII6 IIA IIIIII 2I4IIIaItoII1II14II1IIIsIII 29i
I4I2I




-- l10 - II4I6IIIA-2 0I II III2IIII II II II III I 8 20 22 I 4 2II III 2 I 

ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SyH 14ACH4 PARAMETRIC VALUES RErERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.60 OETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 10,000 REFS 0.0690 S9.FT. 
AILR A 10.000 SPSRK 0.000 'REFL 29.5r00 IN. 
nRs6 51.6000 iN 
BFLAp 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 XNRP 59 3200 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRF 11.0000 IN. 
C AHS. #SCALE 4 0000 PCRCNT 
.. n,48t 4.3 C 2 HCR ORB BSWIIVB (XCPE03) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 118 
CL 





m ~~~~i l l l l l l l l IIII III fiIIIIl l l l l l l l l ll 

> .040 
.m+~~I I I I I II ~I I I I I I IIII IIIII IIIII-I-II I-III II III 
.0a l1l2ll10l-ill-4l- 2l0ll l4 l l a ISl I f12l ll 1 1ll is 2 
ANL OF AIAK G IA 
.025 
1 1l 1 1i lI ll lll llll llIlIl lfl l l1ll1l l1l l llll l1 111

.02 ""0llI" ' "" *" " " "'" " " " "' 'il ' 
zl llll l l lI I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 lI 
II SI II 4l 0000 
.. 1 1 1 l lllllllllllllli lIl l lLl ll lL - .L1.lll ll l l ll 1 1 I
.015i" "' " " " " "' ' ' ' ' "' ' " " 
DATA IST. COD 




.ILRs Il.ill00ll II III II 29III0 IN: 
o 1 1 1111 -0 1 -1111 11 21111 1 1161101111112114111111 1111 111 1 1124116 
-4R .. 025 
AI-LaJ 10.000W IIIIIII0.000l Elll l .l 00 IN. 
z N III III TIIEI!SIIII I.I0000I I N. 
> II II IIIIAFIIII.I000l lRl llllElRl0l.0I0I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I9.II3II IN.
-- I II I I II II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

.o~ I~~l lll ll lll ll lllYMlRFll lll ll0000l I I
Z-RFi00 - I 
1 1 11 1 11 11 1 11 1 1 11SCALEII i t C1 1 11 1 11 11 1 1 11 I I 14 000 eCi DATA , ,, , , , ,,,E,, , , ,?, *41S,,,T.,,CO , ,, ,, 

- C 22 VA . :C ita ,O,,,,, W,,,,,,,,, PEOS),, 28, FEB,,71 PAGE , us 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION

.DI l i
 t i l l I I I If l l I I I I I f I I I 1 11i 
0-II H ill 8
 I- -- -- -- -­
ci 
u 
~~~~~~fl I Illlllllti llll fl I iI 
CD 
o .0.0 
V- - -- - - - - - - -







-0is -1D 6- -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 110 12 14 16 10 20 2e 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SvClt MACH PARAMETRIC VALlES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.260 8ETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 10.000 REFS 0.8690 S0.FT 
AILRC*E 10.000 SPBRC 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN4 
0FLAi 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 XMRP 59..3200 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11 .6000 IN 
OAT MST COE tFSCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
SV 248 vAi 4.i0 ;'iC niCR ORB OWIV CXCPEO3) 26 FEB 71 PAGE i20 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER LANDING BEAR EXTENDED
 
.20 I I I i III l iIlll, IIIITIIfTl ITIf '1

I I IlIlIl lll llI[ilt11lII Il llI~ l l  lI lI 
l ll ll l l lll lil ll ll ll l lIl Il
I I II I b l l IIIllI1 
.15 
.10 11 1 H ill 
I~l l~~  l i l l t l l l ll ll~ ~ ~ l ~ ll  l l l l~ ~ ~l~~l l~ l lI Ill]fill­
t 11d1 111  111 11 11 I 11 1 1 1 111 1 1 tI I I I I I lilI 
cfil
 
- IF1 -- 1 11 11 1 1f iI IT3l'-l l l11ll ll l l l l 

~ ~ I IfI 
IIII III lll lll lll lI tlIN lll I I I 
-I I I I I I I l l l l l l [ h'~ l l l l l l l l l l l l 







CI I I ~ l I I I I I I I I I I ! I I I I I I I I ? L I t I I I II IT I
 
PG 1212i i i l i ] i l l i i i i l ll i i l l l i i ~ l i 
1 !P5) I DAC-.05.00040 PC 02 NCR OR SLWIIG l .00l 0.000l0.00llREFS a $690lIQISASll B 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 11.IIIIIIIIIiI6000IIIIII111Illttllll!1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ZR  
12 -10 -8 - G - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 tO 12 14 16 18 20 2? 24 26 
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SCTSY$80t cc(FIOURATI.Y CESCRIETIOJ' BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORNATION 
ICCPOSZ) C LSWT 240 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 UCR 0 8 B 5iIG 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 8.8090 5Q.FT. 
tCCFOSS) C LSWT 240 I4OAC 4.0 eC 02 NCR O B5W1ZG 0Ot,0 - 10.000 0.000 REFL 30.5700 5N. 
REFO 51.6000 IN. 
XNRF 59.3200 [N 
YNRF 0.0000 IN. 



















-- 0 2 4, 6 8 10 12 
 14 16 18 0 22 24 26
 
ANGLE OF A'TTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ATA SCT SYJ4BOL CC*WIGURATIa. DESCRIPTIct BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
'C4F052) 0 LS%47 248 ICAC 4.0 'PC 02, NCR CR8 8514110 0.000 0.00 0000D REFS 
 8.8690 S0.FT.
(CCPOSS) 2 LOUTacS M aC c.0PC 02 CR ORB 85wilo 0.000- 10.000 0.000 








ZMRF 11 $000 IN.
MACN 0.250 









AN-L Eilll AlTlCl .L PHA, DE R E
 
I I ll llil l i I I I
2I .35IIIII~II lllifC l l l l l l l l l l l ll lWl Ill l l R l EGI I l l I 

l l l llLl lLSl l l l l l l l l l l l llIl.l0ll lEll l l l l l l l-)l Fl
 
II 1 110 6 4 0 I isi 29 2.10 2l4l6 lll a 111ll2ll4 I/ 24 
.00 .00 1N 





LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER LANDING GEAR EXTENDED
 
II~II ~ III ~ III ~ ~~~tI11II1,I It 
1 II I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I IIII I 
I I I I I I I I I I I t l l III I II I I
 




II II I I I IJ I I II I I II II' ' 	' ' ' '









I I I I I I I 
,-0,,,,,CT 
I I l l l l l l l l l l l l l l I 124:I 






l1 ii I I I II I I 
l l l 
1 1I-v--It III IlL L' j l l ll.I
i l li H7 
!UJ 4 J! l ! l l 
7 




.m2I I II I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I t I I 1 1 I Il. 1-1I.I1 
-­at lI II IIIII i f 'l 11 ] 1 IL 
I 1II I I I !t-I I I I I I II I11C I I II I I II IP I.L ~ 
-.03 	 I I l 11 ,II ' 1II1 ~ l III > 1IIIIIIi II I 
rl l l ll i l l l t l l l l l I I I I I I I I I I t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
.04 J I I I I I I 	 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I
 
-. I II05 1 1 1 1 I I I t I I 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
 
UEF 0 51 I
'""'" " "''"'"MR" 1'"" 'i11'0' 

(C? 	 I3II LIII 24 4. III I C 0I iWl& 1.1100-I 10.00I 0.00I II.5I 00
IIIA C II 	 '1 REFL I NI

"" "" "" I}H "'E"F""" " Si*0 IN.
 
'" 	"M""' "' " 59220 iNi
 
I 1 1 I II'11 1  I I I I I1 I I I I II I I I I I I' 1 I I I I I INRII P 0.0 00 I
 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I ,1' 1 I I I 1 1 1 I I I I I I I INI I I I60I
I I I I F I NI
 
IIC I I! II I II IIIIIII' 1IIIIIII IIIh SCALEII 4 000 I E CN
 
I I II I I IJ IIIIll I II II I I II I I I I I II IPAGEI III 24'
 








4 6 0 4 18 20 22 
410 12 16 

-- 2 -10 - 8 - 6 
 - 4 -2 0 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 REFEREN CE 	 I NFOR A T I O NA I LRO 

A UXS f lTS ? MO V 0.000 REF O .869
C a GuR AT l o N D E S C RI TI 
at. BETA ELEV T R N 0 S .T 
B B SWIIG .000 .00 0 OAC .0 	 C 02 CR FL 2 .5700 IN . 
C 0?HCR OR BSWIIOCCP 
OZ) C LS WT24 	 0 000 0 000 0.000 R 
C c;055 2 LSw r 4 0 OAC4.0 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
KNRF 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN ZN.1.6000ZNRF 

















.2IIIIIII 11 11 1 ! 1I I
111111111111111111111 1 11 

-- 0.2 I l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l U l l M T iI I I
2I I
 
o2.0 I I I I I I I ~ l I I I I I I I II I I I I IA I ~ l " I I II I 
PAGE 1II 
.I II I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J II6 11 1 I I
llllllll llllll.00,T0I0
19C 8111111SW A PCl0 HlllORlBl551,1ll0l.l0 IIII FL 2 :57II N
 
12 lll-10ll-l ll-lll4ll2ll l2 li4 0li 0l 10 12l ±ll 1I6II 8 20 23 24 2 
ANGE P TICK APH. EGEE 
QAS IIIS$40tali llllA llClJlllElCRllTllC*4 - ETllEl EVllTRL RllllElElENC IINFRA IO 
S , IOP 4lllDlll4lllC l02 l8CR ljOllll110 rll l Olll .000ll l .llll llll 8.8I 50 FTC llll 
COCPS I,Ltl 2 IJOC 4. PC03 8R ce 5I1O~III 0.II0 it11111.1111E; 9.?0 IN. 
' ' I lIJ~r II III W ' lII II II IIIIRII II II 1 600 III I I 

z ll l~'rl ll llLH- III II II II~ ll l14Rll CAE 4000 FRN
lll ll ltl ll P 59.32 1 I
0.2 MAC 
 II I t l.. l I II III I IIJ. I I II I II II ~ l I II II I IRI I 0. I0t I N.
 
o~o III~1 J,. 11 l 111 .1211 1 11 111 11 111 11 111 11 111 11 II.0 I111 NI
 
III II II~ blM 1 l lllll l~ ll lll l ll llSCAll l E 4.00lI ICN
lll 

II n-I IIAI I II ~ l l ll ll0l l l ll l l l l l l ll ll0I
 
Illi lll lll~ll  l~lll lll lll ll~ ~ ll lll lll lPAGE, 12Ed ll 

LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER 
.10 


















- I f I s - - - ­ - ­
-12 -10 - - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
BATA SET SY$BSC. CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
CBCF 5Z) C LSIJT Z48 MDAC 4.0 PC CZ NCR ORU B5WUG 0.0n0 0.000 0.000 
0CP0533 2: LSWT 240 NOAC 4.0 PC OZ HCR ORB 85Will 0.0o0 - 10.000 0.000 
.ACH 0.250 
16 18 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8 8690 SQ.FT. 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51 6000 IN. 
XHRF 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 11.6000 IN 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 127 











.2D .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
DATA 5ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
'CCPO$z I LWT Z48 MHAC 4.0 PC O HCR OR& 85WI1O 0.000 .O0o0 0.000 
CCCP053) LSWT 248 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR OQB BSWI1G 0.000- 10.000 0 000 
MACH 0.250 
-. 15 -. 20 -.25 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8 0690 s$.FY 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFB 51.6010 IN. 
XNRP 59.3200 Ir. 
yMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZIRP 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
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- 0.4 01 
Ci 0.3 
.40 .45
.V.5.10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 
CRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
AILR0JN REFERENCE INFORMAATIONGATA SfOS SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIFTIC*J BETA ELENTR 
LCCF0Sz2 0 LSWT 24$ MOAC 4.0 FC 02 HCR ORR o5W11& 04000 0.000 0.000 RF 8.0690 SaSST 
Z LSW4T348 $OAC 4.0 FC 0± flCR OR50 SWlI 0.000 - 10.000 0.000 REFL 29.570U IN. 
REFS 51 6000 IN. 
XHRP 59.3200 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
(CCCP053, 
2MRP 11.8000 IN. 
4.0000 PERCNT
.AH ~ zaSCALE 
PAGE 129 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER LANDING GEAR EXTENDED
 
I II II 11 1 l I II I I I I I I I I I I If ~ li l III I  
II JIII~ l 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 5 1 111 IIII4I I
'°z' " ' " " " ' " '' 1" 1' - " ' " '
 Lul l l l l l I t ~ l l l l'~ , l l ~ l l l ~ l l , 
PA-E 130I I I II-t I I I I II I I , , I I I I I III2l I I I I I
 
u J- 1. llll I_L -- Ill 'l l l l l l l lll l l ll l l , l l  l I I I-, 
illillill~~~lllF COEFFICIENT~lll ll l II l CLlJ II~ ll I
SQ AR D 

.35 9320 N 
ECXPI4BT
-At C IIuooC IOI I I I II I t II2 IIAIZO II VTRII LROIIII I.IIIII EI NONA I lCLE 40005RM
MAH.25 

ICCI5II2IICl8IICI.0 F IIIIIROR 1 4111 . 00 IIIIIIIII!111 EF11111111I 
I llIIIl l ,, ii, ,,I'I II i'~ i! I II IIII II51.,III0I I II II ~ II I 
lll lll
l~ ll l~ lA'il ll'llllI f'i lll~ZMRlPi1111.i6000ll IN. 
ll ll ll0.ll250lllHl l l ll ll ll l l SCAll .00+ERE 
l~lq lll
l l  lll lllll~ll  lh lll llll llll lllAllElll l30
 







*- - - - - - - - MOMENT- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -














- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -




- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TSNd ZUAI EC[T @T LVR AL 
S} L 2@HAC 0P ZHR S~l *O .Q .ODRF 












ZR 600 I 
SCALE 4.----
PAGE]13­
- - - - - - -
- - - - -
i [ 
I i 







-0.2 -.­ 5 
- - -- -- -- - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




Lu l i liirllii ill lil llll ill llli l~i ill llli lli lil I J il l 
o~~ ~Jll l l l i i i l lII Jil fi l i l l i i i lI . H I l~lil l l l l l l 
11i i1i1 ifl i i li l ll l l il l ll liill~I i i 1i l I II 





I IF IITD 






i 2 4 6l1 P. 14i16 I S 
I 
0 
II I I 
I 
02 24 
IIII01 I I I 
li ll il ll l ll ll ll
l f ~ i ll lJil l l ll llill i ll i l l I I l lISCALE11111111111111
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Sr S0 ACH FARANETRIC VALUES RErERENCE INFORMATION 
C 0.260 OETA 0.000 £LEVTR - 10.000 REFS 8 8690 S0.FT. 
AILR t 0.00 SPBRK 0.000 REFL 29 5700 IN. 
FL; .00REFB 51.6000 IN. 
£LP o00XMIW 59 3200 rN. 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRR l.6000 IN 
AAHSS CALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
..SW- 248 MIDAS 4.0 PC 02 HCR CR9 85W116 CXCP053J 28 FEB 71 PAGE 132 
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.REFB SPORK 0.000 
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ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET 5Y348L COIJOURATIaJ CESCRIPTIC BETA ELEVTR A[LRON SBFOS REFERCNCE INFORNATION
 
eccposo, (3 LSWT 240 NOAC 4.0 RC 02 8CR ORB GSWI1SB2 0.000 0.00D 0.000 3 000 REPS 8.8690 SQ.FT
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DATA SET Sr45Ct CONJFIGURATION4 OESCRTFTIC*4 BETA ELEVTR AILRON SBPOS REFERENCE INFORMAT1ON
 
CCCPOSGI _0 tSwT Z48 40AC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 851411582 0.01W O.00 
 03.000 3.000 REFS 8.0690 SG.FT.
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DATA SET SYI4Bc CCONF1IGRATCIN OESCRIPTIC*4 BETA ELEVTR AILRON SBFOS REFEREN4CE INFORNATION 











REFO 51.6000 IN 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11.600o in. 
MACH 0.250 SCALE 4.00 ECH 
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BETA ELEVTR AILRON SSPOS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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CATA SET SYH'OL 
(CCFo50) 
(CCF039) 2 
.15 .tO .05 .00 -.05 -.10 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
CC*FIGURATIcMDOSCRIPTICI4 BETA ELEVTR AILRON SBPOS 
LSIT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC OZ HCR Of 0 5WI1S82 o.000 0.0ou 0.000 3 000 
LSWT 248 NMAC 4.0 PC OZ HC4 OR0 B5wI1SB2 0.002 ­ 10.1310 0.002 3.000 
01250 
5 - 20I I5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8 8690 5Q FT. 
REFL 99.5700 IN. 
REFS 61.6000 IN. 
X)RP 9.aZ o0 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 11 6000 IN. 
SCALE 4 0000 PERCNTPACG 
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ICCPDSO) 0 LSWT 240 HOAC 4.0 PC HCR ORB aswiISS2 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.000 REFS 0.8690 SQ.T.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL COtJFIGURATI*4 DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
(FCP05) C LSWT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORS SIWIo 0.0,10- 10.000 0.000 
CRCF054 C LOWT 248 ZOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 8a5,i0 3.000 ­ 10.000 0.000 
0.250 
16 is 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RrFS 8 8690 SQ.FT. 
PFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFB 51.6000 IN 
XNRp 59.3200 IN. 
YMRP 0.0090 IN 
ZMRF 11 6000 IN 
SCALE 4 0000 PERCNTPACH 
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EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
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'-1 I-Ii t11- 11 11 11 1 11 111121 1 12 11111111 1 0 11 111 111 11 1 1 20 I 2 24 26
fC lS l ll llMDC 4 l lP ll lClOR llll ll l om 	 R , I l ,
I I I I I I I I I I I I II4.0 QlNlRlOl l l l l l l l l llaon l l l l l llu l l l 29I5I I I
t lC 	 0 .0 0l 

.XNR I 5I 0 I N. 
YNRP 0.000 I 
z ' I1.600 IN 
MAC I l II II I II I II II"'F 2---ISCALEII 4.000 EiCNTIII*II5Q I 

IIIIII IIII IIII III IIII I~ tl IIIH II II~ h PAGE





LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 











12 -10 a - 6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 s 10 12 14 6 i-s 20 22 24 26
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA ICY. SYMM,I CO3NFIGURATION EM55CRIPTIC0 BETA ELEVTR AILROM RErEACNCE INFORMATION
 
(¢CFDIZI LS 4T 248 MBAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 65w/I~V6 0.000- 10.000 0.000 REFS a 869U SQ.FT.
 
(CCPav3j LSW/T Z48 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 OCR OR8 65 /1V6 0.000 - 10.000 10 Goo REFL 29 5700 IN.
 
,(CFoZ2. 0 LSWT4 240 MDAC 4.°0 PC 02 NCR CfRB B5w4IV6 0.000 - 10.000 20.000 REFB 51 .6000 IN
 
XMRP 59.32130 IN.












IIII~~ ~ Il i i l l i l l llFl I Iil I llI ll I Il l i l l ! 
.40
 





el;-1 -10 -o .6 ~4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 to 12 ±4 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 







LSWT 246 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 
LSWT 246 HCAC 4.0 PC 02 







0.000 ­ 10.000 
0.000- 10.000 













XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 11.9000 IN 
MACH 0.250 SCALE 4 .0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 16;
 
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.08 
.05 -- - - IIL I 
.04 --- HH t ItI 
.03 1 I 











-12 -10 -a - .-4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
BATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC DE$CRIPTION4 BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
(CCPOIZ) 0 LSVIT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 85W11V6 0.00 - 10.000 0.000 
ICCF003) 2 LST 248 MCAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB SSWIIV6 0.000- 10.000 10.000 
cCCPO22, 0 LST 240 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 5WI/Vo 0.000- 10.000 20.000 
NACH 0.250 
16 i8 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.6690 SQ.FT 
REFL 29.570 IN. 
RCFB 51.6000 IN 
XmRP 59.3200 IN. 
YMRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZmRP 11.6000 IN 
SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
PAGE l62 
LATERAL CONTROL POWER 
to I I I I 
9 
BASIC CONFIGURATION 
f I I 
Z 











-12 -to -0 "6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CC*FIGURATIC* DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
(CCPOIZ) 0 LSWT 240 MLAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB B5WIIV 0.0170 - 10.000 0.000
2CCPFO0) LST 248 MHAC 4.0 PC 0I HCR OAB B5WIIVG 0.000- 10.000 ±0.000 
CCCPOZZ) 0 LSWT 248 HDAC 4.0 PC OZ HCR ORB 8SWIIV6 0.000.- 10.00a 20.000 
MACH 0.250 
16 1 20 2z Z4 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT 
REFL 29 5700 IN 
REFS 51.6000 IN 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP I1.6000 IN 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 163 
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
II






Illllllll~ ~~IIIl l l l l l l l l l i l t lI I I
L-
ILI 
-. 02 LL1.l1. ll--111 -­ -- -1.LLJ I ll -l-­2 4 --L6 8 ITT lll1 -1-1 L12 14 -­ll l l l16 isl2I J-12 24 2* 
-~ ~ ~ - ­ - L _ I L.l~ l ll l l l l ll 
II-I-I--I- T IT 11 1III 
ImgI I_I-r 1II III 
l l l tl 
I 
-­:Ellll l l l llll l l lI 
---L III II II_ I_ _I II 
HI111 11II IT11 11 










III II II~ l llll ll I III 11II II~ i llY111 11
-°° "" """' "' "'" '" "llllZMRP "' "" 
0.250 SCAllll ll llII II L lEl 








LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
I1
l l t l l l1 l l l l l l l l l 1l l 1 1 11 l t 1 11I1Il I
l I I I I Il l 1ll l-iII iIIl 

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~III I I I I II I I fIlI I II I I I ill IIII 

7 .005 




,~~~~~~~ , ,I,, ,t l lIlII lII lilt,,, 
L -. 00 
zL -. 0±0 - - - -
Lfi­






-12 -0 -o -4 -A-2 0 2 4 6 a so 12 14 16 1s8 0 Be a 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL COIGURATIONCAT S I DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
'CCP01IZI 0 LSW 248 MDAC 4.0 PC CZ NCR ORS 65W11V6 11.1011- 10.000 0.000 REFS a 0690 SO.]'?.CCCF03) 0 LSWT 248 N0AC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BS8WIIVE a.0ov0- 10.000 10.000 REFL 29 5700 IN.CCCI022 0 I 4.0 Oft 0.000-II.000ISIO 248 AC PC 02 NCR I B5WII V6 20.000 REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XMRF 59.3200 IN. 
YMRP 0.CV000 IN. 
ZMRP 11.6000 IN. 
MACH 0.250 SCAL.E 4X1000 PERCNT 
PAGE 16b 
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
. I l 
.00 1 8 6 -:;4a 1 11;s 024 
.02 



















: : :: 
l l 





:: ; ;; 
: : 
l ~ l l ; 
: : : : : 

























































-- 12~l -10 -- B -- 6 -A -2 0 2 4 6 0} 10 ±2 14 16 18 20] 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DE'GREES
 
OATA SZT" SY$2.c.. CaNFXGURAT1C. OE{SCRIPTZa4 B}ETA ELEVTR AILI ON REFERENtCE INFORMATION 
{RCP0I.2) 0 LSt 248} IOAC 4.0 PC 028CeR ORB} BSWUIV6 0.000- 10.{00 {}.000 REF$ 8.8690} SQ FT 
,ACP003i C LSOT 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB B5WIIVE 0.000 - 10.000 10.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
caCPO22 * LOUT 248 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB BSWIIVO D.000- 10.00D 0.000 REFS 5.6000 IN, 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YMRP 0 0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11 6000 IN. 








+H - -- 0$+*I r 
( F -) . 0 7 








u I If 1 1111 
I f i l ll
 
I If I 








-12 -10 a, -6 -4 -2 a 2 A 6 a 10 12 14 1$ is 20 as 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOLI CON4FbGURATION DESCRPTION BETA ELEVTR A ILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:cCF0I2 0 LSW 24$ NOIC 4.0 FC 02 NCR ORD 05W11v6 0.0011- 10.000 0.000 REFS 8.8690 so.FrCRCPO0SI '2 LSW Z40 HOAC 4.0 PC OZ NCR ORB8 B5WIIVG 0.000- 10.000 10.000 REFL 29.5700 IN






ZNRP 11 6000 IN.
 
MACH 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
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L) 0.4 - fil 
0 
U­
< 01.2 SH 
.0 1I 
z -% -1 2 4 6 a 11 1 4 6 i 0 2 4 2 
.- 1 -a­.8 0 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
iBCFOIZ) LSWT 248 NDAC 4.0 PC OZ MCR ORB 
 BSWIIV6 0.000 - 10.000 0.00o REFS 8 8690 SOFTQPOC3)LSWT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB BSWIIV6 0.000- 10.300 10.000 REFL 29 5700 IN.(SCFPzz0 0 LSWJT248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 MCR OR0 05WILv6 0 000--.103.000 20.000 REFB 51.6000 IN 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YHRP 0.000o IN. 
ZMRP 11.6000 IN 
MACH 
















- ---- - - - ­
-.03 
- ± 2 - 1 0 -o - 6 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 6 8 1 12 14 
ANGLE fl ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA SCT Sr'4001 Cct FlGURATIa. DESCRXFTIORI BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
£SCPOSZ3 C L5147 240 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 65W11V6 0.000- 10.000 0.000 
£CEOOS) C 1.5W? 240 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 14CR ORB SSWIIVE 0.0 00- 10 00 10 000 
(OCPFl;Z 0 L$5WT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB B.,W1IV6 0.000- :0.000 20.000 
ANGLESCALE 
6 18 20 2 24 2 6 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REPS 8.8690 50 FT. 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REPS 51.6000 IN 
XNRP 59.3200 INYMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZIRP II 6000 IN. 
4.0000 FERCNT 
YRP A 100IN 
PAGE 170 












IN PT I CE
 
0.0 
.5 MACH 15 .10 .05 .I0 -.05 -.10 

.... PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
CATA, SC? SYMBOt COaFCURATIC4 OESCRIPTICJ BETA ELEVTR AILRON
' 4CCF0l2) 0 LSUT 240 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR COjS SWiIV6 0.0003- 10.000 0.000L 

{CCCP0 3} 2 LSWtT 240 )4DAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR ORB BSWIIV6 0.0003- 10.000 1 0003 






-. 15 -. 20 .25 
11 6 0 I
 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
REFS 0.0690] so.;T. 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 





ZHRP 11 6000 IN.
 
















.00G .05 .1D .15 .21) .25 .3D .35 .40 .45 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 







LSW Z40 MVAC 4. 
LSWT Z48 MCAC N.l FC OZ 











0.O0 - in000D 
















SCALE 400.00 FE 
PAGE 172 
C/E JEJVd 
Nf3I 00090TI dw 
N1 600000 d$WA 
NI ooarsg5 daNxC 
N1i 0009-TS Sfld 


















9 D HDH 20 4 Ot DYOR P~Z Irfl 
9bo09 zH 3d 0-7 Pv~w Onl StS1 










dos-iD rnB JvflS lN31l1fAA1flfl 1:11­
*?T SI Z31 0I 6*0 LID. 90D 9o V-0 CIO 00 ?.0 010 TA. 




)Az I AV Da 
All 
I hy' I I IIaI. 
ST, 
N0hliflD1 iNA b JISYM - dBMOd lONINDO lYNBIi 











II I 1i I I 
2 . 





.0.5.10 .05 loo -. 05 -. 10 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
StMScI CCAFICURATIa4 DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTg AJLRON 
LS4JI 248 I4OAC 4.0 PC O NCR CR13 BSwiIVG 0.001 10.000 V.000 
2 LOUT Z40 MOHAC 4.0 PC 028NCR meB 05W1lV 0.000 - 10.000 10.000 
0 LOUT Z48 MOAC 4.0 PC 028NCR ORB 85SW11V6 0.005 - 10.000 20.000 
PACH0.250 
-. 5-2 .25 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R5FS 9.8690 SO.FT 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS S1.6000 IN. 
XIRP 59 I200 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
Z"RP 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4 0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 174 






I V I 
I I1
 
2 A 6 S 111 12 14 16 is 20 22 
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, AILRON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALVES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C - 6.000 MAC o.Z6D BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT. 
ELEVTR - 10.000 SPSRK 0.000 NCF012 0.000 NCP003 10.000 REFL 29.57ou IN. 
SFLAP 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 NCP022 Z0.001) REFB 51.6000 TN. 
XRP 59:61200 IN. 
YMRP O.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 11 6000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE H*EV*El SCALE 4.0000 PERCNr 
_SWT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB B5W]IVG CNCPO12) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 175 


















AILERON DELCTOANLE AILRON DEGEE 
L.SW T 
DATA HIST. CODE M*EVCI1 
248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSWIIVS (NCP012) 
SCALE 















U -1. 1 , 
L.1
 
0 1 20 22 
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE InFORHArION 
3 - Z.000 MACHj 0.260 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON QATASET AILRON REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT 
£LEVTR -10.000 SPBRK 0.000 NCP0I2 0.000 NCFOO3 10.000 REFL es $700 in. 
XRPF 591.:GO0 IN.






SCALE 4.0000 PERCNTDATA MIST. CODE M*EV*EI 

.SW- 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 FCR ORB 85W11V6 CNCPO2) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 177
 














0 01 416 18 20 2 
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 MACH. 0.260 BETA 0.000 CATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON REFS a 8690 SQ.FT. 
ELEVIR -10.000 SPaRK OXEN0 NCP01? 0.000 NCPOOS ±0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
OFA .0 DR0.000 NCF022 20.00D REFS 51.6:GOO IN. 
SFAPRDDXM~uo'RP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE HEV*EI SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
LSWT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSWIIVS CNCPOI2) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 178 









I I I 
C-)
 




AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON. DEGREES
 
symBO ALPHA. PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Z .000 MAHA2. 0.260 BETA 0.000 DATASET AtLRON DATASET AILRON REFS 8.60 SQ.FT. 
ELEVTR -10.000 SPORK 0.000 NCP012 0.000 NCP003 l.00oo REFL 950 N 
BFLAP 0.000 RUDDER n.oUU Nca~ 20.000 XRF 59.30 IN 
YMRP 0I0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN. 
DAAMIT CD HrV*lSCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 281. CATA PCWE0 O2 EA 
- -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.45i 









AIEO DELCTO DERE	 ,I
AN E N
CD-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
XMR 59]0 I N]
 





" o a * 6 8 10 12 14 1S L 18 20 22
 
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, AILRON, DEGREES
 
SYM2L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE zNrORMATZON
 
0 	 4.00 M L-. 0.260 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON REPS 8.8690 50 FT. 
ELEVIN - 10.000 SFBRK 0.o00 NCPOIZ 0.000 NCFOOS .0O REFL 29.5700 IN. 
8LAP . 000 RUDDER 0.00 C O2 2.00 RE PS 51.6000 IN. 
XNRP 59.3200 IN 
VNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP fl.6000 IN. 
DATA IST. COE I48V EI SCALE 4.0000 PER NT 
LSW; 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 H-CR ORB B5WIIVS CNCPOI2) 2S FEB 71 PAGE 180
 
- -
LATERAL CONTROL POWER 
.45 1r r-1.11 _I 
BASIC CONFIGURATION 





















L.. . . . . . . . . . .~ R °O C02 







- -- - -
"ST 4 MDA 4. PC 02 HC 
IST2BMA. C0 C 
ORB 
RBBWIG 
B lv CNP 
[CO2 
12 













1.0 ..... CL 2o70 . ;.. 




26 FEB 71 PAE
 
0 





-~ u. --- ---- ­
.0 0 
-- LL I 
4 6 a 1a 12 14 is is 20 220 9 
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON. DEGREES
 
SYMOL( ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .000 MACH.. 0.260 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON REFS S.8690 SO.FT. 
ELEVTR -10.000 SPBRK 0.000 NCPOI2 0.000 NCP003 10.000 REFL 29.5100 IN. 
OFLAF 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 NCPOZS a0.000 XRPF 51.300 IN. 
MRF . IN 
ZMRP 11.6000 IN. 
DATA HIST. CODE $*EV*EZ1 SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
..SWT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 85W11V6 CNCPOI2) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 182 















a 2 A a a in 12 14 is Is 20 22 
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON, DEGREES
 
5 .acu. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFCRENCC INFORMATION 
10.000 	 MAC 0.260 BETA 0.00D DATASET AILRCN DATAET AILRON REFS 8.0690 SQoFT. 
ELEVTR 10 .000 $BRK 0.000 NCP012 0.000 "CPDD3 10.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
13FLAP 	 0.000 RUDDER o'goo NCPOzZ 20.000 REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XMRF 59.3200 IN. 
YHRP a,0000 IN. 
ZMRP 11.6000 IN: 
SCALE 4.00DO PER~NTDATA MIST. CODE H*EV*& 
-SOT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB B5WIIV6 CNCPO12) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 183
 
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.45 - - - - - - - - - -
.40 













- - - - - -
I -TI I TI 
IMR 
.oF I.0000 
LST28MDC40P 02 HC ORB 
.90 
ELVT -1.00 .00 
DATA NZ$1. CODE N4EV*I 




.00 ( P 14)COO 
(NCPOI2J 
2 E 11.00 RFI 
ZNRP 
SCALE 
















LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.45 1 - 1 1.. .. 







0 	 0 o 1 6 t 20 22 
AILERON DEFLECTION ANSLE. AILRON. DEGREES
 
SYND ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 14.000 MCH. 0.Za0 BETA 0.000 QATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON REFS 0.0690 SQ.PT 
ELEVTR 10.000 SPSRK 0.000 NCPOIE 0.000 NCPO03 10.000 REFL 29.5700 I. 
.NCP02 20.000 REFS 51.6000 IN 
FAP 000 RUDDER 0.000 XNRF 59 .3200





DATA MIST. CODE N*EV*EX 
LSWT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 H-CR ORB 25W11v6 CNCPOI2) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 185 




1 J I F 




0 : a 4 	 a 121 6i I0 0-
REFB 51.600 I.
 
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON, DEGREES
 
Sfl4CX- ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 16.000 MACH. 0.260 BETA 0.000 CATASET AILRON DATASET AILROH REFS 8.8690 SO.FT. 
ELEVTR - 0.000 SPSRK 0.00a NCP0I2 0.000 NCF003 10.000 PEF- 29.5?00 IN. 
AFLAP 0.000 RUnDER 0.000 HCPD2 ZO.000 REP 50.32600 IN. 
YNRP 0.0005 IN. 
ZNRP 11 6000 IN. 
4.0000 PERCNT
DAAMIT OD *E*lSCALE 

LSWT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSW1IVS CNCPOI2) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 186 
---
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.45 Ir J 1 f 
co­
<---­












U U---------------------------- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - "
 








"---------------------------------------- - - -- - - - ­
i 
n ZMR 1160 N 
-1---------------------- -----------------------------------------------------
- - ­
cx--------------------------------------------------,-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.050.00 N
 
LS£04 HA 2.0 P 02H R 10 VG 42 FE PAG85 ±NP 26 1 22 
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
-1.1~l-1°LL I 1I 1 J.111 T r l l J I r t t l1 1 l1 1 1 11 1 } 
C4P
 
lI H l 
I-----I-I I­
"- ----------­
-' ~~~~1I!it 1 , M11 tII1 1I I II I l l l l l l l't 
I l i l t I 
LJ IIII~iii lll i lll l 
Illllll IIII l l lI ll 111I l l l l l l ' l l l I H l 2 
,~1 l flilll It I~f 
llI l l t -,4XI IIIl I I I I ' I I I I I I I I I I I 
LIII~~~~If III I ]I l ll I I l llq q T )
 
III~~il1111 I I I I I I I A I I I II t l "k ll b _ l~ 
I I t M IIIII liMI IB -------- ------ ---t l l ll lS -ll J LLL-, 
l
:EI I lll l ll -- -- - -- 1-- --- Lpl l:lr l l,I I~ '4Jr
 
ANGLE OF AlTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SY.S" CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA RLEVTU AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( FCZI) LSWT 940 nCAC 4.0 PC OZ MCR CRS 65wilve 0.006 0.0m 10.000 PEFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51 gvov In 
9"RF 5 3200 In. 
YMRP
ZRP .0 Q.Ouaa600 1%. 
1ACH 0.250 SCALE 4:0VIJ IEiCN T 
PAGE 188 
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
4 I t 
0.o i i 
:::z ;; 





Z3 li [-:: 
D.4 





. .. .. 
-12 -10 a IS -4 -2 a 4 S a IS 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 
-0.5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYM4BOL CONFIG~URATION DESCRIPTION* BE TA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATIO'N 
CCp00J 0 LSW 248 UDAC 4.0 PC C2 NCR ORB 85W11v6 0.00'1 0.000 0.000 REFS 8.8690 SO FT. (CCPVZ) C (.5WT 248, stAG 4.0 PC OZ 8CR ORD B5WIIVS 0.000 0.000 10.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YMRF 0 00O0 IN 
ZMR? 11 .6000 IN. 






LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 













. 00 1FT 
12 -10 -o - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 i8 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
'ATA SET SYJBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
(CCPO0FZ) 
CCCFOZI) 0 
LST 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 















REFS 51.6000 IN 
XNRF 59.3200 IN 
YKRP 
ZHRF 
0 D0011. ooo IN.I, 
HACH 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 190 
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
f istI 1 1 1t i l lI I t I It II i 1I I I1. 1 1 1 f I f I I fI I f 
III ~I~  I ~II ~I ~II ~ I ~ ~ 1 1 1 tI I 1 I II l l l l l l I 




II II I I I I= I I I II I I I II_I I I I I I 
CIf 
LS I I lOl l l l l l l l l l l l l llCl l l l lAl l ll l l l L l lEFll l l l lNll l l l l !
.oW I I I I I I II P I ICI I I II 0 !3 . FT. 
C Ui I I I IMI I I I II I 1 0 .01 11 1 I I I I I I 29 II 
IF IIiIIII IN
 




' l li i1 Il BO IN
 
CP0UCLOT20NA 4. !l02NR0WI0l.0lll0lll0.000lllIlS V II00 REFOlll 9.I 60I$II 
z ICF IIIIO t 11111114. P 0 $i111111111I1111111111 III0III0.00IIRIF l 2l 570l IN 
Q .02l l~~~l l l l~ l l l ~l l l ~ l ~ l RP .llll ~l l tl ~l ll l l l ~ l l l l l l If 
I I I I I I I I I I1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 I I I 1 1 1 1 1 I 9.II I I.
I I I t t l t I I I 1 1 I I I IXIMRI I I  00 

I I I I I I1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 : 11 1 ! 1N11 1 1 I0.0000II I I I




Z L III  III II ~ 111 1 1 11 1 1 11 II Ii F I I UI  III t 11 111 II IIZNRII I I I0 IN.

MACNI 0.250 
 lI III III IIII IIliII III SCALEIII 4.0000III PERCNT 

II IIit I11 t l I 1 11 II!11 1 1I III II I II1III PAGE
~ 111 II 
MBOL CI llllllT
ITA OCI lllllEll lllTllllBElAll l ETlR lll l lll RlFERElNCE 19FRi 
MACNGL ORZSATTACK ALHA DEGREESE C
 







- -2 -in 




-o - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 
ANGLE IFATTACt. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CoJFrGURATIct CESCRIFTIcN BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
LSW'T 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 85W11V6 0o010 0.000 0.000 
LOUT 248 HOAC '.0 PC 02 8CR ORB 65S411V6 0.000 0.000 :0.000 
0.250 
16 18 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.8690 SO FT 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFE 5± 6000 IN. 
XMRF 59.3200 IN. 
YMRP 0 0000 INZIRP 1.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 12 
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION 
II 1 1o111 ll i i l i l l l I 1 1 1 1 i iTl I FR1 t_ 
1 1 1 1 1 I M l l f i l l l l l 1 I ,1 
LI-i 
ll i fll 
Il1l~ l l 1111lllf i l l 1l1 1 f i l l]] I L l
Ill l i l l ll 

w~~~I i l l l l I il Ilil l l i I ll i l ll l l i i l i I l l i 

l i l I 
ui l l i i l l l l i I f l il i 
Y .02 
L-.0 
w~ fiH ll lllllll 

[T~~~rI-I-NTHTITII1 ~ 1111~ ~ ~ IIII 1 I111 III1 
l l0ll i l l00 Yii I
 
Il LI- l / l l l l ll l l l l la 4 111 H~ i sL 0- 0 - z a a l14d 12~ 16 I I2I42 
C02 VCR ORD .0I~ ES S.T-CF01 0L. 28MA II IIsI l.0 IIIIIl a 60 I q 




- M1-0 -HG -G -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 18 20 22 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCPOOS) C LSWT 240 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR C B 0BWIIVO 0.010 0.000 0.000 REPS 0.8690 S0.FT. 
cCpda2J tAUT 245 HDC 4.0 PC 02 8CR c 8 S5WIIVG 0.000 000 10.000 REFL 29.5700 IN 
REPS 51.6000 IN 
CAIA SET SYMOA CCCFIOURATICN 0E5CRIPTI* BETA ELEVTR 
XNRF 59.3500 IN.
 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 11 6000 IN. 





LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 




IlI~ ll l li l l l l l l l l l l l~ l l l l l lll Il I i l l l l l l 
I-i.1 1 1191 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 l 1 1 I IIlI 1 I 1 II I I illllI I 
z 
(.13 -. 0±0fi 
LII 





I II I r I I I P II a II I I I II I I II I I
I I I I 
LII I 2I I2 Iv I 0.I REFS II .I!I(CFO Z I-IS I I DAIHC1 PC 85 tR I.00O.n I.69 iIII IOAT I IC CI1S 1C-RPT IIII IIII ('T ELEVT1111ILO NCElINFOI AI N
 
(IF0Z LSI I 4 02.]'11 IRI II wIilvi0III I0 I 0I0, I 0 .0I0I I I I i9Ii 

S IIICC GAII REIWERII 
34 MIAI, I 1I I I8. S SQ
2 -. 0301--5 LWT 20l OC . P C l $ lll lllllll 0.l0 lllll I




I I I I I I .I I I I I I I I I IPII I I I I I I I I I 0I I . 
1 1 1 ~ 0I000Ii I I I 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I IYINlRl l I .
 
-. {I II i I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t IZiIRPI I I1I I6I0I0 IIN.
 
Iit1 11SCALEIII I II II0II II I III INI
 
MA I I 0.250 I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I
 





ANGLE~~~AG ERE 1FATCK9LH. 





















- - - -4 - 2 0 t 4 8 0 1 2 
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. CEGREES 
SyHBOL CC*4FIGUJRATICM OESCRIPTIC.N€ BETA ELEVTR ATLR ON 
C LSW/T ?4t HVAC 4.0 pC 02 8CR ORB 851411V6 0I.001I 0.0100 0.000 
C LSWT 248 HOAC 4.0] PC 02 HCR ORB BSWIIVO 0.000 0.000 10I.00(I1 
MIACN 0.250 
16 -418 20 22 24 2 
REFERENCE INPORNATIONJ 
REFS 0.8090 56Q FT. 
REFL 29,.71OU IN. 
REPS 51 6000l IN 
XNRF 59.32001 INYIRP 0.0000 IN 
ZIRF 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.,0000 pERCHT 
PAGE 1 5 
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 

















-6 4 o 1 1 
.MR
.0200 
-. 040.2 -:o -s8 -6 -4 -a !a- 2 4 6 8 10 $2 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA OCT rs30'..- CC.iF1GUIAT1C" CESCRJFT[CA BETA ELEVTR A!LPON 
tRCF023 0. L5'JT 243t NOAC 4.0 PC 02 $CR c 8 B5Wi1V6 0.00)1 0.000 0].000 
(qc.;0Zlj tAUkT 2'43 $CAC 4oj PC 02 HCR 0R25 851411lV6 0.000 0.00 10.000 
M.CH 0.Z50 









I - I 
6 i 04 2 4 2 
1 


























12 -1 l- -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 101 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA SET SY'40C Ca.FICURATIC*J DESCRIPTIONJ BETA ELEVTR A[LRON 
IRCPOQZ) C LSVr 218 )4DAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR CR8 65Wizv6 0.000 0.01:0 0.000
:ACF0ZI I LSWT 248 4.0 11ACPC 2 NCR * 1 1GsIJ1V1 0.000 D.000 11 000 
MACH 0.250 
16 is 20 22 24 6 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 8690 SQ.ST.
REFL Z9.5700 IN. 
REVS 51 6000 IN 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 11.6000 1IN 
SCALE 4 0000 FEjRCNT 
PAGE 197 
















- -e 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
COFIGURATION CESCRIFTIO BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
LSWT 248 IWAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB BSWIIV6 0.000 0.000 0.000 
LSWT 248 VDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR B 05W11V6 0.00D 0.000 10.000 
0.250 
16 18 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a $690 SQ.FT 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFB 51.6000 IN 
XNRP 59 3200 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11. 00 IN 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE !98 



















-14 -10 - - 6 - 4 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE GF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA SET 5Y14BOL CC4FIGURATIiY DESCRXPTG*N BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
(CCO002 C LSWT 248 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR 026 CSiWIIVS 0.000 0.000 0.000 
(CCP2I) C LS.VT 248 floAt 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 85WIUV6 0.000 0.000 10.000 
I4ACI 0.250 
16 - - -20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
REFS 8.8690 SQ FT 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51 6000 IN. 
XMRP 59.A200 INY.RP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNr 
PAGE 133 















.15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIc ETA ELEVTR AILRO 
LST 248 I4CAC 4.0 PC Oz NCR ORB B5W11V6 0.000 0.000 0.000 
LSWT 248 YDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR 028 8sWI2V6 0.000 0.000 10.000 
0.250 
-.15 -.20 -.Z5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS S 8690 SQ.FT. 
REFL 29.5700 IN 
REFB 51.6000 IN. 
XMRF 59.3200 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 200 





















.00. .D05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .4D .45 
CRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
CATA SCT SyXEO CC4FIGORATIEU OESCRIPTIct BETA ELEVTR AILRC' REFERENCE INSFORMATION
 
CCP002) C 45,4 240 MOAC 4.0FC 02 CR ORB OSNISV6 0.0013 0.0131 0.000 RCFS 0.0690 3O.FT
 




XIIRP 59.3131 IN. 







LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.45 











0.0 0.1 0.Z 0.Z 0.4 U.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 7.4 
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED, CLSOR 





LSWT 248 NDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 













REFS 51 6000 IN. 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 11 .600 IN 
MACH 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 202 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -













capozj LSW 24 HDA C0 C 9 SIV ~ 000RF .60 S I, 
HACH MOMEN ---- SCALE 4------
' .I ~~ZR 00-0-10.1 0 2
o11 . 60 IN 

Y.P AG. 0 3 




I H ri1l l1 t ll l l 1 l l ll l f Tcs: Jll1 l 11 11 ll I I I lf1t lT I 
C2 
.1313Dl IIIIIml l l l l l l l l l ll l l l l l l l l l,.
 
Z 
r J -- l~




- ----- il1 11II~i IIIII~l llll ll lll ll lll ll lll ll lll ll lll l I H il II
II1.1I Il 
C BETA ILlll 8 I,0.l0l I I I

-. OJ 
H l l ll l l l l ll IREFE ENC 9A ION 
AIR 1 0.0110 llt i l it~ 11 1 11 REF1 29 57a0 
MA III]11 AR ME RI L UESt l l l l ll l l INF
SF89Kl 0.000II 

-REFB ls 51.6000 IN.lAP UDE XNRFll~ r9.500BFII 000 0.000 lJ I. 




..= 2~ il2t 4.0 PC 02 CP ~2R~ B5II VG CXCP021) 2lllll PAG 20'il FPR 7i

-2R 1P0 1 206 I0 210 - 6 -C4IIPCII20'R9 23I 11IV6 2 4 1 04 









i 	 I 
-
-n4 
< 	 If 
- -8 a--'0l - 6 -- 4 -2 a 4 6 a 10 12 14 is is 20 22 24 26 
< 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
S M.rC,L AC. PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATICN
 
r: 	 0.26a BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 RBF$ 8.869a $ .FT. 
AILRCCI 10.000 SF8RK 0.000 REFL 29.3700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 INSFLAF 	 olvau RUBBER U"Po0 XmRP 59.3200 IN. 
YMRP 0 0000 IN. 
ZMRP %116000 1 , S0CALE 4.0000 pRCNT
 
BA MIT CAGE 20 
56- 248 4.- "' 0.02 HCR CRB oSWllV8 CXCP021) 26 FEB 71 PAE 20 
---
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
-I~ ------- 1YkI l ~l l l l-00l l 1 111 l l ll l l l ll l 

- - - - - - -
-- -7

.004 - - - - 1T IIJII I I l II III I II II
----- ----1 --- - -- 111111111 
1 1 1 1 1













< II H1 11 1 lm----I I III.I.II IIII IIIII- I--
IIi tl ll llil -














12 -10 -a -o 4a2 2 47 6 a 10 14
12 16 ± 20 2 24 2
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SvMCCoa MACH FARAI4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONC 0.260 MITA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 8.6690 SQ.FT.AILRCI 10.000 I FRK 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN 
SFAUDE 000.00REFS
.. 000 RUDDERa .  I1Rp 51.6000 IN.59.12 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
CATA HIST. acrC * SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
"1AC 4,C r"1 2 HCR ORB
248 IISI BWIIVS CXCPO2IJ 26 FEB 71 PAGE 206
 
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION 
L.J *oio 











I, I I I I i l 1 11H l I III 
-
< I II 
1 
ANGL OF ATAKI.HA ERE REF 51.000I 
--.03 . CO C E 5IV 101 1.0 1.0 III28HAES889 QF 
XHRP~ ~5930 IN 
.01O.000 IN 
ZRFEP 11 °60001 . 0 00 IN.IN . 
MACH 0.260 SCALE 4.0000 .RCNT 
PAGE 207 



















> . IZ-- ­ - - - -P-i 11 5.0000 - - - ­ - - ­ - - - N 




- ­ - - - ­
- 6t-
-
--12 -o - 6 A 2 0 2 0 19 1 
< ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
Set" srUC4 CC..rIOUfATCJ tZtCf!PrZCtj SLOPE ELEVTR ALR"tJ 
cxCroalS1 0 LsIwr 240 MOAC A.,0 PC 02 NCA RBS 5w11Je i.000 - 10.000 10.000 





1 20 22 2' 28 
REFERtENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0.691, sQ.rr 
RCPL 29.5700 IN 
REFS 5±.e000 IN.XMRF 59.3200 IN. 
ThRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP I 6000 IN 
SCALE 4.U000 FSRCI4T 
PAGE 208 
U.3 
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
LJ ~I ~lI l 1 1 l !I l f lI 1 1 1111] li ItI~~ ~ ~~~ -' 1] 
Ls2 k '4 






ll lll llill I II II I I I I I I I I I I I I 
ilI II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I!']"fllill1" 
I t111 1 t ' ' '' ' ' ' ' '111 
I l l l II 
I I I IIII I 




I I l l I 0 I 
-j .01 IIII I IIIi t t 1 1 1 t 11 1 1 1 1 1 1II t II III I I~ i I I Ii t I IN 
MACH I II I I I ICII I I I II I I I 1 1 1 1 t 
u REFS002600 I
C @ l ll l l ll l l l l l l 1 
12 IIIII IIII IIII IIIII IIII IIII IIII IIIII IIII IIII IIII is I I22424 - ' I     I      I    I   I   I I I I
-209l P-

-- I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I IIC
 
C l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l 
-. ooF I ioIN






I(HRP 59.3200 fN. 
MAN .80SAL- 4.0000 pERCNT 
PAGE 203
 
- - - - - - - - - - -
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
---- I Il f11fIIIIfl 




.15 -- - - -
II~l~lllll ili llill l Ill ll fill 
-"J """"5" '"'" '" '"."0" 

J"I"III'"  """I1 1 "11" ""1"1111
 k 
z 
 Il ll l11II1II]1-- 11111III I--II-I-II-I
-­
5 ma 
iI lll II l I I I il l l l l iI I ii l l tl I i I 
12 ~~~~i I IIII l l I I II II I I ll I q , I II I II II 
o~~ ~ I I I I I II I I,J I I I I II Ih I I I III~~f IIII II I 

'""If1'"" "" ' 17'"'"
'"fl
 
IH fII I I IIIIIII II I III II I I I I I II III
 
--21 -0 a- 6 4 -2 a a 4 6 a 1 1 4 s i 0 2 4 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DAA SE 
(C 0 1 3 ) 
tccPoo.} 






LSW 248 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCRR B 
LSWT 249 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 SCRR 6 
















REFS 8 869U SQ FT 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFB 51.6000 IN. 
XMRP 59.3200 IN. 
YHRP 0 Bass IN: 
ZMRP 11.6000 IN 
MAC" 0.250 SCALE 4 00 0 PERCNT 
PAGE 210 


















12 -10 -S -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA GET SYMOL CONFIGURATIOJ DESCRIPTION MTA ELcVTR AILRON 
1CCP013) Q LSU 24 HOAC 4.0 PC OZ MCR ORB BSWIIV6 - 3.000 - 1D. 010 0.000 
(CCF004) 0 LSWT Z440 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSWIIV6 - 3.000 - 10.001 10.000 
(CCP023) 0 LsWT 248 4CAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB B5I141V6 - 3.000- 10.000 20.0130 
HACH 0.050 
16 1 II 22 Z4 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RCFS 8.8690 SQ.FT. 
R2FL 29 5700 IN 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XHRP 59.3200 IN. 
YHRF 0.ooo IN. 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN. 




LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
1 111
! Jll~l l lllll lll t l lllllli ll l l l l ~ l l l I 
.40
 
l l lllil ll

















-1a -10 - -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 5YHD0t CONFIGURATION4 0ESCRIPT1CN BETA ELEVTR AILRON4 REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
CCFO0I3j LSWT 248 NOAC 4.0 PC 028HCR OR3S SswZXVS - 3. 0100- 10 000 0.000 REFS 0.8690 SO.FT 
'Ccrdoe, 2 ts 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCiR CR08 25W11V0 - 3.030 - 10.000 10.000 REFL 29.570D IN 
ICCPO23, 0 LSWT 243 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR ORB S5WIIVO - 3.000 - 10.000 20.000 REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XHRP 59.3200 IN. 
YXRF 0.000D IN. 
ZMR1 11.0000 IN 




LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
°°'il' 	 ilt[ f I,

,,,,,,111 if1 11 III "' '' ' " ' " "
 
I fll If~ l l l l i i i ! l i I 
.04 
.01 






-10~~ L- -L -2I 0I---	 -- 1 2 1 1 8 2 2 4 2 
ANGLE OP ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
LATA SE? SYMSOf, CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 BETA ELCVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1CCPO1S) 0 LSUT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 MCR ORD 85W11V5 - 3.001'- 10.000 0.000 	 REFS 8.8690 SO.PT. 
,CCFOOA) Z: LSWT 248 I4OAC 4.0 PC 02 OCR ORB 85W11V6 - 3.000 - 10.000 10.000 	 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
LCCPOZZI * LSW 248 MDAC 4.0 PCI 02 OCR SIW1 VI - 3.000 - 10.000 20.000 	 REFS 51.6000 IN 
XNR? 59.5200 . IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 11.6000 IN. 
HAC$ 0.25v 
 SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT
 
PAGE 213 
-- -- --- --
- - - - - - - -
-- -











12 .0 - S -G .4 - 2 0 4 - -012 14 16 1 I0 I 0
2 4 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYH48(- CCNFJ0URATIC ESCIPTIC*J BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INrQRMATION 
(CCP013) C LSIIT 248 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 14CR ORB 651411V6 - 3.001- 10.000 0.01)0 REFS 0.8690 So.rT. 
(CCP004) 0 LSWT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB SWIVE - 3.000 - 10.000 10 000 REFL 29.5?00 IN. 
(CCPO2S) 0 LSWF 240 ICAC 4.0 'C 02 CR Oti B5W 1V6 .. 3.000- 10.000 20.000 REPS 51.6000 IN. 
XNRF 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0 0000 IN.
Z IRP 11.6000 IN.
 
HACH 0.250 




LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
HI1 1 11 1i1 i i I l i I l i 1 1 1 i J i









-12-10-86 4-2 2 6I T10 12 16 11 2 221 241 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
BATA SET SYMBOL. CC*JFIGURATIc*J DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRCN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCFOIS) 0 LS$JT Z48 I4OAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 85W11V6 - 3.0C0- 10.000 0.000 REFS 8.8690 S.T 
(CCO4) C LSWY 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 65w11V6 - 3.000- 10.000 10.000 REFL 29.5700 IN 
tCCPOZS) 0 LSWT 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORfB 05W11V6 - 3.000 - 10.000 20.0r0 REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XMRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRE 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 
. 6000 IN. 
HACH 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 215 
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION 
III ~~~~~~Il lI I 1 1 1 I I tll I I ] I 
H.010 
I I II r I I m ' I I I ~ i 
000 
I t I I I 




1 I I 
I1 I 





a .:[I I l J " l I 
I I I II I 
-.I I I 










DATA SET SYMBOL 
C IOI) 
(CI043 -
I CCP023 1 0 
-00042 a 2 4 0 a 10 IS 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATIC.4 DESCRIPTION4 BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
L$ ISAS2 OAC 4.0 PC OI ICR SwIiv - 3.0II- 10.000 0.000IaI690 I 
LO Z40, AC 4.0 PC OZ NCR ORB B5WIIV - 3.000- 10.000 10.000 
LSWT 24$ MDAC 4.0 PC OZ28CR ORB BOI~VS - 3.000 - 10.000 20.000 
MAH 020SCALE 
10 is020 22 Z4 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RE a FT 
REFL 29 5700 In. 
REFS 51 G000 IN 
IOARP 59.3200 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
Z.RI 11 0000 IN 
4 0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 218o 




III II~ l l llIII Ilfl
 
l 
II ~I lIIll I lllll I I I I II . l II I II II I -" l I 
I1 II~lll ll~l lll lll llll l ltll l III I I I I I I I I P L II I I I IIll 
-Il- II--
--T I ll l l l l l l l l l l II I II 






l I I III II
 
U III I I N,
 
i i-i l I I I N
UZ
 
- .05 1L 
LW ORO I 000-~lIII II0.00"TI 51 I-CF2.DAC) 4 4.0I PC 0i OCRii i iv .3I nII II REF 0 I N. 
CAA E - IltETAII gII I LROlIRII IIRENCI IF IRIITIISMlllCll..RTCN CCCI It4f I IIII Tl 

-CC ii 248 I4IIIAC ORIII5IIIVI II I I.I0II II.00I.0I F I.F
13 LSW 4.0III 0II II II00 II 
CC 04I 24li DACl t0 llllV -t .0l0l-l100 lltl0.0 i0 t ll I NIIl 4.lllC lllRlOlB El. 2 50 I 
CCPOS 0 L I24 MII 4.0III 02 NCISSWOl IIIII IIII- 300IIVGIIIII000 2.0 IR II III.I0I0IB IN.I 
.o jl ll~lt  ~lltllillll~ ll~ lll lll lllIll ll llF I0l.00l0I0 IN.I 
I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II RII I I1 6 0 I N.I 
I III I 0I 5 l l l l l l l l l l l l l l Ell I . 0II I I CITl l l l l l l SCAlll 

l l l l l l l lltl l l l l l l t t l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l '
 it I III ~ PAGE 217l l 
ANGLE~~~AG 2FATCK1LH.7ERE
 




I t I 
-J 












-1z -10 - 8 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SCT SYMSCM. CCOFIGURATIOfl CESCRIPTI Q 	 BETA ELEVtR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRCPaI3) C LSWT 246 ,DAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 8514WlV6 - 3.0o0- 10.000 0.000 REFS 8.6690 $0 FT. 
2RCF003LSWT 248 MCAC 4.0 PC OZ HCR ORB 85W11V6 - 3.000 - 10.000 10.000 REFL 29.5700 IN.Z: 




YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 11.6000 IN. 
.co a.z5a SCALE 4 0000 PERCNT 
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6 - 4 




WT2 40 I4OAC4.0 PC 
1RC F004)} LS UT24 
NPAC4.0 02E 
1RCP 030 L 24




OR $CR 026 
NCR 028 
















REFL 29.57000F E 51.60  





YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN 
SCALE 4 2.0000PERNT 
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LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
-------- 1 1 1 1 1~i fI 
t .0
 
f i l l 1 1 1 11 l l l l l l ~ l l l l Ift l l l l l l l 

z 




0.3l lI i l l l= I 
-VL 
-0).4-- - - - E . 
0.-2 -in -o -a -4 - 2 2 6 10 14 1sa 4 a 12 16 20 2a 24 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPRA. DEGREES
 
047$ SET SYNVOJt CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(BCFOIS) LOUT Z40 ICAC 4.0 PC 02 MCA ORB B5WIIV6 - 3.030- 10.000 0.000 REFS 8690 SO.FT 
CO0043 LOW? Z48 MCAC 4.0 PC CZ NCR ORB 85W11Y6 - 3.000- 10.000 10.000 REFL 29.5700 IN
 
rCOPOZ3) 0 LOUT Z40 4OAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB B5WI1VS - 3.000- 10.000 20 000 REFS 51.6000 IN.
 


















0+4 ----­ - - -02 



















ANGLEOF ATACKAPAGE DGREE 















. 0 .to .10 .05 .011 -. 05 -. In -.15 -.20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CIM
 
DATA SET Sy4BO. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCP0I3) - LSWT 245 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB B5WIlV6 - 3.00j - 10.000 0.000 REFS 8.8690 SQ FT. 
1CCP004) LSW' 2,8 MDAC 4.0 PC OZ NCR ORB S5WiIV6 - 3.000 - 10.000 10.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
ICCF0f3, 0 LSWT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 85W11v6 - 3.000- 10.000 20.000 REFS 51.6000 IN 
XMRP 59.3200 IN. 
YMRP 0.000 IN. 
ZNRP 1t 6000 IN. 
.AC" 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT
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.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 
ORAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
CGAA SET SYMBOL COFLGURATICf DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CCCPOS3) C LSWT B48 HDAC 4.0 PC 0 HCR OR 5s41iiV6 - 3.001- 1U.000 0.000 REFS a 8690 SQ.FT.(CCFODIJ LSW 248 HOAC 4.0 PC OZ HCR ORB 05wI1V6 - 10.000 10.000 REFL IN.T 3.000- 29 5700 









MACH 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT
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.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSGR 
DTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INCORHATION 
,CCFO13, 0 LSWT 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 028 CR OQB 85l11V6 - 3.001 - 10.000 0.000 REFS 0.8690 30 FT. 
(CCPO04) Z LS4 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 85t411V6 - 3.002 - 10.000 ±0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
(CCF023) 0 LSWT 2C8 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR CRB 65WIIV6 - 3.000- 10.000 20.000 REFB 51.6000 IN. 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0 0000 IN 
ZHRP 14.6000 IN. 
HACH 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
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[ I I' ]V I II 
= I- I _ : 
0.4 M [ 0 S 4
< 0.---------------------------------------------------------------. - - -PG 2I5 
r * 
z" -- J PITCHIN MOEN COFIIET
 
2~ ~~~~ ~~~-- - - - - - - --L. L.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - ­0.0--------------------------------------------- 00316 13) Lw1 8 2NRC wl6 -3OL oDo ES a$9IDC4aPQF 
0--------------------­
: : : : : Ioo
 
I t lR] 




{,-- - -- - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - ­
.2 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 .-. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
CATA ST Smart cctFrGURAT1IRDESCRIPTI n BETA ELEVTR AI0N REFERENCE INFORMATION 
t6CPOISI C LSWT 24$ NDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORG BSWIIVG - 3.0L.- 10.000 0.000 REF$ S 8690 30 FT 
CSCPOA) LSWT 248 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB B5WX1V6 - 3.000 - 10.000 10.000 REFL 29.5700 IN 
L0CF0233 0 LSWT 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORG 85W11V6 - 3.000 -10.000 20.000 REFB 51.6000 IN 
XHRP 59.3200 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN. 
NLCH 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 PlRCNT 
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LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 









I li 212 -o -8 - 4l l -2l l af l 2l lf 4l l l l I I o~ i1 l l 14 isll So ii24 
aI I l i i -- -L i i l i i i l l l i l i ! l l i l l i i l l I
 
L_	 III II1II±M3-I L I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I 
"C "" '"" 
0:l ..006l4--l.Ll 	 l l l T~'. LI l l l ll l l l li I i l ll~ l I
Li C)° II4llMlllCll.l0 llliRllRll(XF0 . I L W i" Plll0l 	 3 0 llll00 0R I I~Fl l l I0oI-
(- --002 I I I I I I I I II I 1 	 T I I I I I I 
-i llvl l l ll i l i ~ l lI~ l l l l l I I 
I i l l i l i i l i l l l l l i t i l l l l i l l ~ i l I ICl l 

I I I I I 1 I I
 




U - .o I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

l l i l l l l l l l i l l l l l l l l l l l l l l I
 
.000., 	 0 N !11 	 1 1 1TCi 7 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 ! 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I 1 1
 
< II I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I II I I I I t 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
 
6-4IiI2III  III II III !1 1 IIISCL III 4..0002CNt 4-5 1 I I II III II III 14 6II  22 I 
!llllllllllll~AlEll ATTACK.lLPll ll ll llIEI IIREESi I 
taw 6 	 . 3.000- 0 SQ.Ft6EXCPo*,i 0 ZAG NOC40P - OZ NCR OR aW1V 0 ±000 RF 690 
(XCPOZS) 2 LSWT 240 RAC 4.0 PC O 
MACH 0.260 






































1 11 I I lI1 XHP 5 .2D 

a 2 4 0 a ID 12 14 is is go, 22 Z4 26Is -to -o -0 4 -2 

C ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SLOPE BETA EL5VTR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tZCPOO4j 0 LSWT B4D MDAC 4.0 PC O2 N4CR ORD ssiiuVE 1.1)(10- 5.000 - 10.000 REPS 8.8690 $Q.FT. 
DATA ST SYMBPOL CaIFIQURATIQA DESCR[PTION 
CC0231 C] LSWT 240 t4DAC 4.0 PC 02 N4CR ORB6 BSWIIVG 2.000- 3.000- 10.000 8E$L 29 57OO IN. REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0.,0000 IN. 
ZMRP 11,6009 IN 






LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
LL --"l--i -' "- " ' ' '" ' " ' ' ' "--










- - - - - - - ­ - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - i 
---,-,-z-,-,-,-,-,-,-,-,-,,,-,-,-,-,7 
- - - - -,,, 
- - - - - - - - - -
I- I-- I- I - I I 
II0I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I ~m 
l ! 1 






MAH 0.R SAEP 
59..200IN 
600 IN 
4. 0000 IRN. 
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LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
till IIIlIl l ll flll l l i ll
I F FI i T-M i t l fi i[lt
IIII II1I llI
111 111 11 i I  iii iii ii 1111111 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 
II IIIIfi lI I I1II I II1II I1IIfIIIII





ItIIItl ~ II I II I II II I II--II I !I II II~ tIIII- I--L ~ t II lI -- - - - - - -

I l l l l l l l t il l l










II1III I II I II I I I IIIll l ll l l l l l l l l l l l ll II I 
cl I Jill 11 1 If 1
 
-! 1;, 10 a -- 77 2 a a- 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA GET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC" DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
' CP~O04) LSWT Z48 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB B5WllV6 - - 3.000 - 10.000 10.000 REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT

ICCP003) 0 LSWT 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR OR 9 8WIIV6 D.000 - 10.000 10.000 REFL 
 Z9.5700 IN.
 






ZMRP 11 GOOD IN.
 



























'12 -10 a8 6 4 2 a z 4 6 a 1o 12 14 16 is 20 Be 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEfGREES
 
CAT. jSY.BV- CONFIGURATICI DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR ArLRCN REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
I ccpa4l f LS T 240 MCAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR CR a5w1lV6 - ,000- 10.00D 10.000 REFS 6.9690 SQ.FT. 
ICCFO031 c I-W 248 MDAC 4 aPC02 HCR ORB S5wI V6 olool8- 10.00 18000 REFIL 29.5700 IN. 
CCCF O05 1 LSWT Z48 MDAC 4o0 PC 02 HeR ORB BBwI IV6 ,0 -10.000 10.000 REFS 51.6000 IN 
XHRP 59.3200 TN.
 
YHRP 0 0000 IN.
 







LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
Li I I I L 1 1 11 1 111 1 1 II II 11 11 I1 i 




I If I}}1i 
. oI I I IIF -I F II 




H I M! 11 f ll 1 . 1. 1 1 1 . 
I I !l f l l . 1l1l ll1. o 11l11 111 t l 
i t
 
5 41 0 1 2 1 4 1 0 2C 2 -10 It0 -1 -4 1 2 It I 
M . I.II 0 IN. 





















-. 05 I 
-12 -10 -o -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a la 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMSCL COt4FOURATIC- DESCRIPTIC N BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
C LSWT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR CRB B5Wl1V6 - 3.000 - 10.000 la 000 
Z LSWT 240 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR CRS 05WI±VG 0.000 - 10.000 10.000 
0 LSWT 248 J4AC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSWIiVR 1.4100- 10.000 .0.000 
HACHG 
REFERENCE INFORIIATION 
REFS 8.8690 SQ FT. 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XNRP 59o3900 IN. 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 11 6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.000 PERCN 
2.50 
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--2 -10 -8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 -14 - 8 -6 0 22 24 
ANGLE OR ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
GAlA S rSY4601 CONI'FGURATION OCSCRIFTLQJ 6ETA ELEVT2 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCOO4I C LSWT 246 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB BSW~iV& - 3.01,0- ±0.000 ±0.000 REFS 8.8690 SO FT. 
(CcF0031 LSI4 24 6 IOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR OB S5WXIVG 0.000 - :0.000 10.000 REFL 29.5700 IN 
CCCPOOSI 0 LS'JT 248 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR CR8 65W1IV6 3.000- 10.000 10,000 REFB 51.6000 iN. 
XNRF 59 3200 IN. 








LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
















I I I 
--. I 1 
10 -10 8 6 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBC CCnFGVRATICN CESCRIPTICtJ BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
ICCP004) 0 LSWT 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 CRCOB sSWIlVE - 3.000- 10.000 10,000 
(CCPOO3) Z LSWT Z48 ,4AC4.0 PC CZ NCR OiB SSWIIV6 0.000- 10.000 10,000 
(CCPOOS) 0 LSWT 248 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR OR8 BSWIIV6 3.000 ­ 10.000 10.000 
MACH DZ50 
16 10 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORHATIOIP 
REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT. 
REFL 29 5700 IN. 
REFB 51.6000 IN 
XXPF 59.3200 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZkIRP 11 G000 TN. 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
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ulu5 I I I 'I I I II I ItI I-'I1 I 'I [I' I I I I, I 1I I II I -- - --­
il I I I liI IIl II I I II I l l l I I I i i i i i i i I tl  I I 

' .015 
.o~~o I !11 I III I  I 1III I 11 1 11l I I IJ :q I i ~ lI I I t l t 1I 
.005t 
-. 0 1 
MC I III I t ~I: . ++'+I rI I IIII lilIII CALEIII I PAGE I23lII 
I I l l l l l l l l l llUl l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l t I 
z 




I I I 
l I 
I I I I 




t 1 1 1 
I I t 
1 1 I 
t I I I 
t l 1 1 1 
I t I I I I 
1 1 I l 
1 i i 
l I I I l l I 
-. l0l l l l l l l l ll20l l ll t l l l l l l i l t l ~ l l l l I 
u , 0 9 lzI.l.ltl l2- lal ll02l l l l l l ll5l l l l l l l l l ll l l l l l IIl l l1l 2 l l4t I 2l0l l l24lt l at ll l1ll sll l2i2: ~l l l l l i l l ll l l l l l ~ t l i l ll l l l l l l l l l l 
.000 

-.oo53 :. IS 24 JIA 4. PC 02II0 IUDNCR ORIEF IIIIII 0.00 IIIIIIII 29.70 IN.i~lv 
 0 00 I
 
IIBETA I I INFOAI 
(CPO) f SJ 4 OC40P 2NR0z 5W16 - 300 000 1.0 ES 889 OT
 
(CPO) I £SW 28 'OC .0PC02lCllB WlV 000- ll.001 00I0I REFL111 29I570 IN(CPOS I0 l Sll 2lllllAC l4.0 llC l2lNCllOlGlO5WlIVS 3.000-l10.000ll0l00liRlF 5 I800 IN 
-. olSETSM CC L1OUA1 ! EI TIQ I II ELEVT AILRON II REFERENCE I ON 
lllIl II IIIIIIIIIII I II I I i I II FI 59 3200I IN
II ~ XI$RI 
-.o!1 o 1 ltl!t 111 11 111 I II IIIt1 1 I tlIII 11 1YI I II 0.00 0 IN 
_111  11 11t t111 11 1 !1 1 ~ t1 11 111 11 11N11 t11 11 1 .6 0 IN 
NAClH 0.ll2l ll lll5ll ll ll l SCAll
L El.l00lElN
 
-. e= LL II I II II I tIII I IIII II PAGE 235I 
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
1 H! 
I I i 
x







I I If 
f -20 -8 6 -­4 -- a 2 7' 11 12 14 16 20 zz Z4__26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
BATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATIONX DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCCPOU, "w 2SW64Mv C 4o0 PC 02Z NCR ORB 051411" - 0o0 - IU 9 10 inOORFS a a690 SQ.FT 













XMRPY0R3 59.32000.0000 IN.IN. 
Z.RP 11 $000 IN 
LEorATACSCALE D RRCNT 4 .0000 
PAGE 236 
LATERAL CONTROL POWER
.020 1 1 1 1 
BASIC CONFIGURATION 





















COflFIOUSAI1C4( V SCRIPT1C* 
L$WT 240 940AC 4.0 PC 02 H1CRORB 
LSIJT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 




















REF$ 0 8690 $0.FT. 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REPS fl.e000 IN.XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZIARF 11.6000 IN.SCALE 4.000E PERCNT 
PAGE 23­










-- .01 i f 
.. 12 -10 - 6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 I 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
cRP004I 0 LSWT 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR CRB 8WIIVO 3.000- 10.000 10.000 
A<F a3)F_ LSVT 248 MCAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORX BSWllVG o.00 ­ 10.000 10.00a 









Is 2O 2z 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 6090 S.FT 
REFL 29.5700 IN 
REFS 51 6000 IN 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 11 6000 IN 
$CALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
rAGE 238
 





I lllil ll~~l  ltl~ PIIIl ei, l i t l li i l l l l Ill i~ l l l l 
L) 0.4 - - - ­
z 
2 -10. - -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a la 12 14 16 i 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYxec CONFIGURATIONJ DESCRIPTIONl 	 BETA ELEVIR AILRON REFERENCE INFORNATION 
BC04) LSWT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 CR ORB wllive - 3.OCJ 10.Duo 10000 REFS 0.8690 50 FT. 
taaO0S IWT 248 OAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 8.000l-vO 10.000 10.000 REPL 29 5700 IN. 


























11 1 & I 
-. 04: 
--2 -10 - -e -4 -a a a 4 6 0 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA ,SETSYMBOL CCaXFGURATICN OESCRIPTICI4 BETA ELEVTR AILROU 
lCoC;004 0 LSIIT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB s5WI1VG - 3.0'10- 10.000 ±0.000 
(eCFo03) Z LSWT 240 HMDAC 4.0 PC OZ -CR O)RB OswIIVs 0.000- 10.000 10.010 
CBOFC0) 0 LS/T 248 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 14CR ORB SWIV6 3.000- 10.000 10 00 
MACH 0.Z50 
16 is 2O 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.8690 SO FT. 
REFL 29 5700 IN 
REFB 51 6000 IN. 
XHRP 59.3200 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZIfRP 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4 0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 21 G 
INbd00001V 3lfls C15ZLv1 
'NI 0009 TT dUNZ 
H1i 0000 a dHNA 
.N1 ooze 65 HX 
N1l 0000-s 000 -000-9 SAtttSS G i zad 0?V YoI JJ 0 
*N1 00L96zz 1 3 Galo; OOO1 -00C0 9AflIMS aw SD$ o a, V~ "lON 0'Z LMS1 (rvan'' 
ij0S ae9sra sj3b 000*0 000,01 -COOQ -9 z8 2DI 0 fOn C 
o~uoa OT tOsSV2 1 (S0OflIj 
9AT052 MW ZOo eIMUS1 l 
NOI±VW~baNI 3DN33?I8 NOHIIY HIA313l V130 l21L.Is2Ao wt±Yunfo14Ifl 'O9Kxs 1S i±Va 
W-1Z INB1DLJABC3 INBI-OW SNInflhld 







NCIIU f9IADD JISVS d3MOd IDHINOJ lYBIi
 






.0 .o5 .1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 
CRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 





248 )4OAC 4.0 
Z48 HDAC 4.0 
248 MPAC 4.0 
PC 02 NCR ORB 
FC 02 NCR OR5B 




- 3.0ab- 10.000 
0.000- 10.000 













XNRP 59.3200 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 11 6000 IN. 
..A 020SCALE 4 .0000 PERCNT 
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LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.- ~~- t 1 1 1 1 1 1ii1 l i ~itL11111Hl~l  1 1r t








-0.1~ ~ ~ I 0.1 I. 1..1. . . 07 08 09 10 . . . 
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
 
DATA SC; SYMBCL CON4FIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCq~ LSWT Z'S MOAC 4.0 PC 02 14CR ORB B5WIZVS - 3.000 - 10,0030 1113Deal REFS a $6913 SO FT. 
L$WT ICCP303 PC CIS 8CR ORB 0 - l 10.000240 DA  4.  SSWIIVS l.00 1D.000 29.5700 IN 









LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 








I 	 i 
- 0.4 
0 ..	 [ I5 
PAGE 244
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
CATA E SCYMBOLC4CONFIG&URATIONJ DESCRIPTIONJ BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
tBCPOO', LSW BA8 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR ORD S5WIIVE - 3.000- 10.000 10.000 REFS 8.8090 SQ.FT.
 
10 Go0 REFL 29.5700 IN.
L-SWI 248 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB BSWILVG 0.000 - 10.000I SCt003)
LBCPOOSJ 0 1WT4 248 SOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB swilVS 3.000- 10.000 10.000 	 REFS 51 6000 IN
 
XMRP 59 3200 IN.
 
Y-Rf 0.D60 IN 
ZMRP 1.6000 IN. 
4 0000 PERCNTMC aaSCALE PAGE 2.4
 
--
LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.020 
fil 1II i i lll 11II I III I l l l l lI1 l ll 11 11 11 IIIl l l f + 
Liiii
 
~~ l l t l~ l~ l l l l l l ~ fillIll il
 
fil
Ilfillll" lI l ll I lIl l lli ll l l l l l llll
 
.010 







-*S12 -10 8 -6 A -2 a 2 4 6 0 10 12 U14 is 0i 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
sAIA SZ SY 4SOC CONFIGURATIONl DESCRIPTION4 SLOPE ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORNATI ON 
IC0CP004, L5WT Z40s MOAC 4 .0 PC OZ NCR ORa oszv 1 faj- 10.000 Rera 0.0090 S0.PT±.OI 10.000 

£0CP005 ~ LSW 240 IAAC 4.0 PC?02NCR ORS BSWIIV6 2.000- 10.000 :0.000 REFL 29 5700 IN. 
REFS 51 6000 IN.
 
XNRP 59.3200 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN. 
NRP I1 000 IN: 





LATERAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION 
II I I I I I I I I I I ! 1I II[f i
.004 
--






II~ ~ Il l l l l 
II I I IIII I F --
I l l l l l l l l l l l l l 





*- -. 004 
-VT 
.002 I0 - - -i4 -2 I2 4 6 a 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
OATA SCT SrxBOIt CONAFIGURATION OCSCRXPTXCV SLOPE ELEVTR AILRON 
(OCPOO4j 0 LSWT Z48 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 MC9 ORB 85WlUV6 1.000 - 10.000 10.001 £OCF005~ LSL4T 246 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCI9 ORS S5WISVG 2.E00. 10.000 10.000 
MAH 020SCALE 
16 1s 20 2 24 2 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.8690 SQ FT 
REFL 29 5100 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN 
XMRP 59 3200 IN. 
YNR P 0.GO00 IN 
ZRP 11 000 IN 
4 .0G100 FERCNT 
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-12 -10 -8 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 10 12 14 16 10 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF AtTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SLOFE ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORNATIONOATA SZT SfMWOI. ¢CCFIGURATIC*J OESCR:FTIcN 
CGCPOQC) C LON.T 240 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR CR8 SSWI1VS i.ono- :0.000 :0.000 REFO 8690 50 FT. 
(6CC005) LINT 240 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB RSIJIIVG Z.000- 10.000 10.000 REFL 29 0700 IN. 
REF9 51.6000 IN. 
XiRP 59 I200 IN. 
YIRF 0.0000 IN. 
Z1RP 11.000 IN. 


















-v" -. 001 
-. 003 
0, - - -. 
-. 005 
-­° 12 -10 -8 -G --4 -a 
.ATA SET 51)460. C( ffIGURATION OESCRIFTIOt4 
tIICpOOC) C LSuT 248 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR 
cscr005) 2 LSIJT 248 NDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR 
a 2 4 6 S 10 12 14 
ANGLE OR ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SLOPE ELEVTR AILRON 
CR8 BSWIIV6 i.0L.- 10.000 10.000 
CR8 B5WI1VG 2.000 - 10.000 10.000 
ANGL OF 
16 18 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
REFS 8.6690 50 Fr. 
REFL 29 5700 IN 
REFI 51 6000 IN 
XNRF 59.3200 IN.Y[RP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 11T6000 IN 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE60 4 8 
PAGE 248 
















-'a{PJ-2Z -10 --9 6 -4 a a 2 4 6 a in to 14 16 IS 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OP AITACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CAAa SET Symg C~tIFIOURATION DESCRIPTION SLOPE ELEVTR ArtLRO REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(HCF994} r LSWT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR OR 8 0WILV6 1 .00 - 10.000 10,000 REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT. 
(.CF005) LSVT 246 MDAC 4.0 FC 02 MCR O l 8 swilVG 2.0 00- 10.000 10.006 RFFL 29.5700 IN. 

























I LJ 1-1 
-. 02 :: 	 : : I a M 
-V.0 
- -I4 
Ull TTTT 	 I LI IIL 
-.10I2 -10 a -8 4 2 0 2 4 6 IS± 12 14 IS is 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGRELS 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCt4;XGURATIC*J DESCRIPTION4 BETA ELEVIR AICRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCPI?) S LSWT 246 HOAC 4.0 PC QZ NCR CR8S S~WIIVS 0.Oco-0.0 0.000 .0 ES 0.60 S T 





Z:RF I.6000 IN 








I I II I IIIII III
.020 [I '"II 1I - II ~I ] 1 111 1 1 1 IIII l'III I Il I 1II I
I I I
tIIlI~ I I
lI l I 
 IIIIi III I II I 
IIIIII~~~ III 
IIIi t I IIfill lillI l 
 li 
 l I III I 
II I I I 
~II
 














 I l 
l l l 
l l l l 1 1
I l l
z I lII l l l lI
(CCIII lI1 l l
IIIiII 1 l l
4:0 PC0 I II11QI l l
-. III C l l l
R3III 81116000 

0 00 1 

C II IIITIII II3I01
nIIII
 
-- l l Ill IIIIIII~~~~~~~ 000l ll I
l l ll l III
0-ll-0l8 l 2 .70I.0 l ll l N
~ 
-4-ll,2 II l ll l -- PA.E 2.5ll l ll~~--l l 4 -- l l6 l ll8 -- ZR0 1I 11;I""0" ll l ll1 l INl 6lll

0---0 l l 20 22




(CCP0I~ " o l5 24 II l~ liCI.0IIC02I8CRtlBiBIJ " 
-XNRF IIlII.
-9.3200 1 11IIIIIII.000I0.I0IIII.000 

" 516 0 I . IEO 

1 I " 

" SCL IN' YN PI I~ 0.00$AN0I5 tl 4.00 1 
SCL I 







DIRECTIONAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 








zQ F L 
.] TT -- ---- LII -
.12 -10 -o - -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is F0 22 24 2O 










LSIJT 240 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 
LSW 24a 4GAC 4.0 PC O2 HCR ORBa 





0.003 ­ 10.000 
0.000 - 10.000 










REFS 8.8600 S0.PT 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XNRF 59.3Z00 IN. 
YMRP a0.0000 IN. 
SCALE 4 0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 252 






- - - - - - - 2 2 

0 12 -A i s30 2 4 2
 
IfP I 59.20 











DIRECTIONAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.o4I II II I I I I I I I I I I i I I i II II I I I i fI I I I t I I I I I I 
.04 
.01 [t Ii ­
l ll ll llll l
lll II  llllI l-1llJl.. l-J-----L l 
.- -. 0±- tf 
Illlll~~~~~I I I I I I I I I I~~~AI II I I I I II  I II I P
I I  
-it -s0 -8 .6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 Is 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
D.tA SET Sf190!. CC*JrIoURAT1cs4 CSCRIPTICJ BETA ELEVYS AXLRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
248 NCR ORB I .00llDo REFS FT. 
.CCPOISI . LSWT 248 DAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR CI& B5W±VE 0.000- 10.000 0 .000 15.000 RCFL 29.5700 IN. 
0IcozoIIISWT 28I 4AC 4.0 PC 02 14CR II WIIVG I0I000 10.000 51.6000 
C LSWICCCoZ) *4DAC 4.0 PC 02 lvs Bswl I a.00U- a a.000 II8.8690 





Z IIIII II I I IN 
SCALE 4 .0000 PERCNT (IACI 0.250 
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 1 I N
 
MC I .2li iCALEl 0I
11 - u-I- LC 25!
ITIIIIIT PAGE " "" '
 C" '" " " """ ''11 " "" ,,,'
 
il"'112l-10i-ll-6liilla lllll lll12i14l t l I Islis l 20I 22' 24iii6 a
-" " " " """.00,, , , ,,2, ,""
'' t l L

ICPO O I l29i l i l l I l i 2NROBl~l 0.0 000l i t .60
0 DWI610u l l l f 000i~ RF IIW IDC40P.Tl 
-.00I ll4l l l ll l l I ! 1 1
 
RES016002N
z, ,, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,, , , , , , ,,
 
-t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 JllRP~1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 ! ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 0:00 I
I IN:II
 
C I I I i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l I I
 
I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i I I I i
 
S.1 -12 10 - -s6 4 -2 0 2 4 0 0 10 12 14 16 10 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 




bSW 240 ROAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR 











































DIRECTIONAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.005 



















.004 E s 










-12 -10 -I -6 -4 - a 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 1s is 20 22 24 2I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHIA. GF.GREES 
DATA SET SflerA_ CGFIGURATIW DESCRIPTION4 SLOPE BETA ELEVIR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ixcp0ZSJ LSWT 240 NOAC 4.0 PC CC PICR C4QE3 05W11va 1.Objo 0.000 - 10.000 0 000 REFS S8690 SQ.FT.
~XCF020, LOUT Z40 I4DAC 4.0 PC 0Z HCR O v5WIIVS 2.000 0.000- 10.000 0.000 REEL 29.5700 IN. 
RlEFS 51 6000 IN. 
XNRF 59 .3200 IN, 
YHRP 0 .0000 IN 
ZMRP 11.6000 in. 
N fSCALE 4.0000 PERENT 
PAGE 256 





















DATA SrT SYB. 
IxCF0i3) 0 
CXC ZO) t 
-10 - -s -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATIONc ESCRIFTIa4 SLOPE BETA ELEVTR 
-SwT 240 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSIIVG 1.01 0.000- 10.000 





is 20 22 24 20 
REFERENCE INFORi4ATION 
REFS 0.8690 SQ.FT. 
REFL 29.5700 IN 
REFB 51.6000 IN 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
PAGE 2'7 
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
.04 T 
"LI1 I I l l l I l l l l l l l l ll l I t l l l l l l l l l II
 
zU r l l l4 4 l l l p l tl l l ~ ~ l l l l l I II 
-wI I I l ll l l l l l ll l Tl ll 
""" " "1 0
 
H- 0 SCALE 4.0000 FE N

-I.02!I"° f lI-JI I I I I II ~ l I II I I I I! I I It"L II 
CIII I I l ll-l l l ll l llCl l l l ' 2b8l l l l l ll l l l l l l l I!
l ' l l ' l l l l l ' l l l l l ' l l l '
 
-v1 I~ t 1 I
 
LiL 





,CPIO IIII 24$II IIt1 111 11 B5IV0.11.01 11C 0-1.00 .00 RE/ 50R 11 1 11C11 21 1!1100 IIOS FT 
-CPI) LI 4 CC40P lt21Cl ORSll ll BSWlll 3.000- ±0.000 15.000 REL 2 50 I.lISVG 0.000 

-'°0I ILS,JT 65411V0 - 3.000- 0.000 0.00 15.00 RES 5160 I.248lNOCl4.0 PC0211CRIOR 
lll tl llll lll ll lll ll ll llXNRFll 59 I
II I t l l ll l 20 

- ll ll ll lll ll ll l t ll ll ll l ll lYNRFIII 0 00 I
 
IIll I ll lllH I ll ll tl llZHRFlll ± 00
lll ll lll I.
 
III 1111 111 1 1 1 1 111 11 I I00 E Tl
1!1 t1 11 1 1 11 t1 1 11SCALE1141C1 025 
IIII111III III 111!  111 111 1PAGFl
111 111 111 258 














> -. 030 
-. 035 
--0 - -6 - 4 -a 4 6 8 ±0 ± 14 6 8 20-- 24 26 
ANGLE GF ATTACK. ALPHA. QEGREES
 
DATA StY SYJ46L Cc*FIGURAT[CA ODSCErPTrC. BETA ELEVTR AILR0N RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
ICCP0,s, C LSUT 24$ MOAC 4.0 PC 0? NCR C4W B5Wt1VS 0.000 - 10.000 0.000 15.000 REFS 8 B690 S0.FT
 (CEPOLI 2 LsWr 24$ MDAC 4.0 PC 02 11CR ORB 651411V6 3.000- 10.000 0.000 15.000 REFL 29 5700 IN.
 
'CCPO9) C' LSWT 240 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB B5WIIVG - 3.000 - 10.000 0.000 15.000 REFO 51.6000 IN.
 
XNRP 59.3200 IN.
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZIRP t.6000 [N 
MAtHl 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE T.2
 
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 




-- -!-I - --­
--l-[- ---
ANGL Or ATAK LHA ERE 
ANGLEr orATAC.LHAiOGRE 
YNRF 0.000 IN 
.0059300 I 
XHRF 59.I20 IN 
Z-RP 11.6000 IN. 
MACH 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 FE.C.. 
PAGE 230o 
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION 
7.­
ii i - -
N.: 
-J: 













-­ 2 -10 





- - 1 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION4 DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
LSWT Z48 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 85W11V6 D.0G0 - 10.000 0.000 
LSWT 248 D~A 40 PC 02 NCR ORBa 05141V8 3.000 ­ 10.000 0.000 







1s 20 22 ?4 Be 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REPS S.fS0 8Q.FT. 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
ThRP 0 0000 in. 
ZMRF it.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 261 













t-s -6 -6 4 - 2 4 6 6 10 12 I- 16 18 I0 22 24 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA SET 5YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ICCF 1) 
(CCP0IT 
LSJT 248 *4AC 4.0 PC 02 





0.00b - 10.000 











(CCP0193 0 LSWT 248 ,DAC 4.0 FC 02 NCR ORB BSWIIVG - 3.000 - 10.000 0 000 15.000 REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XmRP 59.3200 IN. 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 21 6000 IN. 
UACN 0.250 SCALE A.0000 FERCNT 
PAGE 2S2 
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
11 111 11 H MI II I II III [f ll fill[ l~fillII 

II 1 ~ fill 1 1 1[i il l ll l111t l ll  ll l ll111 ll llll l t 
- I I 
.004 
Cy .004 
0 I I I II I I I I I I I I I0 I IC I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I0 I I I1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II.I I ii I
 
II I I I I I II I I I I I II I I I I I II I I I I I II I I I II4
 
II I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I i
 
ll l l l l l l l l l ll l l l l l l l ll  l l l l l l l l I I !
~~~~ ~~~~~ ~ l l l l l l ~ l l l~ l l I IIII~~l illD-­
oI I I II I I I II II.00I I II I I II2 I I
 
I! 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
 
-'Li I IIIIIII iI III SCALEI-I-I.I10 I!1I
MACH II 1 I
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i 

PAGE: 263
II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II0
 
- II I I I I I I II I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I II I II0 I I




I IIIIII it111 











DIRECTIONAL CONTROL POWER 
.005 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-­---­-­- I I 1 1 
BASIC CONFIGURATION 
I I I I i lI I II1II II I I I 







- ­1 - ­ - - - -­




-. 0-2 -10 -a - 6 -4 - a 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOI. CCNFORATICN DESCRInTIONI BETA ELEVTR AILPON 
,xCPOIS; L$WT 248 NOAC 4.0 PC Oz VCR ORB B5wxiLy 0.00, - 10.000 a c0o 
IXCP019 ~ LSWT 248aRCAC 4.0 PC 02 VCR ORB BSIJIIVE - 3.000 - 10.000 0.000 
MACH O.Z60 
10 is 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS S.8690 So FT. 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XMRP 59.3S200 IN. 
YNRl 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 2G4 











C2 .00 a 
Lii
 




--. R1 59 '2oIN. z I i
-.0020ou I 
- -'tO12 -10 -e -6 -4 -- 2 0 * 6 8 110 12 1* 16 Ia 20 22 24 26 




GAlA ET $YX8Ct CONFIGURAT1ON OESCRIPTI@t BETA ELEVTR AWLRON REFERENCE INFORHATION 
*xCe0±s) C, 1514,1 240 NOAC 4.9 PC 02 NCR ORB BSWlIVS 0.01,0- 10.000 0.1000 REFS 0.0690 S-0.FT 
tXC;FO:fl C LSWT 240 ,4DAC 4.0 PC 0"2 NCR 040 OStNIIVO - 3.001- 10,000] 0.0030 REFI 29 6700 IN. 
REFB 51.,6000 IN. 
XMRP 59.3200 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000O IN 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN 




DIRECTIONAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
- -i-t t lt tIHII ill 1 11111 1 1i1
-- - - i11 .IIi I  1i 11111 1111 
S .015 
IJ
| ll ll~Ill ll ll ll~ l l~ lllfitllld l l l ll l
 
l l l lIII l l~lfil l l l l l i l lJ ~ l~ t~ l llll i II 
m ~ ~il l IJlll I f l t l l l l l l l l I I~ ll l lII I I 1 I I I II I I II IIi
 
M~ ~~ 11 IIllI 1 1 1II I I 11 fil 1 1 1 1 1 1t 

- IIII IIII IIIIII i1 11 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1I
 




III l I 1 1 1 11 I
LL 1 1 1 1 

IIIMACH III III III III III it 11
0AJEli 




II II II II II IIIIIIIIIIIt1I1 1n1-11I1I111 1
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I  . 11 1 1 
-- 12 -10-sO -o -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA-SET SYMBO- CO.4[GUAATIC4. ESCRIPTION SLOPE ELEVTR ATLRON REFERENCE INFORNATION 
(GCFOIO) C LWT 248 NQAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR ORB 85W11V6 1.00i,- 10.O00 0.000 REFS 0.8690 SQ. FT.(0CaOi?) 2 LanT 248 XCAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR ORB 65141V6 2,000- 10.000 0.00 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS SI1.6000 IN. 
rMRP 59 3200 18. 
YNRF 0.0000 IN. 
I8R? 11.6000 IN. 
NAC$ 0.260 SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
PAGE 255 
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 




1 II .1 
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 1! 111<1 1 11 11t1 11 11 11 I I II 
m II i 1 1 1 1 II1 1 1 I 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 
m .003 
fil l I I I t l l ll l l l i l lI IIl l lI I1 1 1 1 1 1 i 
,,,,t,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,EE, IIIt I Ii:­
-. 004 
-. 00 I l lI . I I N 
0.000 
-1111 REP I 5100I IN. 
(lOIFIIIII2IILa d 248IMIDAI 4.0 PC 0? NCR-ORB,85W11V6I I.II0 -I:0.00I REFL II I .I7I0 lN 
.00  INl
REFSJ 51 00 I 
--I II I!I I II II I I I I II I !I II II T II{ I I II II 0I  I IIII I93 IN. 
-vR -9.00001N 
.4, S.ALEYMF , 00.0! , E+C-"IN-
ZMR 11600 11I 
MA l ll l ll ll ll l ll.l ll l ll ll ll tSCAlll l l Elll l 4. IIP R N 




DIRECTIONAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
------- ,Li.il l i l l l l l l l l lJi II 
.002 
H LLoJ.0ll 03 Il 1l 1 1 
.TT I I1I
 
- -. --- 4 ---

XT,I 
- oR 102I Pl0l I N
IrnI I I I I I I II t I t I I /
1I Hlllll SCLE
C I I xL II(t l 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 4 
- 2ll
I I I I IIC tJ I I ~ l l l l l l l l l l l I I I I I I I 1 1 
k-1 1 I l''7"t'I I I I I I I I I I I I Il0I I II01I l i l
 
-it
-CI ~ l FP '''. L ! I I I I I I I I I I l l I I I l l 
"AL I 
- .000 I I I 
-- L I I I I I l I ! I I I I I I I I I I I H !4.t i
 
I I I I I I I I F ' lJ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
 
I INI ! I I I I I I I l I II LttI I I I I I I I I I I t 1 /I I
 
1t I I I I I I t 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 I I I I I II)

-.001 
II i tI !t l i li l I lI lIC'T - 1 1 1 lI I l ~ 
II I I I I I I I I IIl.I II II002! I I ~ t I I I A l 
REFS 1GOD I 
LIIiI-. I I I I I I I I I t I ' 
 I I I I ! I E J 
I I I I t I ~ 
- - . i i I l i i l li00i i i l l l l l l iil4rlll ,l l l I 
1' ' ' ' ' ' ' '' ' : - ' '
.W3" " " ' ' " 1 
-. 22 l-li- lllltl2 ll1 0l2ll6 12IIII l4II1li1lllll0l2lll Il 
-- IlltlllllllllNGLEl Fl ATTACKlAL PHA.lllDEGREESIII 
-.TA lI llllllCllICllATll*lOElCRlTlC.lt llllll L Tlll RllN l I11IC INPRA I117 
Ccc0I'"'"'"""2"'"'"'4" P0214C""'"'"'"v""."0-10.00 '",0 Rif'S 8.69 o­
-- P II i11111111ivIII.0I0-lll0l0llC LU 4 MA . C 0 C ll.5l0llIi. Riiltl0l000I II ,, ,, ,, RE,,P,,,





DIRECTIONAL CONTROL POWER BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
U-!L 
.oo4~~ II ~~ ~II~ l l ll l 
.003 
z if . l l -J# lI l1l l.1 1 1 lil l1l(2f I l llf lllll I I I I I I I 
n 'II 
m I I I I I I It - I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11)!II 1 





z l t l l l ll l l l l l l ll l l l l l l l l l I i

-v .o001 l l l I II, f~l- l l i 
....
 II I I lt l I I I~ I, HiII I I I I I I I I 
-.T S T iTITOL IFITI-TN TISRTIOMBT IAI~ lI I I I EET IIIIIOII IREI ERENtCE IFRA IO 
--c C LW 40 4A .0 P 2 8C I IIIIIIII l0.llll l 0 ll ll Sllllllll IISTR 0.lll 
IIHIXMRP 59.3200,il,,-.0093620 N
I  
- 1 1 1 1 1 111Il IN 
I I I I ZIII 11 . 011 I 
---. 00400 IN 
ATAC.
ANGLEAL LHAOFU0 DGRE  









< I I l 1I l l I I I I I I II1I I I I I I I I I II.I III~ I 
1 1 1~~if ll  l1 1 111 1Itl l l I I I I ., I I I I I I I I I I I I I
 
. 1 1 l i II-I II TI1- IzI II I I lII I ll II I .I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 l l~ 
.003 
] f i l l 

-. M -II 260 Il it 1 LE ll l ll]I 

~ I Il1III I_ ---- i I I I I I I I I A IPAGE
4 0 270\ ~ ~ i I 1.I. III I[IIII I' ltI i tI I l ii-i-i-'I I I IIII]I~ II I I I~II,I I I II IIII-II ' L II I I I I I II I I
-J00 ~ I I I I I I II I I I I II 
.0 0 2 ~~Ii i I Ii Il l l l l l l l1 -4.- l l I II IA I I l l l l ' i , l IIII l l l l I IIl l IIl l ll Il lI I llI I Il 
I~~~_I II LL.IJ IIII ---IIlI I
I- I I I I IIIIII I I I I II I I A II l I
I I I IIIT0III I IO5 ~ III III I I '
 
,,,,,
CAAT YB _ OFIUA I DEI I ON RES 516 0 NI IIIEIIIII REII
B ITA IIII OI I INFAI ON







12-- ll l l el l l l l6li i 2 l l4 i ~ 6 l l ii 0l l al i 1i i l l 10 20 l2l 2 2 
ANGLE OP ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA S T $11480 C F1GUAAT1C4 0ESCRtPTII SETA ELEVTR AfLRON 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
04CP0191 C LSUT 240 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 14CR 02B 65WI1V6 
- 10.000 0.000 REFS 8.8690 $Q.FT.

cnCPOlr) C LS$fl 240 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR ORB BSWI1VS 















ENGINE POD AND LANDING GEAR EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
i f I 
III I III .1 '1 1 11111 1111 1 1111 
 111 1 2 1 41 11 1 i 20 22 24i 
A G OF AiL PHA, E iER 
IlI~ lltlllllllll II~l7l llllll

-.- J. 






LSWT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR 0
I14? 14.0 1DACFC OZ NCR ORB 
















































- -10 - - -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 2,4 26
 
ANGLE OF AITACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CZTA, Ty syr"L. Ca4FIGOURATICHt OESCRIFTI-c*N BETA ELEVTR AfLRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCFOIR) C LSWT 2408 MOAC 4.0 PC 02'HCR ORB 851411V6 0.1O - 10.000 0000O REFS 0.6690 SQoFT.
 
(CCF0]53) C l.S14T 248 NCAC 4.0 PC OZ 1CR ORB 8514110 0.000' 10.000 0°.0-0 REFL 69.5700 IN.
 
(CCPOSO) C L$W4T 240 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB BSWIIP 0.000- 10.000 0.000] REFO 51.60001 IN.
 




ZMRP 6000 I -. .
 
' A11 0 250 a IERCNT SCALE 40 000 
PAGE 272
 
ENGINE POD AND LANDING GEAR EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
.45 
.40-- - - - - - - - - - - - ­




.4o ~~~ ~ I I I i I 
II~~~lll~~i~ l l l ~ l ; J ~ i , l l l l l I ,I 11 1I, ~ 







-12t -a -O6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 IS 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SZT SYMBOL. CCSWIGURATICJ DESCRIPTICON BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'CCFOIz) LSWT 248 M41AC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB BSWiL:V 0.00J- 10.000 0.000 REFS a.8690 SQ.FT.(CCPOS3I LSUT Z48 NOAC 4.0 FC 02 NCR ORB 8514110 01000- 10.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN.
(CCP050 LSWT 248 )4OAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORS 85141W 0.000- 10.000 0.000 REFS 51.6000 IN.
ACF06LSWT Z48 I4OAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 0 15141PG 0.000- 10.000 0.000 XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YMRP 0 0000 IN.
 
ZNRP 11 .6000 in.
 





ENGINE POD AND LANDING GEAR EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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I I-11-11- 4 2 a 2 4 
 a1 10 12 14 16 IS, 20 2e 24
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SCET5Y480(. CONFIGURATIONJ DESCRIPTIONJ BETA ELEVTR AItRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(CC LOWt NDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB SSLiV 03.00'- 10.000 0.000 REFS 8.8692 SQ FT.
=12 248 
LSII 24$ IAC AI0 PC 02 NCR 0Ia 5i4111 0.000- 10.000 0.000IEFL 29.5700 In.I 
0 lCCPOSl 4.0 PC 0Z NCR ORS 051I.LI 0.000-I 0.000 REFS 51.6000 IN,
1T 24$ IDAC 


























-it -so a - -4 a 0 4 8 a 10 12a 4 1 a 1a 24 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. UOREES
 
DATA SET SYMOC. CWrIouRAUl~ oESC9lrrlCn BETA ELEVTR AILRCtI REFERENCE INrOROATI W. 
-CCP0I2) 0 LSWT 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB B51,1i16 0.009- 10.000 0.000 REFS 8.9o SG FT 
-CCF0S3) C LSWT 244 )CAC 4.0 PC 02 MCR ORB 65,1I( 0.000- :0.100 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
LCCPQSB) 0 LSIWT 248 NDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB8 65141P 0.000- 10.000 0.000 REFS 51.6000 IN 
CCCPP5E) & LSWT 24$ I4DAC 4.0 PC Ca NCR ORB Gsw1ip& 0.000- 10.000 0.V00 XI4RF 59 .3200 IN. 
YNRP a 001 IN. 







ENGINE POD AND LANDING GEAR EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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MAH 020 CLE 4002FRN 
ANGLE LOF ATTACK. ALPHA. EEGREES 









L$WT 24$ HOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 
LSIJI 24$ HDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 
LSW1 248 *OAC 4.0 PC O2 NCR OR 
























YNRP 0.0000 r14. 
ZNRF 11.6000 IN. 
NACU 0.2WO SCALE 4.0000 pERCNT 
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12 -10 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. EGREES
 







LSWT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 
LONT 248 40AC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 

























ZHRP 21.6000 IN. 
MACH 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 ?ERCNT 
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"9".20 .15$ .10J .05 .00 -. 05 -. 1f0 -. 15 -. 20 .2 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYM1'. CONFIGURATIC DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
tCCPIEZ) Q LSWT 240 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB sWIIVG 0.0o0u.- 10.000 D.000 REFS 8 0690 SQ FT.:CCPF053) 2 LSWT 240 'DAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 65WlG1 0.000- 10.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN.fC(CP050] 0 LSWT 246 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BswI1P 0.000- 10.000 0 Duo REFS 51.6000 IN.(¢¢F056) & LSWT 240 MDAC 4.0 PC 0Z NCR ORD 851411GF 0.I00- 10.000 0.000 XNRP 59.3200 IN
 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 11.6000 IN. 
MACH 0.250 SCALE 4 0000 PERCNT 
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.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .A5 .30 .35 .40 .45 
ORAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CIFIOURATIa DESCRIPTZO BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFHATICN 
ICCFOIZJ C LSWT 248 MCAC 4.0 PC IM 8CR OR BSWV6 O.0C3- 10.000 0.000 REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT. 
CCFP053) LSW 246 MCAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSWIIG 0.000- 10.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
fCCF0I 0 LSW 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB BSIP 0.000- 10.000 0.000 REFS 51 6000 IN. 
(CCFOSG) LSW 245 MDAC 4.0 PC CZ 8CR ORB BSWI±PG 0.000 - 0.000 0.000 XARP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 00000 IN. 



















0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.Z 1.3 1.4 
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED, CLSQR
 
DATA ,ST RSYMOL Ca.FIGURATTa4 CESCRPTIC4I BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
(CCPoIz) C LSWT 348 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR CGO B5WIIVY 0.00L - 10.000 0.000 REFS 8.8690 SO FT. 
CCF053) C LSW4T Z4 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BOWIIG D.000- 10.000 0.000 REFL 29 5700 IN. 
'CCF058) 0 LSWT 248 HCAC 4.0 PC CO NCR ORB SWIIP 0.000 - 10.000 0.000 REFS 51.6000 IN.
 
(CCPpvG A  LSWT ZI4 MDAC 4.0 FC 02 HCR ORB sWIIFp& 0.000- 10,000 0.00 XNRP 59 3200 IN
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EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE VERTICAL POSITION AND SIMULATED SLOT (BETA2O)
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.050 SCAL ERNC I I I I I l l i l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l 
0 PCO-C O ~ lSz -1.0 .0 000 1.0 EL 650 IN I 
-° 1S 6 8 1 2 G 1 0 2 4 
IIMil! " 59.320 IN. 
ZMR : I I UI
 





OAASTY0A. Cc*ZP0URTC4CSRFIY LV ae PR FA EEEC NOMTO 
C 0 L14 24 - 1.00 P 308FCCPS9).0 C NR ~8 MOC 814158 0.Ot, 3 00 5.00 R AGE69 























-1- -1 a - 6 4 -2 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 





LSWT Z46 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR R 
LSOT 240a4CAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 





















REFS 8.8690 SQ.F 
REFL 29 570> IN 
REFS 51 6000 IN 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
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.05 
ANGL OF ATAK LHA ERE 
.. .. Z.... 11 80 I . 
.00 
MAO 0Z0SCALE 
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<---01 - ­
-o%2 -10 8-s 6 -A- 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 to 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACtt ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYM4BOLt CONFIGURATION OESCRIFTIc4 ELEVTR SEP05 SPBR( SFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S0.FT.1 CCPO5O) 0 ISWT 9!4S MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORD8 651tf82 - ±0.0c0 3.000 30.000 15.000 	 REFS 8.0690 
oCCPO40 LSWT 248 4.0 PC OZ 0 8I - 10.000 IIII 30,000 15.000 REFL 29.5?00 IN. 





















2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is E0 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 







LSUT Z48 NOAC 4.0 PC CIE NCR OfiS 
LSlWr Z48 IOAC 4.0 PEC 02 NCR ORB8 

























XNRP 59 3200 IN. 
ThRP 0 0000 IN. 













(T I H l 
IlllJ .. - -
Z­
<Ii . 
~-z -10 -6 -G -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a IS 12 14 is i8 20 ILI "124 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA IT SYMOOL CO rIGURATIJ DESCRIPTION ELEVTR SEP06 SPORK SFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S8CP039) 0 LSWT 248 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR QCS 851411682 - 10.0,30 3.000 30.000 15.000 REFS 8.S690 SO.FT. 
(8CFOI0a 16147 248 140AC 4.0 PC 02 HCR MRE 85141138 - 10.0 1.000 30.000 15.000 REEL 29.5700 IN 
racpon, 0 LSW 248 VAC 4.0 FC 02 PIC ORE 851411582 10.0 .000 3:UO0 0U0 15.000 REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XNRP 59.3200 1 N: 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 




















-2 -10 -0 - -4 -2 0 2 4 6 IS 10 12 14 is 18 30 22 V4 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES 





LSW4 248 IIOAC 4.0 PC 02 MCR ORB 

















(SCF04l I 0 LSUT 248 MOAC 4.0 FC OZ NCR ORB 951,115S82 - 10.000 2.000 30.000 15.000 REFS 51.6000 IN4. 
XMRP 59.3200 IN4. 
YNRF 0.0000 IN4 
ZNRP $1.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
HACH 0.350 
PAGE 288 










.20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -15 -. 20 -. 25 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 





LST 248 NCAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR ORB 

















(CCFO41) 0 LSWT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSWIISBz - :0.000 2.000 30.000 15.000 REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XMRP 59.3200 IN 
YHRF 0.000 IN. 
ZMRP 11.6000 IN. 
MACH 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
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-. 0.1- - - - - ­
0.0 
.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .95 .30 .35 .40 .A5 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
CATA SET SYHCC CCWFIGURATICN ESCRIPTION ELEVTR SBPOS SPBRK BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCP039 LSWT 24a8 DAC 4 PC o2 NCR CAB BSWIISez - 10.0o 3 000 50.000 15.000 REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT. 
CCp00 C LST 248 NCAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR OC s WlSB2 - 10.000 1.000 0 000 15.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
CCFOes) 0 LS7248 IHCAC4.0 PC 02? CR ORB 854ssz - 10.000 2.000 50.000 15 00a REFB 51.6000 IN. 
XHRP 59.3200 IN.
 
YNRP 0 0000 IN. 














0.0 . . .""0." 0.7 "..0.6 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
 
QATA ST SYMOLI CCIFICURATICIN CESCRIPTIOIN ELEVTR SSFOS SPSRK BFLAP REFERENCE INFORNATICIN 
ICCPOSS) LSWT 248 IICAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR Cl8 GSWIISS2 10.00.) 3.000 30.000 15.000 REFS 8.0690 SQ FT.-CCCP040) LSWT 248 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR ORB 851411562 .- 10.000 1.000 30.0(h) 15 000 REFL 29.5700 IN.
(CCPO41) 0 LSWT 240 )IOAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR ORB 851411562 - 10.000 2.000 30.000 15.000 REFS 51 .6000 IN.
 
XMRP 59.3200 IN 
YNRP a.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 11.61200 IN. 
MA4CH 0.250 SCA-L .00 F N 
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, R 11 600 IN
 
1 .*Z10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -2 
PITCHING MOMENT COERFICIENT. CLM
 







i-Sil 240 HCAC 4.0 PC O2 NCR 068 
L-S T 240 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR 060 

























XNRF 59.3200 ZN 
YMRF 0.0000 [N. 




SPEEDBRAKE EFFECTIVENESS BODY FLAP DEFLECTION= 0DEGREES (BETA=O)
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M C llili A 4 I I 
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"""X"R""'"".'"2""0
" '" " I IN. 
l 4 0.250 3000 E4J MAp W CC4, C HR .00 000 SCAL 4.05700 PENT 
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..12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 S 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA SET SYJM8O CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR SOPOS SPSRK 
ICCPo12) C LSWT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB B5111V6 - 1.DOD 0.oo 
ICCFPO4, 2 LSWT z48 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR CRB SSWIIS1z - 10.000 3.000 30.00 







18 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFB 51.6000 IN 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YIRF 0,.0000 IN. 
ZHRP 11,6300 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 294 














.02,2 111lllll lll7,l77 a illl-l a 1ll12l1ll llis lO 22l24 I 6
I ANGLEII III A II
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D T0IIIII $ I IO 
0 -4OHA 2C N 4 3.0 REP 022
-1g~s) -$W 4 OR N ~2 MOO 12 0014 00 51.62 N4.2
 




















I I I I IIt I I I IaI2I I 6I aII 2I1 4I1I I s 2 0 22 Io a -I I 1

"NG" OF ATTACK, ALPHA. D
 
I 0.I 0.0I IIIREF 8.69
IPI 0I NC IR- 10I1
I Q IIIIZ ISIAIIA 4.  v I I5I I 
II I I I 0.000 I NINRIF II 
 ZNR ±.  I  
I ll lII I I II ll llSCALEI I I 4 00 0i FR N 
.o 4AIfI I l II I l I l I I I I Il50I l0I.I I
 





.. 12~~~~~~SCL 0 -4 0 12 1 6 1 0 000-22 24 22CIL II48 C . C02 CR IlS lll.00 l0 l0 R L I IN.6ANGLE OFATAK APA.DGRE
 













-72 -40 -a -e -4 -2 0 2 4 0 8 10 2 14 -6 18 20 22
1-	 24 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATh .5£7 SY)4c0 CariIJURATJC GESCRIFTION ELEVTR SOF0S SPBR( BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCCPOI2J 0 LSW T 240 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB BSWIIVS - 10.000 0.000 0.000 REPS 8.8690 SQ.FT. (CF04 2 LOUtT 240 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 8514115B2 - 10.000 3.000 30.000 0.000 	 REFL 29.5700 IN 
CCCPO4SJ 0 LSWT 248 MOAC 4.0 Ft 02 14CR ORB BSWI1SBZ - 10.000 3.000 60.000 0.000 	 REPS 51.6000 IN
 
XNRP 59.3200 IN
YIRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN. 
IHACN 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
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-12 -10 -8 -6 ~4 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 2
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
2
 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CCtUFIGURAT1CN OEsCRIPTIC4 ELCVTR SBPOS SPBRIK SFLAP REFERENCE INFORM4ATION
 
SQ.FT
I6CP0123 LsWr 248 NDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSWIIV6 - 10,001 0 000 0 000 	 REFS 8 8690 
C0CPO'4) C L=W 248 NOAC A.0 PC 02 NCR ORB BSW11SBZ - 10.000 3.000 30.000 0.000 	 REFL 29.5700 IN. 

































°a i-- I 
l I f 
- J: 
. 2 o 10 4 2 4 6 a 10 12.14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SE? SYHSCPI_ CONFI&URATIa4 DESCRIPTION4 ELEVTR SBPOS SPBRK BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
?COCP02 _0 LSW4 248 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSWLIVE - 10.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 8.8690 SO.FT. 
SBCP0A4) ; LSWT 248 MPAC 4.0 PC 0Z NCR ORB8 65WI16B2 - 10.000 3.000 30.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
(SCFO*5' 0 LSWT4 Z48 )4PAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 851411532 - 10.000 3.000 61.000 0.000 REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XNRF 59 3200 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 






















.20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -. 25 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 







LSW 240 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 
LST 248 HUAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 
























XMRP 59.3200 IN. 
YMRP a.0000 IN. 
ZMRF 116000 IN 
MACH 0.250 SCALE 4.000 PERCNT 
PAGE 300 



























.00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 




CATA SET SYMBt CONFIGURATII DESCRIPTION ELEVTR SPBRKSEPOS 8FLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION (CCPFIZ) 0 LS4T '48 MDAC 4.0 PC OR NCR ORB SSWIIV6 - I0.0a0 0.000 0.000 REFS 8.8690 SQ FT (CCF044J 0 LSWT Z48 NDAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB SSWIISB? - 10.000 3.000 30.000 0.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 







MACH 0.250 SCALE 4 0000 PERCNT 
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I fil Ml I' 
TU 
IMIICI0 IZIIIR 0.00
CF I IIIIIIIr 24 .920 PC ORStlII 0.I XHj-RFSIII0SQFt1:OG I
 
D AST£I~0III II AII OIICIIITI~t ELIIIIIFIIIIIKIIIAIIEFEENC INFORNATIO 
ICP02IIT 40I
-VRAC 4.III011RI  SII 116005NIC RII-0.rn 0III000IRISIII9IS
 
CROS l -1.00 l N.II
t(CCPl044ll 24 NOC .0 C02 l ll l l0W10llLSJ ll l ll l .00ll l 0.0 000 EL 29.5l300 I 
JCCP4lJ T 48 PC 02l Rllllllllll 2llll 0ll0lll .l00 l 0.l0 lllllll R lIS l 000 IIN IMDC .0 l 

.o lll Fflll lll ll lll lllXll lll ll 59l32 IIII
II0II.10.0 0.I0 0. . 0. I.I . A 0. .5 06 O .0 . 1.4YNR 0.00 IN.I 
LIFTICIEIIICIENT SUAREI.ICLSOR SCL.000 FRN
 
DAMA Y CtBRK IGRT SRPZ ET BO BFLAP SCALER N
4.000 F RT
 
(CCF12)C L T B 4 HAC -10° 3 °000 0.00PAGE 386 F
. HCR B~ll6 02S 

SPEEDBRAKE EFFECTIVENESS BODY FLAP DEFLECTION= 0DEGREES (BETA=O)
 
1.4 














. -- - .5-10 .05 .- -.05 ----. 20 -. 25 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 





L$WT Z48 NDAC 4.0 PC OZ HCR ORB LSWT Z48 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR 090 



























YmRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZmRP 11 6000 IN 
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2 --10 -- --
 2 6 
 6 
 to 22
2 4 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OAh 512 SyNB t Cc.4FIOURATIO V, OESCRIPTIcM/ ELEVTRCCF0'0j ) LSWT 248 StOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 65W11 
SOO SPRK BFLAP REFERENCE INFORNATION 
- 10.000(CCP039J 2 LSWT 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 0? NCR ORB 0.000 15.000 REPS 6 8690 SQ FT.65141156? 
­ 10.000 
 3.000 30 000 15.000 REFL 29.5700 IN.
 
REFB 51 .6000 IN
 





HACM 0.250 ZNRF 11.6000 IN. 
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-12 -10 -5 
 - -4 -2 0 a 6 a 10 12 14 16 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SZT SYMSCL CONFIGURATIONJ DESCRIPTION ELEVTR Sep03 SPBRK BFLAP 

CCCFOtO) 0 4514T Z.0 HDAC 4.0 
PC OE NCR ORD 651411 - 10.000 0.000 15.000(CC0O3O) r LWI 240I DAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORD I0.000 - 10.00D










































12 -10 - - 6 -4 - 9 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELCVTR SOPOS SFPRK 
(CCP049) 0 L$T 246 NDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORE sw11 - 10,000 0.000 






i8 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.8690 S0.FT. 
REFL 29.570a IN 
REFS 51 6000 IN. 
XNRP 59.3900 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11,6000 IN 
SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
PAGE 308 
---------






Z0.0 l ill ii1l i 
.2 -aai 
rANGLE 1.2 llI I I I Ill l ll lOFiATTACK.iLll l l l ll l l lRElPSt 51.6 Il ll ll l ll PHA.tl DERE t 
z I II ~I 11 l11 11 1 1 11 11 11 1 1 1 1 11 11 11 1 1 11 1 214F 1 1 .00 I 
LI.A 
MAH 0.5 SAE .00.ERN 
lli l~ i ilili lll l~ l~ ll lll lll 'li iil ill lli ill/;[PAGEI 30 
-0.2.000 IN
 
-.20- M.C-H -CAL -.O0 4 0 0 2 * 6 8 ± 2 4 1 s s 2 2 ER 
ANGLE~~~AG ERE 3FATCK0L9. 















-0-12 -10 - 8 -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE & ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGPEES 
BATA 6E7 SYMBOL CONFI&URATIcnI DEScRIPTIaJ ELEVTR SBFOS SPBRK 
12CF049) C LSWT" 248 HOAC 4.0 p1OC02CR ORB B5WIE - 10.000 0.000 





180, 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 8.8690 SO.FT. 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 EN. 
IMRF 50 3200 ZN.YNRP 0 I00 IN. 
ZSRP 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 ERCNT 
PAGE 313 













0.0 	 a 
-0 * I 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLII
 
DATA OT SYN80 - CO~NFIUATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR S8POS SPSR( SFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCCP0A9)
ICCPOS) 0 -- LOUTLSWT 248 NDAC 4.0 PC 248 MCAC 4.0 PC 0202 14CRCO81NCROR8 851411 SSWIVSOZ 
- 10.00) 

















YNRP 0 0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11 .6000 IN 
MACH 0.m5 SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 311 














DATA SET SYMBOL 
ICCCFO4OJ(CCPO3S2 
MAC 
.05 .10 .15 
CONFfIGURATIONJ DESCRIPTION 
Lstwr z48 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORBLSIJT 24$ NOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB0 
.250 
.20 .25 .30 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
ELEVTR SBFOS SPSRC 




.35 .40 .45 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.8690 SOSFT 
REFL 29 5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN 
XNRF 59.3200 IN. 
Y4RF 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRF 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 PE4CNT 
PAGE 312 






-01 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1 4 
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
 
CATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGU&,RATIONi DESCRIPTION ~ ELEVTR SOFOS SPORK 8FLAF REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCP049) Q LSI4T Z48 NOAC 4.0 PC O? HCR ORS D SWI± - 10.000 0.000 15.000 REFS a $690 $O.FT. 







ZNRp 11.6000 IN. 
M4ACI 0,250 SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
PAGE 313 

















.1°5 .10 .°05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 








LS 246 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 















REFS a 8690 SQ.FT. 











MACH DO.Zs $CALE 4 .0000 FERCNT 
PAGE 314 
SPEEBRAKE EFFECTIVENESS--BODY FLAP DEFLECTION=30 DEGREES (BETA:O)
 
.20 1 111i111111111 1111 1 f I ill il tIIIIIII I I
 
ll111 111 1111fi 111 11111111t1II 1
1111  fil 111 I1
 
I 11I II11 It1 
-.o Hlllll CALE LI I I 
l l l l l l l l l l l ll l l ll2i ~ l ll l l l l l lI PAGE 315 
-. 0 
Ba 
II I I I I I I I I I I . I I I I I I II2F B II I I I I I iI 
z r lLil l ~ l l l l t ~ l~ l f l i l I I tl l l l l l l l l l l l l l l ll l l l l l l ,illl I II 
C 
-
. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I IS~ l 
,PI 
I 
l l l l l l l ll.l l l l ll ll1I I II I I I I I II0 I I 
RES 52600 I
 
u~~~~~MI IIIIII II I I I I II0II0i I1 INI 
-- te -t -o -o6 - -e 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 ±4 16 13 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OR ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SCT SYMBOL CO&?IGURATIC4 OESCRWPTIQJ ELEVTR SOFOS SFBRK BELA? REFERENCE INflORNATLON 
cCC?04o) 0 LS$JT 245 HDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSW11 - :o.oon 0.000 30.000 REFS 0.0690 SQ.FT. 
6 2CF LSWT 248 H4AC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 5W115B2 - 10.000 3.000 60.000 30.000 REEL 29.5700 IN. 


























* 12~~~~~~~~~~~ -- -- 0 1 -- -4 - - -- I 6 - 1 2 
PAE01 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CAT. T ST.BOI CONFIGURATION DECRIPTIO ELEVTR SOFOS SpORK BFLAF RCEeR51NCE INFORMATION 
(CCCFDBJ C) LSW 246 MDAC 4.0PC 02 HCR ORB BSwll - 10.000 0.000 30.000 REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT. 
(CCF046) C LSWT 248 MCAC 4.0 FC OZ HCR ORB BSwllsBz - 10.000 3.000 60.000 30 000 REFL 29.5700 IN 
REFB 61 6000 IN. 
XHRP 
YMRP 
59 32000.0000 IN.IN 
ZMRF 11 6000 IN. 
0.5 $AHCALE 4o.0000 PERCNT 
MACH 0.2 













I A I 
0 4 8 
.osL-IU I I TU... 1 11 
.05 1EI 
iT~i:: IT 
-12 -10 - 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 '14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMSOI CONF1QURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR SEP08 SPSRK EFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCCF ) C LSWT 248 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR 0 B B5W1I - 10.000 0.000 30.000 REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT.(CCP046O 2_ LSWT 246 MDAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB BSWIISBz - 10.000 3.000 60.000 30.000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP a.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN. 
MACH 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 FERCNT 
PAGE 317
 
SPEEDBRAKE EFFECTIVENESS--BODY FLAP DEFLECTIONZ30 DEGREES (BETA=O)

°[ i l I'f, I , 






1 1 1 ll. I I 
I i i i i l i i i 
l l 
IrI tFll l li lI lI 
I I I l I i I I i I I I 
I l i l l l l l l l 
I I 
,,IiI 
I I I I Il I 
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42 -IQ - -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 IS 20 22 2i4 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 







248 MOAC 4.0 PC O2 NCR ORS 

















REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XMRP 59.3200 iN 
YMRF 
ZMRP a0.0000 11 .6000 IN:I. 
MACO 0.250 SCALE 4.0000 PERCJT 
PAGE 319 
SPEEOBRAKE EFFECTIVENESS--BODY FLAP DEFLECTION=30 DEGREES (BETA=O)
 
1.6 
I.11 1111111 If11 
 Illl I I 
Hilll 
I tll ll l f lllllill tl l I I
 
I+l fll l l l l l l l l l I
 





 l1l0l2l l4 
 16 tol2l2lllll~ ll lll





-2 ° " I I I I I I I I ~ l l l l i t l tl l , l l l l l l~ l t l l l l I I 
lIIIll~ltll ll lll ll lll llk tlll tlll ll ll l ll II I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11.0J 11LI-LL
M ltl l l _l lU. I 320- ­
t l l l l l l l l l l l 
l l lPAGEI I II I 

- l*l0l ll.t2l 
 l l lll l ll l l l ll l 
l l l l l l l l l I





-0.4l l t l
l l l l l l l l ~ l l l l l l l l l l l ll l l l l I I
 







XNR 59 II0 IN.
 
""'"" ' " '"'" 
III II 11 60I I N.
" IIIIISCALE NII II 4,.,,,000, T
, PE,,, 

11 1 1 1 11A! 1 1 1 11 1 1 
1 1 1 1101 11.1 1 11 1 1 11 1150t 
~ llll l llIIIII III IIIIlll llll lll llll llll lll llPAGEl I
320 





















-12 -I0 - -a - 4 -2 0 4 a a 10 12 14 is is 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 





LSWT 246 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 















REFS 51.6000 IN. 
X$RP 59.3200 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11 6000 IN. 
MACH a.z5o SCALE 
4 0000 FERCNT 
PAGE 321 












.Z0 .15 .10 .05 .00 .,05 -.10 -. 15 -. 20 -25 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET sYHSC)L CONFIGURATIOC ESCRIPTION ELEVTR SBFOS SPBRK BFLA; REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ICCpOAj C LSWT 24 XDAC 4.0 PC OZ HCR ORB BSWul - 10.000 0.000 30.000 REFS 8.8690 SO FT. 
ICCFDA6) LSWT 248 MIAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 5Wl1s52 - 10.000 3.000 60.000 30 000 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XNRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0o0000 IN. 
ZMRP 11.6000 IN. 
MACH 0o.z5 SCALE 4.0000 PE.CNT 
PAGE 322
 










.w0 XS so0 115 .20 .95 .30 .3S .40 .45 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION ELEVrR SBPOS SPBRK FBFLAP REFERCNCE INFORMATION 
ICCFPO4S) 
(CCP046) C 
LSOT 24$ NOAC 4.0 PC 



















XMRP 59.3200 IN. 
YmRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZPRP 11.6000 IN. 
.A<H 0.?50 SCALE 
4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 323 
SPEEDBRAKE EFFECTIVENESS--BODY FLAP DEFLECTIONz30 DEGREES (BETAO)
 
. 0 IIIII III II I tl l ll l l l l llIl I lI llI I II I l ll l 




Il /r1 11 I Ii
-- l----- IIilI R FI9.A21 I N. 
11Illlll 1 I 0 IM 
M"CH "0.1tl SCALE 4.0'"0 PERCNT 
---------- l l ll l l l ll l l ll ~ l II I I I II I ~ ll t l I I I 
011.1.1.1.1.
.4 	 0. 0 2 1. 111111 11 0.9 1 11. i i 1 . . 1.r 	 I I I I I I I I I I-------------7II 	 ------- ~ l I I I I I I I I I IPAGE 324 
LIFTFCOFIIN SOUAREO CLSQRf"Lj I I II I II I I II~ ,/l l~~l l l lllmI 
- I I~l14-HI=III.
L 






II 	 IIII 111
IIIII t111 IIII IIII IIII I!II IIII IIII IINI
 
HAC I I I II I IIHI II I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I.I5 E NSC L 4 00 

llll llll ll lllll llll llll lll llll lll lllAl GE 4
ll  d~ll 	 3I2I 

--------------------------------------------------------------
SPEEOBRAKE EFFECTIVENESS--BODY FLAP DEFLECTION=30 DEGREES (BETArO)
 











.15 .i0 .0 .. .0 
-,'8 51 6 0 I 
,l in. [0.4 YMR 0.30 , 
II
 
"- 20Z; .15 .10 .00 .00 -. 0 -. 10 -o15 -. 20 -. 05 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLII
 
CATA OCT SY)40L CO~rGVRAT 'm DESCRIPTION ELEVTR SBP0S SPORC OFLAF 
£BCPOC$) C CSWT 248 MOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCRORB BSWU1 - :0ODC 0.000 30.000 
(SCPOA6) C LSWT 2*5 NOAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORB 65W11582 - 10.000 3.000 60.000 30.000 
MAH 020SCALE 
ftEFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 8.8690 50.7T. 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFA 51.6000 IN. 
X.,RP 59.3200 IN. 
YI4RP 0.0000 Il. 




LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER SPEED BRAKES EXTENDED
 
- ----- 1 1fl 











-.00 -. 0L J- , 
D --­ --- L -L 
-12 -10 -a 6 4 2 0 4 6 0 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA 55T Syxo- CCNFIGURATION CESCRIPT[C* 8ETA ELEVTR SPBRK 
(CCP0o9) 0 LSWT 24 HOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR C8 5W11R2 aObO- 10,000 30.000 





18 20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFCRHATION 
REFS 8.8690 SG.FT 
REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN 
XMRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0.003a IN. 
ZMRe 11.6000 8. 
SCALE 4.0000 PlCNT 
PAGE 326 

















-'0'22 -10 -o 6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 in 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SVtt -CORFIOURATION! 0ESCRIFTIcOJ BETA ELEVTR -SPBRI( BFLAF REFERENCE INrORNATXON 
















XMRF 59 3200 IN. 
ZIRP IiI.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
HACH 0.250 
PAGE 327 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER 
11 1 1ll1 11 1 11 I 
I[III I tiil ll ll l I I l 
..9+ - H + IIIIl l l l l 
i l l l t ltt 1 1 1 
,o1I I f tIi 1I ll I I 
SPEED BRAKES EXTENDED 
1 II 1 I I I I II III 1 11 I I1 
l I ll l ll I II I l tII il I II I I 
tlli  ll l ll l tl l l l l l l ll 
i l l ]i11I III I 
itI ll I I I I II I I I I I I I 
1 1 1 
II 
l l lll-- --
-- -­l I II I 













I I I 
I I I I 
II I I 
I II I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I 
I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I . I I I 
II I 










-12 -t 8 6 -4 2 a z 4 6 a in 12 14 16 Is 20 2? 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SCT SYMBOL. CONFIGUJRATION4 DESCRIPTION 
(CCF039) C LSWT 248 UCAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 














REFS a ...9 SQ.rT. 
REFL .9.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XMRP 59.3200 I. 
yRP 
.0000 114 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN, 
4.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 328 











-It -10 -s -o -4 -2 a 2 4 10o 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
BETA ELEVTR SPBRK BFLAF REFERENCE INFORNATLONCATA SET SYNSOt CC*IFIOURATITC DESCRIPTION 
10.000 50.000 15.000 REFS 8.8690 SQ.FT.(CCPS9S) 0 LSWT 248 IOAC 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORE asWl1582 0.000 -
CCCPG,2) 0 LSIJT 241 HCAC 4.0 PC 02 8CR )R BSSWiISBZ - 3.000- 10.000 30.000 15.00O 	 REFL 29.5700 IN. 
REFS 51.6000 IN. 
XHRP 59.3200 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 







LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER SPEED BRAKES EXTENDED
 
I I I l.06 I I 1 I I I1 [ I I 1 ; i f" I I 
Illll ~~~~ ~IllilillllllllltlllllI Ii I t] 
.a4
 
2 l4lllF # I I 1 t I II I  I II lI ]II 

l l
Illl Il l l l l l l l l l l ~ Il I l l l l l l l l l 
zI -- I IIIll t







[i tIl l l l l l l l l l II l l l l l l l l 




-~~I II Illll l Jitl 
c-fl l l l l l l l llll l l
i i i i i i I I I I I IIII I Ii 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1I
 
li li tllii l~~~~l ~~li Ill ll ll l l ll  l t l tlit I I l l l l t l f l 
-. 03 I:t l i 
-. 04 
-112 1 11 6 I 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a III 1I 14 i i g0 R2 24 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
IDATA SET SYMBOL CcFIilIRA7ION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR SFBR BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCP05O) C L1147 248 UCAC 4.0 PC 02 NCR ORS OBtJIlSOS 0.000 - 10.000 30.000 'S.000 REFS a 8690 SO FT. 















LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER SPEED BRAKES EXTENDED
 
.015 
~~ ~ ~ ~~II FI!llillllll~llllllIIII 
< 
>- .000 
.- CI 1I11 I I 
II~1 II I I I I II I I  I I V I 
I-I II I II I Il l l l l l l l l l l l- -II I II I I- l l ll l l l llNI IIII I I II II I -I l Il)-I.II 111- I - ­
-. 005L 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ILEI4II I I I I I I I I I

-,a llllollll llllal l4ll ll lll l lll llll llll llllsl l llll alII!
m-0R2 
RES 5160 INI: 
~~~~~~ZRIII ' I I III I IIIII II IN!II II I I I I I 

- -I1 10 6- -0 ..- 4 -t U 2 4 0 & 10 12 14 16 1j o 2 2 24 20 




























ZNRP 11.6000 IN. 
041 MIST. CCE MOEV EJOC SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
SC-248 V2A0 4.3 DC 02 tICR tRB 85W11 C0CP042) 28 FEB 71 PAGE 33! 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER SPEED BRAKES EXTENDED 
0 0 Il il l ll ll l lllfill[tl ll l ll l I11llllIT T = LEI1 1 1 1 1 I I I I l l l l ll44l l t l l l ll l i] I ! I i l 
tC2l l~ l.l n l ~ l l l l t t I I I I I I l l I'I II I 
.002 , f l I I I II 
[ f i l 1 
l li 
- - -









<~~~~ III5ll1~ ~ ~ ~ ~ RF .llllllllllltlllllllillllI00 IN:
 
-ta-t o -e - 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 1e 14 16 is 20 22 24 2c 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
stQ400 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES RCFERENCC IN.'ORNATXON 
0 .260 ELEVTR 10.000 AILRCN 0.000 REFS 0.B$90 SQ.FT. 
SPSRK 30.000 BFLAF 15.000 REFL 29 5700 IN. 
sI os 3000 XNRF 59.13200 IN 
YNRl 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 11.6000 IN. 
DATA MIST7. COVCE N*EV4EI*CV SCALE 4.0000 PERONT 
-Sw- 248 XDAC 4.0 PC 02 tiC-R ORB 85W11 C0CP042) 6 FEB 71 PAGE 332 
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER SPEED BRAKES EXTENDED

.006 -L I I I I I I I II I I l I I I






Jilll~l llllltI l l ti l t l tl l t 
l ll l
 
II Ili ~ t l ii l ll Ill i il lt ll ~ l lt l l l I f l l ~ ll II I Ilit I I I 
o IIl l t ~ t 1 I tEI-l Il Il1 11 lfil r l li l ~ it l i ii l " t 
IIf
 
-4 0 - 2 0 2 4 6 0 1 4 i s 2 I lL I 
0
0-.0 EE 0000.003 ALO .00R ~ .60 S .T 
II I2I!I CR11r~B4 III P!111 II 7I11
.. W 24 IIA .C P II l IIRIIB III 2I1 Ei PAGE 333I
 




SF8 MIST. 0 l l 0 I9l 57I ICIttAF 111 IIIL 1 I
 
240 56P0 ] PC rIIF R 5.0 I.
ON B 0l 

'"'i l *I>1,,,,,,1 " " " '"lL[,1, 7 IIIIT1 11 i, 
.oI ,o I, I' Ll l ,] I IIlI IIli ll , 111 1 + I flh, , l l f h J ll l,4 

l ' -7'l 1l l lll
l l l l l l l l [A lllll'lIl 1 l 
,,-.
III 'III I~ l I' 111 1l ill lft ll l1I1l l i l l IIII41 11 

.LlLU lll Ll ...1 .. I ,dJJ~~l~ nt l 





-1 . 1 G- 2 0 2 ''4 0 111 14 10 22a 22 16 -20'' 44a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYM4BOL WACN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 














SSPOS 3.000 REFS 51.6000 IN 
XMRF 59.3200 IN. 
YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 11.6000 In. 
0AT4A MIST. CODE N*EVI*CV SCALE 4.0000 PERCNT 
.....SI 28 MOA .0 PC 2 HCR OR.. .5W11CECP42) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 334 






















2 4 6 9 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
-'It -10 .- s - -4 -2 0 





C 0.360 ELEVT - 10.000 AILRON 0.000 

$Y34SCt MAC* FARAnETRIC VALUES 
REFS 8.8890 so-rT. 
50 .000 BFLAP 15.000 REE. 29.5600 INSPSRK 
XRF 51.00 IN.Sepos 3.000 YIRF I.0000 IN. 
ZNRF 11.6000 IN. 
SCALE 4.0000 PERCNTDATA fIST. COCE NOEVItCV 
Sr 248 "DAG 4.0 PC 02 HCR ORB 85W411 CECPOI2) 28 FEB 71 PAGE 335) 
